REGULAR MEETING OF THE
LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
Notice is hereby given of the following Land Use and Planning Committee:
March 6, 2017 at 11:00 a.m.
Committee Room 2, City Hall

AGENDA
ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA
MOTION to amend the Land Use and Planning Committee agenda.
ADOPTION OF MINUTES
1.

No Items

PRESENTATIONS
2.

No Items

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
3.

No Items

REPORTS FOR ACTION
4.

813 Carnarvon Street

5.

514 Carnarvon (Holy Trinity Cathedral): Heritage Revitalization Agreement
and Official Community Plan Amendment - Updated Application
a. Applicant Presentation

6.

640 and 616 Sixth Street: Development Inquiry for a Proposed High-Rise,
Mixed-Use Development Consisting of At-Grade Retail, Secured Market
Residential Rental and Market Strata Residential Development – Preliminary
Report
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7.

229 Eleventh Street: Proposed Rezoning to CD Zone to Permit Construction
of a Duplex and Laneway House - Preliminary Report

CONSENT AGENDA
8.

1002, 1012, 1016 and 1020 Auckland Street: Rezoning from Light Industrial
Mixed Use Districts (M-5) to Comprehensive Development Districts (1002
Auckland Street) (CD-69) - Bylaw for Consideration of First and Second
Readings

9.

518 Ewen Avenue: Proposed Rezoning from (C-1) to (RQ-1) to Permit
Construction of a Single Detached Dwelling- Updated Application for
Consideration of Public Hearing

10.

837 - 841 Twelfth Street: Development Permit for Proposed Four Storey
Mixed Use Building and Development Variance Permit to Vary Building Line
Setback - Preliminary Report

11.

43 Hastings Street: Rezoning for Six Unit Affordable Housing Project Preliminary Report

ITEMS REMOVED FROM THE CONSENT AGENDA

DIRECTOR’S / MANAGER’S REPORT (Oral Report)
12.
NEW BUSINESS
13.

No Items

CORRESPONDENCE
14.

No Items

ADJOURNMENT
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

REZ00134
SDP00210

Item #:

16/2017

Subject:

813 Carnarvon Street: Rezoning to Allow a 245 Unit Residential
Development – Preliminary Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council provide staff
with feedback on the three approaches identified in section 4.0 of this report with the
goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of the approach that
Council would consider being most appropriate.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An application has been received for the construction of a 195 unit market residential
development and a 50 unit non-market rental residential development at 813 – 823
Carnarvon Street. The project is proposing a Floor Space Ratio of 7.75 which is above the
5.2 Floor Space Ratio maximum anticipated in the Density Bonus Phase 2 Council Policy.
The provision of 50 units of non-market rental housing supports the Cities policies in this
area. The project features strong urban design and architectural presentation which will
enhance the pedestrian environment on Carnarvon Street. Staff has concerns with density
proposed in this project and are seeking direction from the Land Use and Planning
Committee.
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PURPOSE

This rezoning application would permit construction of a mixed use project with commercial
at grade and non-market rental and market condominium residential uses. The purpose of
this report is to seek a Land Use and Planning Committee recommendation to Council to
proceed with the next steps in processing this application.
2.

POLICY AND REGULATIONS

2.1

Official Community Plan Land Use Designation:

The site is designated Mixed Use - High Density in the Downtown Community Plan. The
Plan gives the following details of the designation:
 mixed-use (commercial and/or residential) throughout Downtown, outside of the
Columbia Street Historic Mixed-Use
 retail, office, service or residential
 any combination of the above (can be one use or multiple uses)
The project proposed in this application would satisfy the general intent of the form
anticipated in the land use designation by providing a mixed use building with commercial
uses at grade on the Carnarvon Street frontage.
2.2

Development Permit Area Designation:

The site is designated as part of the Downtown Development Permit Area. The Plan
identifies this designation as:
The City of New Westminster will ensure that new development supports a vibrant, pleasant,
and people oriented Downtown. The guidelines for Downtown are based upon the following
objectives for development:
 Reflect the context of New Westminster and unique characteristics such as history,
views and topography.
 Provide safe and pleasant streets and public spaces where pedestrians feel comfortable
and welcome.
 Create a positive, people oriented connection between new buildings and the street,
between public and private spaces.
 Promote excellence in architectural design and creativity in the architectural form,
massing and character of new development.
 Protect important public views, and ensure light and air penetration to the street.
 Promote a vibrant and diverse local economy through the encouragement of attractive
and functional commercial areas.
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 Guide the development of new buildings which conserve energy, materials and water.
 Encourage new habitat and a greened built environment which supports ecological
cycles and reconnects people with nature.
 Minimize negative impacts on air quality and the water quality of the Fraser River.
 Maximize opportunities for rooftop features which generate energy, minimize runoff
and create multipurpose green spaces.
 Promote sustainable modes of transport (e.g., walking, cycling, transit).
The project proposed in this application would satisfy the general intent of the Development
Permit Area Designation. Should the application proceed, staff would further evaluate the
application using these design guidelines.
2.3

Downtown Building and Public Realm Design Guidelines and Master Plan:

The Downtown Building and Public Realm Design Guidelines and Master Plan provide
guidance in achieving a high quality, cohesive Downtown that honours the historical and
cultural context of New Westminster. This document serves as a toolkit to inform public
realm improvements both on and off-site within the Downtown area. The design of the
project will be evaluated using these Design Guidelines by staff and the New Westminster
Design Panel.
After an initial review of the project staff consider that the project generally conforms to the
Guidelines. Should the application proceed, staff would further evaluate the application
using these design guidelines.
2.4

Zoning Bylaw:

The site is currently zoned Downtown Mixed Use Districts (High Density) (C– 4). That zone
would allow a mixed use building with a height of 24.4 metres (80 feet) and a total floor
space ratio of 5.2. Residential Development would be limited to a floor space ratio (FSR) of
3.0.
The project proposed in this application would not comply with the current zoning of the
site.
The City does not currently have a mixed use residential zone with a floor space ratio of 7.75
that incorporates the required density bonus provisions. A Comprehensive Development
Zoning Schedule would need to be drafted to allow formal consideration of this application.
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Density Bonus Phase 2:

The Density Bonus Amenity Zoning Phase 2 Council Policy supports a rezoning of this site
to C – 4(DB). The rezoning allows Council to consider a higher height and a shift in the mix
of floor space toward a greater proportion of residential floor space.
3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Site Context:

The site is located in the SkyTrain and Tower precincts identified in the Downtown
Community Plan. There is a 7.92 metre (26 foot) cross slope on the property. The property
owner currently allows the City to locate some of the Downtown off leash Dog Park on a
portion of the subject property.
To the north of the site is Victoria Street, which has a dedicated width of 33 feet (10 metres).
The Downtown off-leash dog park currently occupies a portion of Victoria Street. Victoria
Street is designated as a laneway/narrow street in the Downtown Plan. Across Victoria Street
is a development site addressed as 800 Agnes Street. The City has received a pre application
review request for that site which will be the subject of a report to Council. The proposed
project is a 33 storey residential building with a height of 330 feet (100.58 metres) that
would have 258 residential units and an FSR of 7.03.
To the east of the site is 811 Carnarvon Street. This property has an area of 8,699 square feet
(808 square metres) and is zoned Downtown Mixed Use Districts (High Density) (C– 4). The
site is currently occupied by a two level commercial building.
To the south is Carnarvon Street, which is identified as a local collector and designated as an
enhanced pedestrian street in the Downtown Plan. Carnarvon Street would be part of a future
greenway/bike route. Across Carnarvon Street is the Plaza 88 development and the access to
the New Westminster SkyTrain Station. The Plaza 88 site is zoned Central Business Districts
(Restricted) (C - 4C). That development has an FSR of 6.79 and the four buildings will range
in height from 32 to 41 floors.
To the west is a site with three residential towers, the Hyack at 838 Agnes Street, the Fraser
at 55 Tenth Street and the Royal 828 Agnes Street The site has a split zoning with a portion
of the site zoned Downtown Mixed Use Districts (High Density) (C– 4) and the remainder
zoned Multiple Unit Residential District (High Density (RM – 6). The height of the buildings
ranges from 14 to 16 storeys. The development has an FSR of 3.45 and a total of 298 units.
A public right of way is registered on the east property line of this property to provide access
from Carnarvon Street to Victoria Street.
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Project Description:

The applicant proposes to construct two residential buildings on the site with ground floor
commercial uses. At grade would be commercial units facing Carnarvon Street that have a
total area of 6,099 square feet (566.62 square metres). Above the commercial would be a
market condominium tower with 195 residential units and a secured non-market housing
project with 50 units.
The non-market housing project would be constructed for the Performing Arts Lodges (PAL)
a non-profit, federally registered charity whose mission is to provide veterans of the
performing arts industry with affordable housing. The group currently operates a facility in
Vancouver where rental assistance is provided for those who qualify for “rent geared to
income” (RGI) suites, with the remaining suites renting at 13% below market (“near
market”) suites. In 2015, the ratio in the Vancouver building at a minimum of 60 percent
RGI and 40 percent near market rents over the long term. The current ratio has RGI suites set
at 73% at the existing building, and the remaining at near market.
The project proposed for New Westminster would be managed in the same manner by the
society. The City would require covenants to guarantee that the units are not stratified, that
the units remain in a rental use and to identify how rent would be calculated.
3.3

Project Statistics:

The project statistics are shown in the following table:
Site Area:
Proposed Zoning:
Floor Space Ratio:

Number of units:
Height:

26,104 square feet (2,425.2 square metres)
Downtown Mixed Use Districts (High Density) (C– 4)
DB as amended
Commercial 0.25
Market Residential 6.29
Non Market Residential 1.21
Total 7.75
195 market condominiums, 50 non market rental units
290 feet (88.7 meters)

4.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

4.1

Possible Density Consistent With City Policy:

The Downtown Mixed Use Districts (High Density) (C– 4) zone allows a maximum FSR of
5.2 with residential uses allowed to a maximum FSR of 3.0. The Density Bonus Amenity
Zoning Phase 2 Council Policy supports a rezoning of this site to C – 4(DB). The subject
sites, based on their current Downtown Community Plan land use designation and applying
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bonus density amounts set out in the Zoning Bylaw, could achieve a maximum residential
FSR of 5.2 and a maximum height of 240 feet. The proposed development does not satisfy
the existing zoning and it is also beyond the anticipated height and density identified for the
site in the Density Bonus Phase 2 Council Policy.
There is currently no existing City policy regarding the consideration of rezoning
applications for projects with a Floor Space Ratio over 5.2.
4.2

Applicant Rational for the Proposed Density:

The applicant is asking that this application be considered by Council on the basis that:
 50 % of the increase in floor space over the current 5.2 maximum FSR is allocated to
the non-market housing. The applicant is requesting the remaining extra density to
compensate for the provision of the non-market housing.
 the project would improve the streetscape in a challenging section of Carnarvon Street
through strong architecture and urban design.
 the subject site is directly adjacent to the New Westminster SkyTrain station.
The proposed allocation of the density on the site would be:
Use

FSR
Allowed by
Density
Bonus
Zoning

Commercial floor space at grade
Market condominium
Total

0.23
4.96

Non-Market Residential
Additional Market Condominium to compensate
for the provision of the site for the Non-Market
Residential
Total
4.3

FSR
Proposed in
This Project

5.20
1.28
1.28

7.75

Analysis of Proposed Density:

The floor area for the non-market housing would not be subject to the density bonus charge.
There is no past practice or policy to determine the amount of floor space that should be
allowed to compensate the developer for the provision of a non-market housing project. For
past Secured Market Rental projects the maximum additional floor space allowed has been
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50 % of the proposed floor space of the rental project. This is a good basis for the
consideration of the project. The applicant feels that the addition density should be equal to
the amount of floor space being allotted to the non-market project. The following chart
shows the value of the density bonus under the two scenarios.
Density bonus value for a 5.2 Floor Space Ratio in a Density Bonus zone = $1,432,112.00
Additional Density Bonus value if 50 % additional floor space is provided = $414,088.00
Density bonus values are payable at the time of Building Permit issuance.
4.4

Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw and Design Guidelines:

The Family Friendly Housing Policy and Design Guidelines provide requirements for the
mix of units with two and three bedrooms as well as guidelines that ensure units are usable
by families. The proposed project has two components: 1) Market Condominium and 2)
Secured Non-Market Rental housing. The first is the 195 unit market condominium project.
That project provides the following unit mix:
Type

# of
units

% of total

Unit area

Location

One bedroom
apartment
Two bedroom
apartment
Three
bedroom
townhouses
Three
bedroom
apartment

119

61%

54

27.7 %

10

5.1%

44.6 – 59 square metres
(480 – 635 square feet)
75.6 – 79.8 square metres
(814 – 859 square feet)
92.7 – 112.1 square metres
(998 - 1207 square feet)

6 th – 25th
floors
6 th – 25th
floors
podium level

12

6.2%

106.1 – 109.2 square metres 26th – 28 th
(1142 - 1175 square feet)
floors

This component of the project satisfies the unit mix requirements by providing 11.3% of the
units with three bedrooms and 27.7% of the units with two bedrooms. All of the units meet
the Design Guidelines.
The second component of the project is the 50 units of non-market housing which does not
satisfy the requirements of the Family Friendly Housing Policy for unit mix. There are 49
one bedroom units at 40.6 to 55 square metres (437 – 592 square feet) and one studio unit at
32.2 square metres (347 square feet). The Family Friendly Housing Policy anticipates that
there may be some affordable housing projects where the purpose designed units do not
satisfy the unit mix. The policy states:
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After January 1, 2016, an applicant may seek to develop a multi-family residential
development which does not comply with the family-friendly housing requirements. For
example, section one states:
The submission of a Rezoning application, in which the applicant addresses other corporate
objectives (e.g., affordable housing or employment generation) or for which existing site
conditions make complying with the family-friendly housing requirements inappropriate.
A rationale should be included in the application as to why the regulations should not be
applied and it should not include financial considerations.
The PAL project would qualify under section one as an affordable housing project.
5.

DISCUSSION

Based on the previous analysis staff has identified three ways for the application to precede.
Staff requests feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee on the following
approaches with the goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of which
approach the Committee would consider appropriate.
The first approach is to proceed with the Council Phase Two Bonus Density Policy until
further work is done to establish policy in this area. This would allow a project with a Floor
Space Ratio of 5.2
The second approach is to evaluate this project as an opportunity to provide 50 units of
purpose designed Non-Market Rental which warrants the consideration of this application. If
this route is considered then there is also the consideration of how much bonus density is
allotted by the City. Current levels provided for Secured Market Rental proje cts have seen
the City increase the permitted floor space by 50% of the density offered by the applicant.
This would allow a project with a floor space ratio of 7.1
The third approach identified by the applicant would allow a bonus equal to the amount of
floor space that the City is providing for the project. This would allow a project with a floor
space ratio of 7.75. There is no current policy in this area to guide staff.
6.

NEXT STEPS

Should the application precede either in its current form or with revised plans the next steps
in the application review process are:
1. Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC) recommendation to Council to direct
Staff to initiate the processing of this application.
2. Report to Council on the processing of this application.
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3. The application would be reviewed by all City Departments.
4. The project design is considered by the New Westminster Design Panel.
5. The applicant would hold a Public Open House and consult with the Downtown
Residents’ Association.
6. The Advisory Planning Commission would consider the application.
7. LUPC consideration of the application.
8. LUPC recommendation to Council.
9. Council consideration of the Zoning Amendment Bylaws.
7.

OPTIONS

There are three options for LUPC’s consideration; they are:
1.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council provide staff
with feedback on the three approaches identified in section 4.0 of this report with the
goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of the approach that
Council would consider being most appropriate.

2.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with feedback on the three
approaches identified in section 4.0 of this report with the goal of providing the
applicant with a clear understanding of the approach that Committee would consider
being most appropriate.

3.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.

Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1 Location Map
2 Project Plans
3 Land Use and Design Rationale
4 Letter of Intent

This report has been prepared by:
Jim Hurst, Planner
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

HER00510,
OCP00010

Item #:

9/2017

Subject:

514 Carnarvon (Holy Trinity Cathedral): Heritage Revitalization
Agreement and Official Community Plan Amendment - Updated
Application

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with feedback on the
following three application approaches, as detailed in Section 6.1 of this report, with
the goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of which approach the
Committee would consider to be most appropriate:
1. Residential – Low Rise Apartment
2. Residential – Medium Rise Apartment
3. Residential – High Rise Apartment with Affordable Housing

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City has received an application for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) and
Official Community Plan (OCP) Amendment for 514 Carnarvon Street (Holy Trinity
Cathedral). The applicant is requesting to construct a 26 storey, 252 unit residential tower on
the property with ground-level Parish-related uses and a five and a half level parkade in
order to facilitate the restoration and future maintenance of the Holy Trinity Cathedral, and
renovation/ additions for the Parish. The applicant is also considering including some
affordable housing units. Staff continues to have concerns regarding the scale of the proposal
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in relation to City land use and heritage policy, and requests feedback from the LUPC as
summarized in Section 6.1 of this report.
1.

PURPOSE

This application would permit development of a multi-unit residential building on the Holy
Trinity site, which is currently zoned for institutional use. The purpose of this report is to
request feedback from the Land Use Planning Committee on three application approaches
with the goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of which approach the
Committee would consider to be most appropriate.
2.

POLICY AND REGULATIONS

2.1
Official Community Plan (OCP): The existing OCP designation for this site is
Residential – Mid Rise Apartment which permits mid-rise apartments, low rise apartments,
townhouses, stacked townhouses, row houses, community amenities (such as churches, child
care, community space) and small-scale retail and service uses (restaurants). The intent of
this designation is to permit buildings up to 12 storeys. As this was endorsed by Council as
part of the Downtown Community Plan, it will not change as part of the OCP update.
The subject site is in the Albert Crescent Precinct of the Downtown Plan. The intent of this
Precinct is to encourage the development of more ground-oriented housing and housing
suitable for families, to preserve the existing market rental housing stock, and to respect,
enhance and celebrate the recognized heritage resources such as Irving House and the four
historic churches in the area (including Holy Trinity Cathedral).
Given that the applicant is proposing a high-rise on this site, the proposal is not compatible
with the OCP.
2.2
Zoning Bylaw: The existing zoning for the subject property is Public and Institutional
District (P-1). The intent of this zone is to allow institutional uses at a low density scale (FSR
of 0.6).
The proposed development does not fit with this zone and the applicant is proposing to use a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement.
2.3
Downtown Density Bonus: The Density Bonus Program (Phase 2) allows zones RM4, RM-6 and C-4 in the Downtown to request to build to a higher density in exchange for an
amenity contribution, and in accordance with the proposed land use designations within the
Downtown Community Plan. A rezoning is required to go from the base density district (e.g.
RM-6) to a bonus density district (e.g. RM-6(DB). Projects that propose subsidized secured
non-market rental housing may achieve this bonus without charge.
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The proposed development is not zoned to take advantage of the Density Bonus Program but
this policy provides context for an analysis of appropriate development scale on the subject
site.
2.4
Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw and Design Guidelines: The policy states that a
minimum of 30% of multi-family ownership units should be two- and three-bedroom with at
least 10% of the total number of units being three-bedroom. For multi-family rental projects,
these percentages are reduced to 25% and 5% respectively.
As currently proposed, the project would provide the total number of required familyfriendly units, but the market portion would be slightly below requirements while the nonmarket portion would be slightly above. Should this proposal proceed, as an HRA
application, the requirements could be varied to allow this split.
2.5
Secured Market Rental Housing Policy: The project may consider providing
secured affordable rental housing in support of the City’s objective of increasing the supply
of rental housing and ensuring security of tenure over time. Should this proposal proceed,
the applicant would be required to enter into a Housing Agreement as a condition of any
rezoning.
2.6
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada:
A preliminary review of the revised Heritage Conservation Plan for the proposed
conservation of the exterior and interior of the Cathedral identifies that it me ets the heritage
principles outlined in the “Standards & Guidelines”.
The proposed residential tower does not meet the “Standards & Guidelines”, as detailed in
Section 5.5 of this report.
3.

BACKGROUND

3.1
Site Characteristics and Context: The subject property is in an area consisting of a
mix of multi-family residential, single-family residential, commercial, and institutional uses.
The site has frontages north along Carnarvon Street and south along Clarkson Street. It is
within half a block of both Sixth and Columbia Streets and is within half a block of the
Columbia SkyTrain Station.
Given that the site is at the edge of the area designated in the Downtown Community Plan
for high rise development, to the northwest and southwest of the site there are two MixedUse High Density buildings ranging from 18 to 26 storeys. The buildings are zoned C-8 and
Comprehensive Development Zone (CD-56). There is also a Residential – Tower Apartment
site to the northeast.
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Within the adjacent properties that are the same designation as the subject site, there are four
Residential-Mid Rise Apartment buildings, zoned RM-6A, ranging from four to 12 storeys.
The floor space ratio for these range from 2.31 to 3.95.
To the immediate west is a single-family dwelling, constructed in 1899 that sits on a 2,988
square foot (278 square metres) lot, and a one storey commercial building constructed in
1946. There is also a 2 storey commercial building constructed in 1908 that faces Sixth
Street.
A site context map is included in Appendix 1.
3.2
Historic Value: Holy Trinity Cathedral was established as a Parish in 1859 and its
site chosen by Colonel Richard C. Moody. The Cathedral was originally constructed in
wood in 1860, destroyed by fire in 1865, rebuilt in sandstone in 1862, o nly to be nearly
destroyed in the Great Fire of 1898. The current structure was built immediately after the
Fire between 1899 and 1902 using the surviving exterior stone walls. To cover the scorch
marks of the fire, the walls were covered with cement parging, leaving only the stonework
on the tower exposed.
The Cathedral is valued for its age and association with the pioneer days of New
Westminster and for its connection to the Royal Engineers and their design of the city. The
intention of the Royal Engineers was to locate this church on this site as a prominent central
feature to demonstrate loyalty to England’s primary faith. The Cathedral has been used
continuously on this site since 1859.
Significance is also found in the historic architectural value of the Cathedral and for the
architects associated with the three iterations of the building. The last design of the
Cathedral was completed in the Gothic Revival style and designed by George William Grant,
a well-known local architect of the time. The interior of the Cathedral was based on St.
Paul’s Church in Kensington, London, England. The bell tower was redesigned in 1910 by
architect Frank Gardiner, also a noted New Westminster architect who, together with partner
A.L. Mercer, designed many buildings in the city.
The Cathedral is substantially in its original condition in terms of both exterior and interior
design and material elements. Valued interior elements include the vaulted space, the
Bloomfield stained glass windows in the apse, dark-stained woodwork, the altar and reredos.
Valued exterior elements include the steeply pitched rooflines, an offset buttressed tower, the
asymmetrical bell tower and Gothic pointed-arch windows. Of particular note, the only bell,
of the eight original bells, to survive the Great Fire still hangs in the tower.
The updated Heritage Conservation Plan (including Statement of Significance) is included in
Appendix 3.
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3.3
Previous Application: On September 15, 2014, Council considered an application for
a Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Official Community Plan Amendment in order to
retain and restore the Holy Trinity Cathedral, create some additional space and other
renovations for use by the Parish, and provision of ongoing maintenance. The application
followed the City working with the Parish to explore other options for supporting their
proposed scope of work, as the scale of project proposed was expected to require
redevelopment on the site that would exceed that supported by City policies.
The previous application proposed to develop a 28 storey residential tower with a five level
parkade and space at the ground level to accommodate the Parish, in exchange for the
restoration and protection of the Cathedral. An outdoor amenity area for resident and Parish
use was proposed in addition to the formalization of the public pedestrian walkway between
Carnarvon and Clarkson Streets that would run along the east property line to provide a
connection to the Columbia SkyTrain station.
A careful review of the formal application identified that the relaxations being requested and
the scale of the proposed development were not in keeping with intentions of City policies
and regulations, and would have negative impacts to both the heritage building and the
immediate neighbourhood. Council subsequently directed that staff work with the applicant
to revise the proposed project such that it would better conform to City heritage and land use
policies, by addressing the following points:
a) inform the applicant that once the following changes have been incorporated into the
proposal, it will be returned to Council for further consideration:
 No units below 350 sq. ft. in size;
 Off-street Parking to be provided on site in accordance with the minimums in
the Downtown Parking Study taking into account the use of appropriate
incentives;
 Off-street Loading to be provided;
 Sufficient Long-term and Short-term bicycle parking to be provided;
 Indoor Amenity Space to be provided at a ratio of 20 sq. ft. per unit;
 Storage lockers to be provided, at a minimum, for all units which are below
500 sq. ft. in size; and
 Any other items that may arise through further review of this proposal.
b) Work with the applicant to reduce the scale of the tower to better fit with the heritage
and neighbourhood context
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The Holy Trinity Parish of New Westminster BC has submitted a revised application for a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement in order to retain and restore the Holy Trinity Cathedral
and create some additional space for use by the Parish. In exchange for the restoration and
protection of the Cathedral, the applicant is now proposing:
 26 storey (previously 28 storey) residential tower
 five and a half level (previously five levels) parkade
 250 residential units (previously 343 units), of which 44 would potentially be
“affordable ownership units”
 indoor and outdoor amenity space on the roof for the residential component, plus
some outdoor amenity space at ground level, including a dog relief station
 space at the ground level including outdoor amenity area to accommodate Parish
functions (e.g. offices, multi-purpose halls) which would be used to continue
providing services to the community, such as: Twelve Step Meetings, Drop-In
Breakfast, Homelessness Connect Day, New Westminster Downtown Residents’
Association and other community meetings
 formalization of the public pedestrian walkway between Carnarvon and Clarkson
Streets that would run between the Cathedral and the proposed residential tower
(previously on the east side of the property) in order to provide a connection to the
Columbia SkyTrain station.
In addition to a Heritage Revitalization Agreement, an amendment to the Official
Community Plan would be required to allow a change in designation from “Residential –
Mid Rise Apartment” to “Residential – Tower Apartment”. A Special Development Permit
would subsequently be required as the proposed development is located within the
Downtown neighbourhood.
The preliminary design package is included in Appendix 2. A full list of Parish services is
included in Appendix 4. A petition and letter of support are included in Appendix 5.
4.2

Project Statistics

The following preliminary statistics are provided comparing the existing site conditions with
the previous application and current application, as well as what would be achievable under
the RM-6 Zone which is the zone compatible with the subject site’s Residential – Mid Rise
Apartment designation:
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Existing

RM-6 Zone

Previous
Application
Frontage: 231.79 sf (70.49 m)
Depth: 131.99 ft (40.23 m)
Area: 3,342 sf (3,107 sm)

Site Data

NonResidential
Floor Area
Residential
Floor Area
Gross Floor
Area
Floor Space
Ratio

5.

Current
Application

16,450 sf
(1,528 sm)

n/a

22,700 sf
(2,109 sq.m.)

12,846 sf
(1,193 sm)

0

n/a

16,450 sf
(1,528 sm)
Res: 0.0
Inst: 0.492
Total: 0.492

n/a
Res: 2.0-2.5
Bonus Res: .5 – 1.0
Total: 3.0

211,332 sf
(19,633 sq.m.)
230,539 sf
(21,418 sq.m)
Res: 6.22
Inst: 0.68
Total: 6.90

176,495 sf
(16,397 sm)
183, 825 sf
(17,078 sm)
Res: 5.2
Inst: 0.3
Total: 5.5

150 ft
(45m)

278.4 ft
(84.9 m)

249.0 ft
(75.9 m)

Bonus Height:
+100 ft (30.48 m)
up to 12

28

26

72%

31.7 %

31%

17.8 %

Building Height Unknown

Number of
Storeys
Site Coverage
at Grade
Site Coverage
at 40 feet

7

2
32.84%
0%

n/a to this
discussion
n/a to this
discussion

ANALYSIS

5.1
Relationship to OCP: The Official Community Plan for Downtown (2010) is the
document that indicates the community’s and Council’s intentions for development in the
Downtown neighbourhood. As it was adopted relatively recently, the City considers that new
applications should generally be in conformance with the Plan. As the subject property is
designated Residential – Mid Rise Apartment in the Plan, it is not intended for high-rise
residential tower development. While there have been recent high rise approvals within the
area (527 Carnarvon Street and 508 Agnes Street), those proposals are located on properties
that are designated in the Plan as Mixed Use High Density, and therefor in conformance with
that designation. Other high rises in the area were developed prior to the adoption of the
current Plan.
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5.2
Density Achievable Under Current City Policy: As noted above, the OCP
designation for this site contemplates mid-rise residential which would allow buildings up to
12 storeys. The zone that would be applied to a site under this designation would be RM-6.
Under the Downtown Density Bonus Program, sites with this zone may be rezoned into a
density bonus zone, which would allow up to 3.0 FSR of residential density. This is the
maximum density consistent with the OCP designation for this site. The subject site currently
zoned institutional, is permitted zero residential FSR and would not normally be considered
for rezoning into such a density bonus zone. However, under a Heritage Revitalization
Agreement, the City may consider relaxing the existing density requirements and permitting
residential density on the site. Under such an application, it would be reasonable to consider
permitting residential density up to 3.0 FSR. For the subject site, this would mean a full 3.0
FSR of residential density entitlement would be added to the site.
5.3 Affordable Units: The applicant proposes that 44 of the 250 units (17.6%) could be
affordable units. The City requires that affordable housing be secured through a housing
agreement, subsidized, and managed by a Not for Profit organization whose mandate is to
provide such housing. In discussion with the applicant, they may consider such a structure,
or they may offer “affordable home ownership” under which the market value of the
affordable units would be capped through some means. The City does work with the latter
model, and would only consider the units to be affordable housing if they were consiste nt
with the City’s usual requirements. Should such units be proposed, they would be considered
in light of the density bonus incentives in the City’s Secured Market Rental Housing policy.
5.4
Balance of Benefits: The applicant has noted that the density and height of the
proposed project, both the previous and current applications, would support their proposed
scope of heritage restoration, as well as renovations for Parish functions and future
maintenance of the Cathedral. The intent of an HRA is to assist specifically with the
restoration of a heritage asset (usually external restoration), and the benefits conferred to the
applicant through an HRA must balance against the heritage benefit achieved through the
project. While other benefits may be conferred to the applicant through the HRA application,
these should be deemed to support other City priorities, as well as benefit the applicant. Staff
notes that the proposed restoration proposed to be supported through the development is
extensive, and that the HRA is also proposed to support other renovations and improvements
related to Parish programming as well as ongoing maintenance. As proposed, staff considers
the balance of heritage benefits to be outweighed by the benefits proposed to be conferred to
the applicant. Staff notes that one way to make the project viable and fit with the heritage
and land use policies of the City would be to reduce the scope of restoration, maintenance
and other renovation work.
5.5
Proximity to Cathedral: Staff had identified in reviewing the previous application
that the proposed residential building height and proximity to the Cathedral were not
consistent with City heritage policy, as they would have a negative impact on the heritage
value of the building, per the Standards and Guidelines. The revised design of the proposed
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residential tower seeks to be respectful of the Cathedral in terms of material and form, using
vertical and horizontal setbacks at the base of the tower on the elevations closest to these two
buildings, and extensive glazing to give the appearance of lightness. However, given the
height of 26 storeys, the proposed building is not consistent with City heritage policy. Staff
recommends that, from a heritage evaluation perspective, any building over six storeys
constructed adjacent to the Cathedral would have an impact on the heritage value, as detailed
below:
 “Conserve the heritage value of an historic place.” The heritage value of the
Cathedral lies partly in its location on the site, including the space around it and the
view of it from Columbia Street. Despite efforts to make the tower slim and light, it
would overwhelm the Cathedral.
 “Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements when creating any new
additions to an historic place or any related new construction. Make the new work
physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the
historic place.” Although every effort has been made to create a compatible tower
design with material that respects the Cathedral, the height and massing of the
proposed tower is not compatible with or subordinate to the Cathedral. It is, however,
distinguishable.
 “Avoid adding a new feature that alters or obscures the spatial organization of the
historic site and avoid introducing a new feature that is incompatible in size, scale or
design with the spatial organization.” The height and massing of the proposed tower
on such a constrained site would alter and obscure the spatial organization of the site.
The proposed tower would not be compatible with the Cathedral in terms of size or
scale.
5.6
Other Required Revisions: The revised application has addressed some of the other
items (minimum unit size, off street loading). Although the parking structure in the revised
application has been increased to five and one half storeys, the proposal does not yet meet
parking requirements. The applicant has noted that they would continue to work to meet
these, as well as the requirements for bicycle parking and storage lockers. Indoor amenity
space is proposed at 1,510 sq.ft. (140 sq.m.) which is below the required 5,040 sq.ft. (468
sq.m.), although the applicant has noted they may consider sharing the Parish amenity space,
which would raise the total amount to above the minimum.
5.7
Urban Design: An important aspect of the proposal is the intent to improve the
streetscape of Clarkson and Church streets, as well as improve public access through the site
to the SkyTrain Station. The previous application was considered to achieve these goals, and
should a revised application proceed it would be evaluated with the same expectations.
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DISCUSSION

6.1
Summary of Approaches: Based on the previous analysis, staff has identified three
ways in which an application could proceed, each with pros and cons in relation to City land
use, heritage and housing policy, as well as for the applicant’s proposed scope or work.
Given that this application has been under review for some time, at this time staff requests
feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee on the following three approaches
with the goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of which approach the
Committee would consider to be most appropriate.
1. Residential – Low Rise Apartment
Propose rezoning the property to allow for a residential building up to six storeys with
an FSR of approximately 1.5 to 2.0.
Pros:
 Consistent with Land Use Policy – This proposal would work within the
expectations of the Downtown Community Plan;
 Consistent with Heritage Policy – A new building of this height adjacent to the
Cathedral could be compatible with, relatively subordinate to, and distinguishable
from the Cathedral;
 Balanced Heritage Benefits – up to 1.7 residential FSR entitlements (assuming 0.3
remains institutional) could be provided to the applicants through the HRA in
support of some heritage building restoration and designation in lieu of voluntary
amenity contributions.
Cons:
 Reduced Restoration and Applicant Program – The proposed scope of heritage
conservation work, renovation/ addition for the Parish, and ongoing maintenance
could not be supported. Possibly some of the Parish programs would have to be
accommodated at another site, or discontinued.
2. Residential – Medium Rise Apartment
Propose rezoning the property to allow for a residential building up to 12 storeys with
an FSR of up to 3.0.
Pros:
 Consistent with Land Use Policy – This proposal would work within the
expectations of the Downtown Community Plan;
 Somewhat Balanced Heritage Benefits – up to 2.7 residential FSR entitlements
(assuming 0.3 remains institutional) could be provided to the applicants through
the HRA in support of more significant heritage building restoration and
designation in lieu of voluntary amenity contributions.
Cons:
 Inconsistent with Heritage Policy – A new building of this height and design
adjacent to the Cathedral would be distinguishable but would not be compatible
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with or subordinate to the Cathedral, and would negatively impact the heritage
value. As such, the project would not meet the City’s evaluation standards for
proceeding with consideration as an HRA;
 Reduced Restoration and Applicant Program – The proposed scope of heritage
conservation work, renovation/ addition for the Parish, and ongoing maintenance
could not be supported. Parish programs may be impacted.
3. Residential – High Rise Apartment with Affordable Housing
Propose rezoning the property to allow for a residential building with a portion being
secured, subsidized non-market housing in conformance with the City’s usual
requirements. Building could be over 12 storeys with up to maximum 5.2 FSR. The
density proposed over 3.0 would include the non-market portion plus an additional
square footage to be negotiated in relation to the amount of non-market housing
proposed.
Pros:
 Consistent with City’s Affordable Housing Policy – The provision of secured,
subsidized residential units would help achieve the City’s affordable housing
goals;
 Maintain Proposed Restoration and Applicant Program – The proposed scope of
heritage conservation work, renovation/ addition for the Parish, and ongoing
maintenance could be supported;
Cons:
 Inconsistent with Land Use Policy - This zone would require an amendment to the
Official Community Plan which was recently adopted. However, by capping the
total density at 5.2 this approach would be in keeping with the maximum density
contemplated by the OCP within the high rise designation;
 Inconsistent with Heritage Policy – A new building of this height and design
adjacent to the Cathedral would be distinguishable but would not be compatible
with or subordinate to the Cathedral, and would negatively impact the heritage
value. As such, the project would not meet the City’s evaluation standards for
proceeding with consideration as an HRA;
 Unbalanced Heritage Benefits – Up to 4.9 residential FSR entitlements (assuming
0.3 remains institutional) could be provided to the applicants through the
application. While the provision of affordable housing would achieve other City
policies, overall the density benefits conferred to the applicant would not be
balanced with heritage benefits, even under the proposed scope of restoration and
designation.
7.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON

There is now a project team-based approach for reviewing development applications. A
staff-led project team would be assigned at the appropriate review stage for this application
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and would consist of staff from Development Services (Planning and Building), Engineering,
Electrical, Parks, Recreation and Culture Departments.
8.

NEXT STEPS

Should the application proceed, the applicant would be required to make a full submission
for staff review. This would be brought back to the Land Use and Planning Committee for
review prior to proceeding to consultation.
9.

OPTIONS

The following options are offered for consideration by the Land Use and Planning
Committee:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with feedback on the
following three application approaches, as detailed in Section 6.1 of this report, with
the goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of which approach the
Committee would consider to be most appropriate:
a. Residential – Low Rise Apartment
b. Residential – Medium Rise Apartment
c. Residential – High Rise Apartment with Affordable Housing
2. THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Council provide staff with
feedback on the following three application approaches, as detailed in Section 6.1 of
this report, with the goal of providing the applicant with a clear understanding of
which approach the Committee would consider to be most appropriate:
a. Residential – Low Rise Apartment
b. Residential – Medium Rise Apartment
c. Residential – High Rise Apartment with Affordable Housing
3. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.
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514 Carnarvon Street, New Westminster, B.C. V3L 1C4
Phone: 604 521-2511 Website: www.holytrinitycathedral.ca

Feb 10, 2017
Mr. Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner
Land Use Planning Committee
City of New Westminster
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC
V3L 1H9
Dear Mr. Basi,
Holy Trinity Cathedral Heritage Revitalization & OCP amendment- 514 Carnarvon Street
Please accept the attached submission for inclusion on the March 6, 2017 Land Use and Planning
Committee agenda. Our submission was last presented to City of New Westminster Council on
September 9, 2014. We have worked hard with our consultant team, development partner (Conwest
Developments) and City staff to address the concerns of our previous submission and respectfully request
that the Land Use Planning Committee support the revised design concept.
The 2014 resolution of Council highlighted the following concerns:
1. That no units be below 350 sqft.
o

The current scheme as no units below 350 sqft and is providing a mix of units including
bachelor, one, two and three bedroom units. The unit mix will also comply with the
Family and Adaptable Housing Standards. In addition we are introducing affordable
rental units to the project.

2. Off Street parking be provided to the City’s minimum standard.
o

The current concept will comply with the City parking requirements and any combined or
shared space will require support of a parking/ transportation study.

3. Sufficient long and short term parking to be provided.
o

Bicycle parking will be provided as required.

4. Reduce the scale of the tower to better fit with the heritage context and intent of the OCP

o

The scale of tower has been reduced significantly from 343 units and 22,700 sqft. of nonresidential floor area to 250 units (including 44 affordable units) and less than 10,000
sqft. of non-residential uses.

o

The tower will also be “sculpted” and softened at the base and top to allow the church to
shine and create an airy, safe public open space.

This revised concept will allow the Holy Trinity Cathedral of New Westminster the opportunity to meet
most or all of the following long term objectives:
















Replace parish Hall for church and community functions
Increase parking available for parish use during services
Seismically upgrade and restore heritage church
Create a more suitable exterior gathering place and surroundings for parish and
community use.
Address any building envelope and structural deficiencies.
Restore Stained Glass Windows
Restoration of Interior of Cathedral
Improve Cathedral’s ability to accommodate performing arts
HVAC for Cathedral
Fire Suppression for Cathedral
Building Services:
 Upgrade electrical service
 Install tel/data service
 Install theatre lighting
 Install new M/F/HC washrooms
 Install ventilation
Building Structure:
 Seismic upgrade (base isolation option)
Building Envelope:
 Re and re windows, new roof
 Re and re stucco, repoint bricks, repair sandstone
Building Finishes:
 Re and re ceiling insulation and remove bat guoano
 Repaint interior and exterior

The submission includes the following material:









February 2017 Historical Summary and Heritage Rationale
February 2017 updated Holy Trinity Conservation Plan (Luxton & Associates)
January 2016 Holy Trinity Church of New Westminster Ministry Plan
Holy Trinity Church Community Outreach and Community Amenity Summary
June 12, 2015 Peter Julian MP, letter of support
2013-2014 Petition of support (38 pages)
Francl Architecture Design Rationale
Francl Architecture Design Concept

This proposal has come a long way to address the previous concerns while creating an opportunity for
The Holy Trinity Cathedral to be restored and be enjoyed by future generations. This development
proposal also creates the space required for the Church to continue to deliver services to its Community
Partners and members.
Sincerely

Rev. Dale Yardy
Encl.

AERIAL VIEW 1

AERIAL VIEW 2

LEVEL 1

STREET ELEVATION 1

STREET ELEVATION 2
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1. INTRODUCTION

SUBJECT PROPERTY:

HOLY TRINITY CATHEDRAL

ADDRESS:

514 CARNARVON STREET, NEW WESTMINSTER

CONSTRUCTION DATE:

1867 (RECONSTRUCTED 1898-99)

HERITAGE STATUS:

NEW WESTMINSTER HERITAGE REGISTER

Holy Trinity is a historic parish, established in 1859, and was
one of the irst in the Mainland Colony of British Columbia. It
is of heritage value for its association with Colonel Richard C.
Moody of the Royal Engineers, who chose the location of the
church in his original plan for the City. The irst incarnation of
this building was constructed of wood and burned in 1865,
just ive years after its completion. Its replacement was built
two years later in sandstone, but could not withstand the
Great New Westminster Fire of 1898. This current structure,
constructed in 1898-99, was built incorporating the surviving
walls of the earlier building.
Holy Trinity Cathedral is a prime example of the work of
proliic local architect George W. Grant, who designed many
of the buildings in downtown New Westminster, both before
and after the Great Fire of 1898. He redesigned and restored
buildings that survived, and designed replacement blocks for
those that were destroyed, which were generally much reduced
in scale and opulence from the pre-ire buildings. Grant’s
success at the time was tied not only to his skill in design, but
also directly to his expertise in building construction.
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This cathedral is of architectural signiicance for its Gothic
Revival style, popular in ecclesiastical construction of the
time, and its majestic tower, which was redesigned in 1910
by architect Frank G. Gardiner. Gardiner had a proliic
architectural career, particularly with partner A.L. Mercer.
Holy Trinity Cathedral contains art glass windows by Henry
Bloomield & Sons, which installed glass in numerous
buildings. The interior also boasts woodwork of native tree
species.
The proposed rehabilitation scheme involves rehabilitating
the exterior, and parts of the interior, of Holy Trinity Cathedral,
while undertaking a restoration of original materials. The
church will be seismically upgraded, and aging windows
will be repaired. The rehabilitated church will allow the Holy
Trinity Parish to remain on the site that it has occupied since
1860.
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2. SUMMARIES
2.1 HISTORICAL SUMMARY

The Establishment of New Westminster
• In 1859, New Westminster was chosen as the new
capital of the Mainland Colony of British Columbia.
It was incorporated as Western Canada’s irst city the
following year.
• In the spring of 1859, the Royal Engineers began clearing
the land for the establishment of New Westminster.
• In February 1859, the British War Ofice decided to
provide spiritual care for the troops under the command
of Colonel Moody, and in September, sanctioned 100
pounds sterling for the purpose. John Sheepshanks was
nominated.
• Reverend Sheepshanks conducted the irst Anglican
service in New Westminster on Sunday September 2nd,
1859 in the Customs House.
• Holy Trinity Church was the second Anglican Church
built on the mainland; the irst had been built near Fort
Langley.
• The irst Holy Trinity Anglican Church, built in 1860, was
designed by Captain Arthur Reid Lemprière, who arrived
with the third group of Royal Engineers in April, 1859.
Construction of the Second Holy Trinity Anglican Church
1867
• The irst Holy Trinity was destroyed by ire in 1865.
• The second building was built of sandstone imported
from Salt Spring Island, and was consecrated on
December 18th, 1867.
• The architect was Hermann Otto Tiedemann, a
successful architect, noted as the designer of the Colonial
Administration Buildings in Victoria (the “Birdcages”).
• The irst Bishop of the new diocese, The Right Reverend
Acton Wyndeyer Sillitoe, was consecrated Lord Bishop
of New Westminster on All Saints’ Day 1879.
• Holy Trinity Church became the Cathedral Church of the
Diocese of New Westminster in 1892.
Great Fire and Rebuilding 1898-99
• Holy Trinity was burned during the great New
Westminster ire of September 10, 1898.
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•
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The wooden elements of the building were destroyed,
but some of the walls, although damaged, remained
standing.
The current Cathedral is a reconstruction of the previous
church, the walls and foundations of which were found
to be suficiently strong to be reused.
The reconstruction was undertaken by local architect
George W. Grant, who was extremely busy following
the Great Fire, designing many of the structures in
Downtown New Westminster that still stand.
Of the peal, seven of the eight bells were cracked
beyond repair, and were sent to San Francisco to be
melted down to provide funds for rebuilding. The one
original bell that remained, named “Wisdom”, still hangs
in the tower.
Work was completed on the rebuilding of the Cathedral
in 1899 in time for services on All Saints Day. The
Cathedral was consecrated on April 3rd, 1902, following
the settlement of the debt incurred by the restoration
work.

Twentieth Century to Present
• This remained as the Cathedral Church of the Diocese
until 1929 when Archbishop de Pencier designated
Christ Church in Vancouver as his Cathedral.
• The Parish of Holy Trinity was bitterly disappointed, and
following a ight which lasted over a year and which
threatened to be dragged before the Supreme Court, a
settlement was reached which included the right of Holy
Trinity to retain the title of Cathedral in perpetuity.
• Notable surviving features of Holy Trinity Cathedral
include the three stained glass windows in the apse, the
work of local craftsmen, Henry Bloomield and Sons.
• A number of historically signiicant artifacts grace the
Cathedral. Ties to Westminster Abbey are represented by
the pillared Credence Table in the sanctuary and the altar
cross as well as the banner on the front of the pulpit.
The brass lectern was a gift of the irst Governor of the
Colony, Sir James Douglas in 1875. This and other items
were saved from the burning former building by the
Rector of the day, the Reverend Shildrick.
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2.2 SUMMARY OF HERITAGE VALUES

Historical Value
Holy Trinity Cathedral is valued historically for its association
with the earliest settlement of New Westminster. The irst
Anglican service in New Westminster was held in 1859,
relecting the British origins of the Royal Engineers who founded
the city. The Cathedral is one of the few buildings in downtown
New Westminster that retains substantial historic fabric that
survived the Great Fire. Numerous important historic igures
from the development and construction of British Columbia
are featured in the Cathedral’s story; including clergy the Rev.
John Sheepshanks and the Rt. Rev. Acton Sillitoe; Colonel R.C.
Moody of the Royal Engineers; architect H.O. Tiedemann;
builder Thomas Trounce; and architect George Grant, as well
as its association its association with many prominent New
Westminster families.
Architectural Value
Aesthetically, Holy Trinity Cathedral is of architectural
signiicance for its Gothic Revival style, and for its interior and
exterior design. Little of the Cathedral has been changed, and
it retains much of its original features and patina. The apse is
illuminated by stained glass windows of exceptional quality,
and the leaded windows of the nave are also ine examples of
their craft.
Community Value
This has been the site of religious worship for longer than
Canada has been a country. Beyond this historic signiicance,
there is a deep-rooted tradition of community involvement
and service. The parish is active in charitable organizations,
notably the New Westminster Homelessness Coalition, and
as part of the Anglican Church of Canada it is a participating
member of the Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund.
It also provides a breakfast program, providing free meals to the
less fortunate, and encourages participation from volunteers
including students from St. Thomas More Collegiate. The
Cathedral is the focal point for pastoral care to the community,
including weddings, baptisms, hospital visitations and funeral
services.
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2.3 SUMMARY OF HERITAGE BENEFITS
There are many ways in which this project beneits the Parish
as well as the citizens of New Westminster:
Long-Term Conservation and Public Safety
The retention and upgrading of this historic church supports the
City’s goals of both heritage conservation and sustainability.
The maintenance of landmark churches is also important for
symbolic and traditional reasons, linking the past to the present
and providing visual and symbolic anchors to the community
as it develops. Historic churches are typically maintained
by the congregation at little or no cost to government, a
community beneit that adds to cultural diversity and social
programming capacity.
The funds generated through this project will allow Life Safety
and BC Building Code upgrading of the historic structure.
This will include careful and sensitive seismic upgrading of
the unreinforced masonry structure, a very costly procedure
that could not otherwise be undertaken. This will not only
assist in the long-term conservation of the historic fabric, it
will also enable safe occupancy and continued public use of
the building.
The level of restoration of HTC will be of the highest order,
with particular attention paid to the exterior as well as interior
features. The restoration will enable the continuing historic
religious use of HTC as a character-deining element.
Enhanced Functionality
The improvements to the site will ensure long-term viability
of both the historic building as well as the use of the church.
These improvements include the physical rehabilitation of
the historic church building as well as improved community
space incorporated into the new structure.

HOLY TRINITY CATHEDRAL | CONSERVATION PLAN
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Legal Protection of the Heritage Site
In many ways, this church site is the very core of historic New
Westminster and the original Mainland Colony. As part of this
agreement, long-term legal protection will be provided for this
very historic site.
Institutional Preservation
Institutions of faith are critical to the social fabric of the
community. HTC, as a long-time anchor to the downtown,
has been a transformative force that meets the social and faithbased needs of local residents and groups. The location in the
downtown core is critical in serving the growing population,
those who travel in on the weekend and those who work in
businesses downtown.
In addition to its faith-based services, the critical role played
by HTC includes:
• Providing space for community functions including
programming, events and recreation for seniors and
youth programs;
• Hosting arts and cultural events (e.g., providing space for
City Stage West);
• Offering care, a sense of belonging and community
counsel for disadvantaged populations; and
• Providing space and programming for recovery and
health programs.

Sustainability
The redevelopment of the HTC site also supports sustainability
in the following ways:
• Economic Sustainability
• Environmental Sustainability
• Social Sustainability
• Cultural Sustainability
• Spiritual Sustainability
The development of complete communities supports the Social
Pillar of sustainability. In addition, the geographic proximity
of programs and services for downtown residents promotes a
compact, sustainable infrastructure through access to alternate
forms of transportation. Given projections of continuing
increase in the population in New Westminster, the presence
of this historic institution offers an anchor of stability as well
as a community resource of great public beneit.

Faith-based institutions play a signiicant role in the
development of a holistic community, and HTC is well aligned
with current City of New Westminster and senior government
policies and strategies in many key areas.
The Parish is challenged by its current outdated facilities, aging
infrastructure and high costs of rehabilitation. This project will
allow the historic HTC Parish to remain in its current location,
and provide improved and expanded facilities for community
use and outreach.
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3. HISTORY OF HOLY TRINITY
3.1 ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ANGLICAN CHURCH IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
You go not as enemies but as the benefactors of the
land you visit, and children unborn will, I believe,
bless the hour when Queen Victoria sent forth her
sappers and miners to found a second England on the
shores of the Paciic.

Your missionary preached the very irst regular sermon
in the Colony of British Columbia… my church was a
half-inished barrack, my congregation soldiers and
civilians, my pulpit a Union Jack over a box, and my
text Genesis 1:27, “The New Creation.”

With these words the Colonial Secretary, Sir Edward BulwerLytton, dispatched the irst contingent of Royal Engineers
to tame the wilderness and the wild gold seekers in British
Columbia. Bulwer-Lytton was alarmed not only at the “motley
inundation of immigrant diggers” that were looding the area,
but also at the possibility that the Americans would attempt
to annex the area north of the forty-ninth parallel now that
valuable resources had been discovered there. The irst priority
for the Royal Engineers was to secure the British claim to the
area by surveying the boundary with the United States, but
they were also charged with surveying lands and roads for
public purposes, suggesting a site for the capital city for the
newly formed mainland colony, and reporting on the value
of mineral resources. Colonel Richard Clement Moody was
appointed to command the detachment. The irst contingent
of the Royal Engineers arrived in mid-1858. A separate
detachment arrived in late 1858 with, as Sir Edward continued,
a mission “not... to ight against men, but to conquer nature;
not to besiege cities, but to create them.” This elite body of
men laid the foundations for the development of the province.
They created one major city, established the location and plan
of smaller but strategically important towns, and determined
the transportation routes that to this day move most people
around the Lower Mainland and up into the central interior of
the province.

Construction began on a church, St. John the Divine, and
a rectory, both built of redwood and likely designed by
Crickmer himself and following the design of his old parish
church in London, St. John the Divine. Town lots were offered
at auction, raising considerable money for the government.
Derby, however, proved to be a short-lived settlement. Only
two months after the town’s inauguration, Colonel Moody
condemned the site on sanitary, commercial, military and
political grounds. Crickmer and his family were transferred
to Yale, and the church at Derby sat empty and unused until
1882, when the Anglican congregation at Maple Ridge cut it
into segments, loated it across the Fraser River, and hoisted it
onto a new site, where it was reconstructed at about half its
original length and still survives today.

James Douglas, newly-appointed Governor of the Mainland
colony of British Columbia, had chosen Derby, near the site
of the original Fort Langley, as the site for the new capital,
and the Royal Engineers established their irst camp there.
Rev. William Burton Crickmer of Oxford was assigned as the
contingent’s chaplain, and he arrived at Derby in February
of 1859. Soon after his arrival, he wrote to the Colonial &
Continental Church Society:
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St. John’s, Derby (1859), drawn by Rev. Crickmer [City of Vancouver Archives AM447: St. John the Divine Church fonds]
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Sapperton, circa 1863 [BC Archives] - A: Colonel Moody’s residence, B: log church.

3.2 THE ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW WESTMINSTER
Over Governor James Douglas’s objections, Moody rejected
Derby as the permanent site for the new capital, and suggested
another site, in a strategic location on an easily defended hill
on the north side of the Fraser River, which was a greater
distance from the American border and had easier access to
Burrard Inlet. Queen Victoria decreed the capital would be
called New Westminster. The Royal Engineers prepared a town
plan suitable to the ideals of British colonialism: a romantic
English plan using a grid intersected by formal gardens and
grand avenues delineated Imperial presence on the land and
allowed for the capitalist exchange of real estate; church and
state reserves established the place of religion and government
in the centre of the city; and English street names, gardens,
and crescents inspired by Bath and other English cities helped
transplant the culture of the Mother Country. Like those of its
namesake, old Westminster, the future suburbs across the river
would be known as Surrey. In the spring of 1859, the Royal
Engineers began clearing the land for the establishment of
New Westminster.
Despite the grand plans it was soon obvious that it would
be a long time before anything resembling a city could be
established, and the site was derisively called the “Imperial
stump-ield.” Upriver, and separate from the capital, the Royal
Engineers established their own camp at Sapperton where
they constructed barracks, an impressive house for Colonel
Moody, a school, and a log church, which was described in
the Victoria Gazette as being of “a most singular and clumsy
appearance.”

New Westminster was laid out in a grand linear plan,
parallel to the Fraser River. It terminated to the west at Dock
Square, and to the east at Albert Crescent, patterned after
the crescents at Bath and Brighton. Eight church reserves
were located throughout the lower town, accommodating all
denominations. The capital’s main focus was to be the centrally
located government and public gardens. Moody decided to
place the Anglican Cathedral “as an ornamental feature” in
the centre of Victoria Gardens, indicating its importance to
both the City’s appearance from the river as well as its central
position in the new settlement’s social life.
In February 1859, the British War Ofice decided to provide
spiritual care for the troops under the command of Colonel
Moody, and in September, sanctioned 100 pounds sterling for
the purpose. John Sheepshanks was nominated, and arrived
before quarters could be prepared; he was invited to live with
the Moody family when he arrived. Reverend Sheepshanks
conducted the irst Anglican service in New Westminster on
Sunday September 2nd, 1859 in the Customs House.
Born in 1834, Sheepshanks was educated at Christ’s College,
Cambridge. Ordained in 1857, he was a curate at Leeds Parish
Church prior to becoming Rector of New Westminster and
Chaplain to George Hills, the Bishop of Columbia. He later
held incumbencies in Bilton, Yorkshire, and Anield Liverpool
before his election to the Episcopate as Bishop of Norwich in
1893, a post he held until his death in 1909.
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“We like our Clergyman, so far, very well, he is High
Church, but very energetic and earnest and hard-working.
I do not think he has taken a fancy to us for he is very
quiet and reserved. He has a room in our House, but we
seldom see him excepting on Sundays when our Meal
times suit him better than the Mess Hours. He is very fond
of Zefie, and plays with her constantly.”
The Letters of Mary S. Moody, October 11, 1859.
“Our Church is begun, and Mr. Sheepshanks living in
a “Log Hut” near the Site, which I have named ‘Castle
Sheepshanks’, however, poor man, he was nearly burnt
out last night. He is going to Victoria for a holyday, and Mr.
Dundas is coming up here.”
The Letters of Mary S. Moody, April 16, 1860.

Reverend John Sheepshanks, circa 1860. Photographer: G.R.
Fardon [BC Archives F-05146]
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Sheepshanks wrote in his memoir, “Bishop in the Rough”:
During the day Mr. Sheepshanks’ time was well occupied.
No man can be described as idle who visits, collects
subscriptions and gifts, supervises a work of building,
teaches a Sunday school, preaches four sermons on the
seventh day with the usual ofices of the Church, and
walks ive or six miles in the performance of that duty.
The church building progressed. There was a “bee” for
the clearing of the ground. A considerable number of
people put in a day’s work, brought shovels and pickaxes,
cleared the ground of stumps, rolled away logs, and made
a pathway from the road up to the church lot. But the
labours in the settlement were intermitted by an order
from the Bishop to go up country and visit the miners and
the Indians.

Bishop of Norwich, the Rt. Rev. John Sheepshanks, DD
[NWMA IHP2530]
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

First Holy Trinity Church, New Westminster; church destroyed by ire in 1865. “Castle Sheepshanks” is visible in the foreground. Photographer Francis George Claudet. Date: 1860 [BC Archives A-01672]
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3.3 FIRST HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, 1860
New Westminster’s Holy Trinity Anglican Church, built in
1860, was designed by Captain Arthur Reid Lemprière, who
arrived with the third group of Royal Engineers in April, 1859.
The irst of three Church buildings, it was of wood construction.
On December 8, 1860, Holy Trinity was consecrated. The
church was described in the New Westminster Times:
The ediice, which commands a lovely view of the river,
mountains and surrounding scenery, is built in the early
style of Gothic Architecture… The interior consists of a
nave, two aisles, chancel, vestry and recess for organ.
The uprights and rafters are of ir, massive pillars with
Gothic arches between, a series of arches also spanning
the nave and giving a rich and ecclesiastical appearance
to the whole. The internal ittings are of the handsomest
description. The seats, which have been presented by
various individuals whose hearts warmed towards the
completion of the good work, are of ir, trimmed with
the famous California redwood. The lectern or bibledesk (a gift) is of ir and the Columbian Cottonwood;
the poppy heads of redwood are admirably contrasted,
and present an exceedingly rich and elegant appearance.
The communion rails, designed by one of the Royal
Engineers, are beautifully executed. The whole building
relects the highest credit both upon the taste of the
committee, who approved of the plans (presented by
Captain A.R. Lemprière, R.E.,) and upon the builders,
Messrs. Manson and White, who have performed their
part in a truly workmanlike and skillful manner.
Sheepshank’s parsonage was a log hut built by two miners,
close to the church and measuring 7 feet by 10 feet. Notches
were cut into the logs for whiskey bottles, which originally
served as windows, soon replaced by a cloth curtain on a
sliding frame. Sheepshanks noted that he could “sit on my
wooden bunk and open the window, shut the door, poke the
ire in the stove, and get anything down from the shelf without
moving.”

The helpful, friendly Engineers were ordered home [in
1863], and embarked for England to the tune so hard for
exiles to bear, “Home, sweet Home.” The monotony of
Church life was broken by what may be called the Battle
of the Bells. About this time we heard in the Victoria, V.
I., newspaper of a beautiful peal of bells for the Bishop’s
church at Victoria, given by Miss (afterwards Lady)
Burdett-Coutts. And in due time the arrival of the ship with
the bells was chronicled. I happened to be in Victoria at
the time, and meeting my good friend Mr. Holbrook, who
also chanced to be down there, we agreed to go on board
the vessel and have a look at them.
Accordingly we went on board, and, the hatches being
open, we looked down and saw one or two of the bells
being uncovered. I climbed down into the hold and read
the inscription on the tenor bell, and I remember well the
shout of delight with which I called up to Mr. Holbrook,
who was looking down from the deck above, to tell him
that the inscription was ‘ for the Church of St. Stephen,
New Westminster.’
There was always a good deal of rivalry and jealousy
between Victoria and New Westminster, and we knew that
every effort would be made by the people of Victoria to
retain the bells there. With regard to this ine peal of bells,
it was true that our church was not dedicated in the name
of St. Stephen, yet the crucial point, we thought, was the
place, and as they were inscribed ‘New Westminster,’ we
believed and maintained that of right they were ours.
We took measures accordingly, and got up a public
meeting and began a movement for the erection of a
bell-tower, and memorialized the Bishop. And, in short,
we showed ourselves so unanimous and insistent that we
gained our point, and in a few weeks’ time the bells were
deposited on the bank of Frazer River.
John Sheepshanks, “Bishop in the Rough.”
In 1865, a 100-foot bell tower designed by architects Wright
& Sanders of Victoria, was built to house the bells. The church
burned to the ground that year.
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3.4 SECOND HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, 1867
The irst Holy Trinity was destroyed by ire in 1865. The
second building was built of stone and was consecrated on
December 18th, 1867. Hermann Otto Tiedemann (18211891) was a successful architect, surveyor and civil engineer,
who emigrated from Prussia to Victoria in 1858. Noted as the
designer of the Colonial Administration Buildings in Victoria
(the “Birdcages”), in 1867 he secured the architectural
commission for Holy Trinity Anglican Church in New
Westminster. Built in the “pure Gothic” style desired by the
clients, Holy Trinity was of cross-axial design with a semioctagonal apse. The contract for its construction was awarded
to Thomas Trounce, and its walls were built of sandstone
imported from Salt Spring Island.
The irst Bishop of the new diocese, The Right Reverend
Acton Wyndeyer Sillitoe, was born in Australia in 1840 and
educated in England. He married irst, in 1870, Charlotte,
second daughter of Thomas Sillitoe, of Buenos Aires (who
died in 1878), and secondly, in 1878, Violet Emily, second
daughter of Justinian Pelly, of Yoxford, Suffolk. He was
educated at King’s College School, London, and at Pembroke
College, Cambridge, and was ordained in 1869. After holding
various preferments, he was consecrated Lord Bishop of New
Westminster on All Saints’ Day 1879. He and Mrs. Sillitoe
arrived in New Westminster on June 18th, 1880.
The boundaries of the diocese were from the forty-ifth parallel
to the ifty-fourth, and from the Rocky Mountains to the Paciic
Ocean, an area of 160,000 square miles. The Rev. L.N. Tucker,
Rector of Christ Church, Vancouver, voiced the opinion: “No
one, I am sure, could know Bishop Sillitoe intimately without
being charmed by his genial and friendly manner, and without
being impressed by his zeal, earnestness, and manliness. Such
qualities – the gifts of the Eternal Spirit – are not likely soon
to die or to be forgotten. Through them, though dead, be yet
speaketh, and will speak for many years to come to all who
knew him.”

Right Reverend Acton Sillitoe, circa 1870
[City of Vancouver Archives CVA Port P1282]

Holy Trinity Church became the Cathedral Church of the
Diocese of New Westminster in 1892.
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral, prior to ire of 1898. [BC Archives G-01086]

3.5 GREAT FIRE AND REBUILDING 1898-99

Holy Trinity burned during the great New Westminster ire of
September 10, 1898. The wooden elements of the building
were destroyed, but some of the walls, although damaged,
remained standing. Of the peal, seven of the eight bells were

cracked beyond repair. Burdett-Coutts refused to donate more
bells, so the seven cracked bells were sent to San Francisco to
be melted down to provide funds for rebuilding the Cathedral.
The one original bell that remained, named “Wisdom,” still
hangs in the tower.
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The ire-damaged bells of Holy Trinity Cathedral. [BC Archives A-03362]

The current Cathedral is a reconstruction of the previous
church, the surviving walls and foundations of which were
found to be suficiently strong to be reused. Much of the
masonry was still structurally sound and was retained, though a
cement parging was used to conceal the scorch marks. Further,
the nave was extended 13 feet and the bell tower constructed
thirty feet beyond its existing height. The reconstruction was
undertaken by local architect George W. Grant, who was
extremely busy following the Great Fire, designing many of
the structures in Downtown New Westminster that still stand.
Work was completed on the rebuilding of the Cathedral in
1899 in time for services on All Saints Day. The Cathedral was
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consecrated on April 3rd, 1902, following the settlement of
the debt incurred by the restoration work.
The majestic bell-tower was redesigned in 1910 by architect
Frank G. Gardiner. Gardiner had a proliic architectural
career, particularly with partner A.L. Mercer, who designed
many buildings in downtown New Westminster. Holy Trinity
Cathedral contains art glass windows by Henry Bloomield
and Sons, which installed glass in numerous buildings,
including St. Paul’s Anglican Church in Vancouver. The interior
also boasts woodwork of native tree species.
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This remained as the Cathedral Church of the Diocese until
1929 when Archbishop de Pencier designated Christ Church
as his Cathedral. The Parish of Holy Trinity was bitterly
disappointed, and following a ight which lasted over a year
and which threatened to be dragged before the Supreme
Court, a settlement was reached which included the right of
Holy Trinity to retain the title of Cathedral in perpetuity.
Notable surviving features of Holy Trinity Cathedral include
the three stained glass windows in the apse, the work of
local craftsmen, Henry Bloomield and Sons. The left window
is believed to be among the irst depictions of First Nations
people in stained glass. The right window was of gift of the
Grand Lodge of British Columbia of which Bishop Sillitoe was

Grand Chaplain. It contains symbols of the Masonic Order
and represents the Holy Spirit descending upon the Apostles
at Pentecost. The Bloomield sons gave Saint Peter, the central
igure, the face of their father, Henry. The central window
represents Christ the King enthroned in glory. This window
also contains a delightful blushing angel.
A number of historically signiicant artifacts grace the
Cathedral. Ties to Westminster Abbey are represented by the
pillared Credence Table in the sanctuary and the altar cross
as well as the banner on the front of the pulpit. The brass
lectern was a gift of the irst Governor of the Colony, Sir James
Douglas in 1875. This and other items were saved from the
burning former building by the Rector of the day, the Reverend
Shildrick.

Cement parging on exterior of church, 1900 [NWMA IHP0009]
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The second Holy Trinity Church and Bell-Tower, 186- [BC Archives C-03820]
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The boundaries of the diocese were from the forty-ifth parallel
to the ifty-fourth, and from the Rocky Mountains to the Paciic
Ocean, an area of 160,000 square miles. The Rev. L.N. Tucker,
Rector of Christ Church, Vancouver, voiced the opinion: “No
one, I am sure, could know Bishop Sillitoe intimately without
being charmed by his genial and friendly manner, and without
being impressed by his zeal, earnestness, and manliness. Such
qualities – the gifts of the Eternal Spirit – are not likely soon
to die or to be forgotten. Through them, though dead, be yet
speaketh, and will speak for many years to come to all who
knew him.”
Holy Trinity Church became the Cathedral Church of the
Diocese of New Westminster in 1892.

3.3 GREAT FIRE AND REBUILDING 1898-99

Holy Trinity burned during the great New Westminster ire of
September 10, 1898. The wooden elements of the building
were destroyed, but many of the walls, although damaged,
remained standing. Of the peal, seven of the eight bells were
cracked beyond repair. Burdett-Coutts refused to donate more
bells, so the seven cracked bells were sent to San Francisco to
be melted down to provide funds for rebuilding the Cathedral.
The one original bell that remained, named “Wisdom,” still
hangs in the tower.

Fire-damaged Holy Trinity Cathedral, 1898 [NWPL 576]
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Interior of rebuilt Holy Trinity Cathedral [BC Archives D-07839]
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Second Holy Trinity Cathedral (First built in stone), with 1865 wood tower, 186- [BC Archives A-01593]

June 12th, 1867, the contract to erect a new stone church
was let to Mr. Thomas Trounce of Victoria... On October
16th, 1867, the cornerstone was laid by Governor Seymour...
Lack of funds prevented the completion of the tower... The
tower itself had been raised all too hastily and none too

well... In 1880, it was decided that the old tower could be
left standing no longer, but though it had appears so decrepit,
it turned deiant at the last and proved far more sturdy than
they thought. It was with some dificulty, even with three
teams of horses, that it was pulled down.
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Laying of the new tower cornerstone, April 1886 [NWMA IHP0647]

It was not until April 10th, 1886, that the cornerstone of the
new tower was laid... But the tower, begun with such high
hopes, was never suficiently completed for the bells to be
hung.
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Holy Trinity Cathedral [BC Archives B-05504]

Then came the disastrous ire of ‘98. For the second time,
the Church of Holy Trinity was in ruins and this time the bells
which had been stored in a shed nearby, were lost.
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Rebuilt Church, view from Clarkson Street, 1900 [NWMA IHP0327]

`
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral, 1867 [NWPL 1654]
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral,1901 [NWPL 1658]
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral,February 2, 1901 [NWPL 1657]
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral, 1951 [NWPL 1653]
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral, 195- [BC Archives D-07839]
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Interior of Holy Trinity Cathedral,1959 [NWPL 1656]
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3.7.1 HISTORIC FURNISHINGS
The Holy Trinity Cathedral features a large collection of
signiicant interior furnishings that are of historical value to
the Church. These historic furnishings will be removed, stored,
restored and reinstated following rehabilitation work.
The following descriptions are sourced from The Memories of
a Cathedral – A Century of Christian Activity 1859-1959.
WINDOWS

The three windows in the Sanctuary are worthy of close
inspection for they contain a wealth of interesting detail. The
North Window designed to remind us of God, the Father,
represents the Baptism of Jesus when the voice of the Father
was heard saying, “This is my beloved Son, in whom I am
well pleased.” Two interesting features of this window are, the
Episcopal Coat of Arms of Bishop Sillitoe, and the two Indian
igured on either side of it, set against the blue mountains of
Vancouver Island with the setting sun going down behind
them
The Central Window depicts God the Son, enthroned in
glory. This window contains a delightful blushing angel and
the symbols of the four Evangelists. Both these windows were
given by friends and parishioners in memory of Bishop Sillitoe.
The third window is a gift of the Masons of British Columbia
and is also a memorial to Bishop Sillitoe who was at one time,

their Grand Champlain. It contains many symbols of the Order
and represents God the Holy Spirit by depicting the descent of
the Holy Spirit upon the Disciples at Pentecost.
One of the most interesting facts about these windows is
that they were made in British Columbia at the turn of the
Century, by the irm of Henry Bloomield and Sons, which
was established in New Westminster until the great ire of ’98,
after which it was moved to Vancouver. The windows were
designed by one of the sons, James, who at that time, was in
Manchester, England. He sent out the designs, and the glass
was made and assembled by another son, Charles, a boy still
in his teens. A touching and unique feature of the Masonic
Window is that the boys gave to the Central igure, St. Peter,
the face of their father, Henry.
THE ALTAR AND REREDOS
The Sanctuary, as well as the East Windows of Holy Trinity,
form a memorial to Bishop Sillitoe. The Altar and Reredos were
designed by Canon Beanlands of Victoria. Across the top of the
carved reredos are eight heraldic shields, which are relative
to Bishop Sillitoe’s life. Facing the Altar from left to right they
are 1. The Coat of Arms of St. John Baptist Church, Coventry,
where Bishop Sillitoe was consecrated Bishop; 2. The Coat
of Arms of York Minster; 3. The Coat of Arms for Lichield
Cathedral where the Bishop was ordained both deacon and
priest; 4. The Coat of Arms of Canterbury Cathedral; 5. The
Coat of Arms of the Diocese of British Columbia; 6. The Coat
of Arms of the Sillitoes; 8. The Coat of Arms of Mrs. Sillitoe’s
family, the Pellys, of Upton, Essex, Baronets.
THE FRONTALS AND EUCHARIST VESTMENTS
The Frontals and Eucharist Vestments of Holy Trinity are
magniicent. These priceless ornaments were made and
embroidered by the Sisters of the Community of All Hallows’,
Ditchinham, Norfolk.
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THE BISHOP’S THRONE AND CHAIR
Holy Trinity has both a Bishop’s Throne and a Bishop’s Chair
in the Sanctuary. The former, lofty and simple in design, is the
original Bishop’s Throne for the Diocese of New Westminster. It
is of oak, upholstered in Purple Velvet in contrast to the Sedilia,
opposite, which is upholstered in crimson. The beautifully
carved Bishop’s Chair stands beside the Throne and is made
of walnut. It is a memorial to William Angust Bartlett Stokes,
R.C.A.F., killed in action June 11th, 1943, aged 24.

THE ALTAR CROSS
The Altar Cross was presented
to Bishop Sillitoe by the Dean
of Westminster Abbey, the Very
Rev. Arthur Penrhyn Stanley,
known to the world as “Little
Arthur” in “Tom Brown’s
School Days,” “As a mark of
sympathy between the old and
new cities.” Old Westminster
and New Westminster. The
base of the Cross is of oak
fashioned from a rafter of the
Abbey of the time of Henry V.
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THE ALTAR LIGHTS
The
beautiful
Candlesticks
on the Altar were carved at
Oberamnergau by the Passion
Players, legend attributing equisite
work to principal character Anton
Lang. They were the gift of the
Victorian philanthropist, Arthur
Evans, Esq., of London, England,
in 1896.
THE CREDENCE
The Credence in Holy Trinity is
most unique. The four pedestals
once supported the marble
mensa of the Altar in the Chapel
of Henry VII, Westminster Abbey.
They are of cedarwood, richly
wrought with Renaissance foliage
and covered with gold leaf.

THE DOUGLAS LECTERN
The handsome brass Lectern,
known as the Douglas lectern,
was presented to Holy Trinity by
Sir James Douglas, K.C.B., irst
Governor of the Colony in 1875.
THE COMMUNION SETS
The two Communion Services
in possession of Holy Trinity are
very ine. The irst, consisting of
jewelled chalice of silver gilt,
lagon and paten was the gift
of the parishioners of Coatham,
Yorkshire, in 1886. The less
elaborate set, consisting of
jewelled chalice and paten was
presented by the Rev. Herbert
Bering.

THE FONT AND EWER
The Font is of sandstone and was presented by the Whatsoever
Society of Holy Trinity Parish, a parochial organization long
extinct, but in its day was very active in raising funds for the
church. The Font cover was bequeathed to the Cathedral by
Mr. John P. Voss on Easter Day, April 4th, 1926. The magniicent
brass Ewer was a gift from St. Agatha’s Guild of St. James
Church, Vancouver, in memory of Bishop Sillitoe.
THE REGIMENTAL COLORS
The colors of the Westminster Regiment hand in the Chancel.
They were deposited by the Commanding Oficer, Lt.-Col. G. B.
Corbould, on Saturday, October 26th, 1929. Holy Trinity, from
the days of the Royal Engineers has always been considered
by the Regiment as its Garrison Church. Over the 100 years
the closest ties between the two have been formed. As were
many of his predecessors, the present Rector is Chaplain of the
Regiment. On the other hand, many of the oficers and men
have taken a very active part in the affairs of the Parish.
THE CATHEDRAL ORGAN
The Cathedral Organ was manufactured by Karn-Warren
Organ Co. Ltd. of Woodstock, Ontario, and was brought,
second-hand, in Montreal in 1899 and installed in the present
building which had just been restored following the disastrous
ire of 1898.
At the ripe old age of one hundred year or more, it is probably
the oldest pipe organ on the Lower Mainland. From time to
time, additions were made to it, the most extensive in 1945,
when through a legacy from the estate of the late L. A. Lewis, a
part of the Cassavant Organ of the old Rex Theatre on Hastings
Street in Vancouver, was purchased. Then in 1956, this grand
old instrument was transformed into one of the newest and
most up-to-date in Canada. It was equipped with a modern
three-manual console and new electric action. All of the
original pipes, mellowed with age, have been retained and
some 116 pipes added, bringing the total to the surprising
igure of 1058. The renovated organ was dedicated by Bishop
Gower on January 22nd, 1956.
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4. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
Description Of Historic Place
Holy Trinity Cathedral is a stone and brick Gothic Revival
church with a front gabled roof and a brick and stone
tower. The building is located in a commanding position on
Carnarvon Street at Church Street, near New Westminster’s
historic downtown core.
Heritage Value Of Historic Place
Holy Trinity Cathedral is valued for its association with the
earliest settlement of New Westminster. The irst Anglican
service in New Westminster was held in 1859, relecting
the British origins of the Royal Engineers who founded the
city. Colonel R.C. Moody of the Royal Engineers designed
the original layout of the city to include this church site as
a prominent central feature, demonstrating loyalty to the
primary faith of the Mother Country. The irst Holy Trinity
Anglican church, built by the Royal Engineers in 1860, was
destroyed by ire in 1865. A second church, designed by
Victoria architect H.O. Tiedemann and built from imported
Salt Spring Island sandstone, was erected in 1867-68. In 1892,
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Holy Trinity became the Cathedral Church of the Diocese of
New Westminster. The disastrous 1898 ire, which wiped out
the greater part of downtown New Westminster, destroyed
the second Holy Trinity, but the thick stone walls survived.
Between 1899 and 1902 the cathedral was rebuilt using the
original walls of the earlier building.
Additionally, Holy Trinity Cathedral is of architectural
signiicance for its Gothic Revival style, and for its interior
and exterior design. The reconstruction of the church was
designed by George William Grant (1852-1925), a proliic
architect who designed many of the buildings in downtown
New Westminster, before and after the Great Fire. The interior
of Holy Trinity Cathedral was based on the design of St. Paul’s
Church, Kensington, London, and remains in substantially
original condition. The vaulted space is illuminated by art
glass windows executed by Henry Bloomield and Sons, a
prominent irm established in New Westminster in 1890.
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Character-Deining Elements
Key elements that deine the heritage character of the Holy
Trinity Cathedral include its:
• continuous use as a church site since the earliest
development of the city;
• location on Carnarvon Street, part of a grouping of
late Victorian and Edwardian era buildings in historic
downtown New Westminster;
• ecclesiastical form, scale and massing as expressed by
its irregular picturesque shape, steeply-pitched roolines,
and offset buttressed tower with a crenellated roof-line
• gabled roof with minimal overhangs and gabled roof on
the western projection;
• elements of the Gothic Revival style, such as the massive
masonry construction, asymmetrical bell tower and
Gothic pointed-arch windows; and
• interior features such as the original vaulted ceilings,
art glass windows, dark-stained woodwork, altar and
reredos.
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5. CONSERVATION GUIDELINES
5.1 STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
The Holy Trinity Cathedral is a listed building on the New
Westminster municipal Heritage Register, and is a signiicant
historical resource in the City of New Westminster. The Parks
Canada Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada (2010) is the source used to assess
the appropriate level of conservation and intervention.
Under the Guidelines, the work proposed for the Holy Trinity
Cathedral includes aspects of preservation, rehabilitation and
restoration.
PRESERVATION: the action or process of
protecting, maintaining, and/or stabilizing the
existing materials, form, and integrity of a historic
place or of an individual component, while
protecting its heritage value.
RESTORATION: the action or process of
accurately revealing, recovering or representing
the state of a historic place or of an individual
component, as it appeared at a particular period
in its history, while protecting its heritage value.
REHABILITATION: the action or process of
making possible a continuing or compatible
contemporary use of a historic place or an
individual component, through repair, alterations,
and/or additions, while protecting its heritage
value.

Interventions to the Holy Trinity Cathedral should be based
upon the Standards outlined in the Standards and Guidelines,
which are conservation principles of best practice. The
following General Standards should be followed when
carrying out any work to an historic property.
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STANDARDS
Standards relating to all Conservation Projects
1. Conserve the heritage value of a historic place. Do
not remove, replace, or substantially alter its intact or
repairable character-deining elements. Do not move a
part of a historic place if its current location is a characterdeining element.
2. Conserve changes to a historic place, which over time,
have become character-deining elements in their own
right.
3. Conserve heritage value by adopting an approach calling
for minimal intervention.
4. Recognize each historic place as a physical record of
its time, place and use. Do not create a false sense of
historical development by adding elements from other
historic places or other properties or by combining
features of the same property that never coexisted.
5. Find a use for a historic place that requires minimal or no
change to its character deining elements.
6. Protect and, if necessary, stabilize a historic place until
any subsequent intervention is undertaken. Protect and
preserve archaeological resources in place. Where there
is potential for disturbance of archaeological resources,
take mitigation measures to limit damage and loss of
information.
7. Evaluate the existing condition of character-deining
element to determine the appropriate intervention needed.
Use the gentlest means possible for any intervention.
Respect heritage value when undertaking an intervention.
8. Maintain character-deining elements on an ongoing
basis. Repair character-deining element by reinforcing
the materials using recognized conservation methods.
Replace in kind any extensively deteriorated or missing
parts of character-deining elements, where there are
surviving prototypes.
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9. Make any intervention needed to preserve characterdeining elements physically and visually compatible with
the historic place and identiiable upon close inspection.
Document any intervention for future reference.
Additional Standards relating to Rehabilitation
10. Repair rather than replace character-deining elements.
Where character-deining elements are too severely
deteriorated to repair, and where suficient physical
evidence exists, replace them with new elements that
match the forms, materials and detailing of sound versions
of the same elements. Where there is insuficient physical
evidence, make the form, material and detailing of the
new elements compatible with the character of the
historic place.
11. Conserve the heritage value and character-deining
elements when creating any new additions to a historic
place and any related new construction. Make the new
work physically and visually compatible with, subordinate
to and distinguishable from the historic place.
12. Create any new additions or related new construction so
that the essential form and integrity of a historic place will
not be impaired if the new work is removed in the future.
Additional Standards relating to Restoration
13. Repair rather than replace character-deining elements
from the restoration period. Where character-deining
elements are too severely deteriorated to repair and where
suficient physical evidence exists, replace them with new
elements that match the forms, materials and detailing of
sound versions of the same elements.
14. Replace missing features from the restoration period with
new features whose forms, materials and detailing are
based on suficient physical, documentary and/or oral
evidence.

5.2 CONSERVATION REFERENCES

The proposed work entails the Rehabilitation and Restoration of
the exterior of the Holy Trinity Cathedral, and the rehabilitation
of parts of the interior. The following conservation resources
should be referred to:
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada, Parks Canada, 2010.
http://www.historicplaces.ca/en/pages/standards-normes/
document.aspx
National Park Service, Technical Preservation Services.
Preservation Briefs:
Preservation Brief 1: Assessing Cleaning and Water-Repellent
Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/1-cleaningwater-repellent.htm
Preservation Brief 2: Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic
Masonry Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/2-repointmortar-joints.htm
Preservation Brief 3: Improving Energy Eficiency in Historic
Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/3-improveenergy-eficiency.htm
Preservation Brief 4: Rooing for Historic Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/4-rooing.htm
Preservation Brief 9: The Repair of Historic Wooden
Windows.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/9-woodenwindows.htm
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Preservation Brief 10: Exterior Paint Problems on Historic
Woodwork.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/10-paintproblems.htm
Preservation Brief 14: New Exterior Additions to Historic
Buildings: Preservation Concerns.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/14-exterioradditions.htm
Preservation Brief 16: The Use of Substitute Materials on
Historic Buildings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/16-substitutematerials.htm
Preservation Brief 21: Repairing Historic Flat Plaster – Walls
and Ceilings.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/21-lat-plaster.
htm
Preservation Brief 28: Painting Historic Interiors.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/28-paintinginteriors.htm
Preservation Brief 33: The Preservation and Repair of
Historic Stained and Leaded Glass.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/33-stainedleaded-glass.htm

5.3 GENERAL CONSERVATION STRATEGY
The primary intent is to preserve the existing historic structure,
while undertaking a rehabilitation that will upgrade its structure
and services to increase its functionality. As part of the scope
of work, character-deining elements will be preserved, while
missing or deteriorated elements will be restored.
The major proposed interventions of the overall project are to:
• preserve the original character-deining elements of the
church,
• restore character-deining elements that have been
altered over the years,
• seismically upgrade the structure as required, and
• rehabilitate windows and doors, as required.
The rehabilitation of the church is part of a larger proposed
redevelopment plan of the site, which includes demolishing
the existing adjacent Parish Hall and constructing a new
residential tower with a new amenity structure that directly
connects to the historic church.
Structural Upgrades:
The church has been structurally assessed, and will require
signiicant intervention to ensure its longevity and stability
through seismic upgrading. All structural rehabilitation work
should be sensitive to the historic structure, and will respect
character-deining elements.

Preservation Brief 41: The Seismic Retroit of Historic
Buildings: Keeping Preservation in the Forefront.
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/41-seismicretroit.htm
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5.3.1 HERITAGE FEATURE LIST - EXTERIOR
EAST ELEVATION
MAIN STRUCTURE
Stonework

Currently parged in cement stucco

Windows
1.

Pointed arch clerestory window above door

2.

Southernmost window, pointed arch

3.

Centre window, pointed arch

4.

Northernmost window, pointed arch

Eave Brackets

Brackets course along rooline

Entryway

Projecting front-gabled side entryway portico

Stone Buttresses

Currently parged with cement stucco

Window Hoods

Hoods above windows

TOWER
Stonework

Original stonework (Currently parged in cement stucco)

Crenellated Parapet
Wood Louvres

Two pointed arch wood louvres (Currently have metal mesh covering)

Brickwork

Exposed brickwork

Anchor Ties

Circular cast-iron anchor ties
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NORTH ELEVATION
MAIN STRUCTURE
Stonework

Currently parged in cement stucco

Windows
1.

Large pointed arch window

Louvre

Single wood louvre within gable-end

Buttresses

Parged

Granite Base
Window Hood

Hood above window

TOWER
Stonework

Original stonework (Currently parged above rooline in cement stucco)

Crenellated Parapet
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Wood Louvres

Two pointed arch wood louvres (Currently have metal mesh covering)

Brickwork

Exposed brickwork

Anchor Ties

Circular cast-iron anchor ties
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SOUTH ELEVATION
MAIN STRUCTURE
Stonework

Currently parged in cement stucco

Windows
1.

Westernmost window, pointed arch

2.

Easternmost window, pointed arch

3.

Westernmost window in bay, pointed arch

4.

Centre window in bay, pointed arch

5.

Easternmost window in bay, pointed arch

Quoining around windows

Quoining around all windows, parged in cement stucco

Continuous Sill

Within bay

Eave Brackets

Located along rooline, within bay

Window Hoods

Hoods above windows

TOWER
Stonework

Original stonework, exposed

Granite Base
Granite Sills
Windows
1.

Clerestory pointed arch window within doorway assembly

2.

Pointed arch (Currently has exterior lexar covering)

Brickwork

Exposed brickwork on upper storey with detailed brickwork cornice above stone walls

Brick Buttresses

Corner buttresses

Crenellated Parapet
Wood Louvres

Two pointed arch wood louvres (Currently have metal mesh covering)

Anchor Ties

Circular cast-iron anchor ties

Elements that are NOT included in the Heritage List:
• Copper Gutters (main structure): Within bay
• Copper Flashing (main structure)
• Cross (main structure): Cross on gable-end peak
• Door (tower): Double wood panelled door, ironwork
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WEST ELEVATION
MAIN STRUCTURE
Stonework

Currently parged in cement stucco

Windows
1.

Large pointed arch window within front-gabled side extension

2.

Pointed arch window above entry door

3.

Window south of entry door

4.

Window within north facing elevation of side extension, pointed arch

Eave Brackets

Located along rooline

Entryway

Projecting front-gabled side entryway portico

Window Hoods

Hoods above windows

TOWER
Stonework

Original stonework, exposed

Granite Base
Granite Sills
Windows
1.

Second storey small window, rounded arch

Brickwork

Exposed brickwork on upper storey

Brick Buttresses

Corner buttresses

Crenellated Parapet
Wood Louvres

Two pointed arch wood louvres (Currently have metal mesh coverings)

Anchor Ties

Circular cast-iron anchor ties

Elements that are NOT included in the Heritage List:
• Door (main structure): Double wood panelled entry door
• Copper Gutters (main structure): Within bay
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5.3.2 INTERIOR HERITAGE FEATURE LIST
INTERIOR - NOT INCLUDED IN HERITAGE AGREEMENT
FEATURE

TREATMENT

Structure

Pointed arch interior structural coniguration and detail; retain and repair

Wood Trim

Includes ir column covers; retain in situ as possible

Wood Floor

Remove, for salvage

Altar and Reredos

Reconigure

Frontals and Eucharist Vestments Retain
Bishops Throne and Chair

Retain

Altar Cross

Pre-ire (From 2nd HTC); Retain

Altar Lights

Pre-ire (From 2nd HTC); Retain

Credence

Retain

Douglas Lectern

Pre-ire (From 2nd HTC); Retain

Communion Sets

Retain

Font and Ewer

Retain

Regimental Colors

Retain

Cathedral Organ

To be reconigured and rehabilitated

Pulpit

Installed Feb 19, 1900 - Memorial to Bishop Sillitoe, gift from W.A. (Sillitoe, First Bishop
of New Westminster 1879-1894, died June 9 1894); Retain and relocat

Pews

Some to be retained, with some lexible seating installed

Bell

Retain and restore

Vestry

Re-use ir panelling in new locations

Foldstool or Litany Desk

Presented to the Cathedral following the ire, 1899; retain

Light ixtures

Retaine and rehabilitate. Lighting to be augmented.

Hardware

Retain as possible

Alter Rail

Originally from Westminster Abbey. Renovated and re-installed in March 1969; retain

Oak Panelling

Salvage as possible
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5.4 SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
Sustainability is most commonly deined as “meeting the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs” (Common
Future. The Bruntland Commission). The four-pillar model
of sustainability identiies four interlinked dimensions:
environmental, economic, social and cultural sustainability,
the latter including the built heritage environment.
Current research links sustainability considerations with
the conservation of our built and natural environments. A
competitive, sustainable economy requires the conservation
of heritage buildings as an important component of a high
quality urban environment.
“We need to use our cities, our cultural resources, and our
memories in such a way that they are available for future
generations to use as well. Historic preservation makes
cities viable, makes cities liveable, makes cities equitable.”
(Economic Beneits of Preservation, Sustainability and Historic
Preservation)
Heritage conservation and sustainable development can go
hand in hand with the mutual effort of all stakeholders. In
a practical context, the conservation and re-use of historic
structures contributes to environmental sustainability by:
• Reducing solid waste disposal (reduced impact on
landills and their expansions);
• Saving embodied energy (deined as the total
expenditure of energy involved in the creation of the
building and its constituent materials);
• Conserving historic materials that are signiicantly less
consumptive of energy than many new replacement
materials (often local and regional materials, e.g. timber,
brick, concrete, plaster, can be preserved and reduce the
carbon footprint of manufacturing and transporting new
materials).
The following considerations for energy eficiency in historic
structures are recommended in the Parks Canada Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada (2010) and can be utilized for the Holy Trinity
Cathedral.
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Sustainability Considerations
• Add new features to meet sustainability requirements in
a manner that respects the exterior form and minimizes
impact on character-deining elements.
• Work with sustainability and conservation specialists to
determine the most appropriate solution to sustainability
requirements with the least impact on the characterdeining elements and overall heritage value of the historic
building.
• Comply with energy eficiency objectives in a manner that
minimizes impact on the character-deining elements and
overall heritage value of the historic building.
Energy Eficiency Considerations
• Identifying the historic place’s heritage value and
character-deining elements — materials, forms, location,
spatial conigurations, uses and cultural associations or
meanings.
• Complying with energy eficiency objectives in such a
manner that character-deining elements are conserved
and the heritage value maintained.
• Working with energy eficiency and conservation
specialists to determine the most appropriate solution
to energy conservation problems that will have the least
impact on character-deining elements and the overall
heritage value.
• Weighing the total environmental cost of energy saving
measures against the overall environmental costs of
retaining the existing features or fabric, when deciding
whether to proceed with energy saving measures.
Buildings: Insulation
• Exercising caution and foreseeing the potential effects of
insulating the building on the envelope system so as to
avoid damaging changes such as displacing the dew point
and creating thermal bridges.
• Installing thermal insulation in attics and in unheated
cellars, if applicable, and crawl spaces to increase the
eficiency of the existing mechanical systems unless this
could adversely affect the building envelope.
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•

Installing insulating material on the inside of masonry
and wood-frame walls to increase energy eficiency
where there is no character-deining interior moulding
around the windows or other character-deining interior
architectural detailing.

Buildings: Windows
• Utilizing the inherent energy conserving features of a
building by maintaining character-deining windows
and/or louvered blinds in good operating condition for
natural ventilation.
• Improving thermal eficiency with weather-stripping and
storm windows.
• Installing exterior storm windows that do not damage or
obscure character-deining windows and frames.
Buildings: Mechanical Systems
• Improving the energy eficiency of existing mechanical
systems by installing insulation in attics and basements,
unless this could adversely affect the building envelope.

individual requirements and inherent strengths of each
building. Over the past few years, a number of equivalencies
have been developed and adopted in the British Columbia
Building Code that enable more sensitive and appropriate
heritage building upgrades. For example, the use of sprinklers
in a heritage structure helps to satisfy ire separation and
exiting requirements. Table A-1.1.1.1., found in Appendix A
of the Code, outlines the “Alternative Compliance Methods for
Heritage Buildings.”
Given that Code compliance is such a signiicant factor in
the conservation of heritage buildings, the most important
consideration is to provide viable economic methods of
achieving building upgrades. In addition to the equivalencies
offered under the current Code, the City can also accept the
report of a Building Code Engineer as to acceptable levels of
code performance.

5.5 HERITAGE EQUIVALENCIES AND
EXEMPTIONS

5.5.2 ENERGY EFFICIENCY ACT
The provincial Energy Eficiency Act (Energy Eficiency
Standards Regulation) was amended in 2009 to exempt
buildings protected through heritage designation or listed
on a community heritage register from compliance with the
regulations. Energy Eficiency standards therefore do not apply
to windows, glazing products, door slabs or products installed
in heritage buildings. This means that exemptions can be
allowed to energy upgrading measures that would destroy
heritage character-deining elements such as original windows
and doors.

5.5.1 BRITISH COLUMBIA BUILDING CODE
Building Code upgrading ensures life safety and long-term
protection for historic resources. It is important to consider
heritage buildings on a case-by-case basis, as the blanket
application of Code requirements do not recognize the

These provisions do not preclude that heritage buildings must
be made more energy eficient, but they do allow a more
sensitive approach of alternate compliance to individual
situations and a higher degree of retained integrity. Increased
energy performance can be provided through non-intrusive
methods of alternate compliance, such as improved insulation
and mechanical systems. Please refer to the Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada (2010) for further detail about “Energy Eficiency
Considerations.”

The conservation recommendations for the Holy Trinity
Cathedral recognize the need for sustainable interventions
and adhere to the Standards and Guidelines as outlined.

As a Municipal Heritage Register-listed site, the Holy Trinity
Cathedral will eligible for heritage variances that will enable
a higher degree of heritage conservation and retention of
original material, including considerations available under the
following legislation.
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6. CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS - EXTERIOR
A condition review of the Holy Trinity Cathedral was carried
out during a site visit in January, 2014. The recommendations
for the preservation and rehabilitation of the historic façades
are based on the site review and archival documents that
provide valuable information about the original appearance
of the historic building. The following chapter describes the
materials, physical condition and recommended conservation
strategy for the Holy Trinity Cathedral, based on Parks Canada’s
Standard and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada (2010).

6.1 SITE

Holy Trinity Cathedral remains in its original location. The
church sits in a prominent central location, on a sloping site
between Clarkson and Carnarvon Streets, near the Columbia
Skytrain Station. The grading originally was less steep, as
demonstrated in archival photographs. The current steep
grading to the south of the church provides dificult access to
the main entryway, as approached from Clarkson Street. As a
result, the doorway through the tower is no longer used as a
main entryway. Currently, the south, east and north elevations
consist of soil in direct contact with the exterior walls and
foundation.
The site is proposed to be preserved and fully rehabilitated as
part of the proposed redevelopment scheme. The church will
be stabilized, and the re-graded site will sit atop the proposed
basement extension, and will be accessed by stairs from
Clarkson Street. As a result of the redevelopment scheme,
existing vegetation will be removed.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation
• Preserve the original location of the building. All
rehabilitation work should occur within the property
lines.
• Drainage issues should be addressed through the
provision of adequate site drainage measures.
• Rehabilitate site to meet functional and access
requirements.

Exterior of the Holy Trinity Cathedral from Carnarvon Street.
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- EXTERIOR
6.2 OVERALL FORM, SCALE AND MASSING

6.3 EXTERIOR WALLS

Holy Trinity Cathedral features an ecclesiastical form, scale
and massing as expressed by its irregular picturesque shape,
steeply-pitched roolines, and offset buttressed tower with
a crenellated roof-line The form, scale and massing of the
church is a character-deining element of the historic structure,
and should be preserved. The church lost much of its overall
material following the ire of 1898, however the front and
some side walls were retained due to the ire resistant nature
of the heavy sandstone walls in the tower and front elevation
of the church. The full form of the original church was re-built
following the ire, with the addition of a 13 foot extension
towards Carnarvon Street. The church in its existing form,
which is original to the 1898-99 rebuilt Cathedral, should
be retained during rehabilitation work. Any additions or
alterations of the form, scale and massing should be reviewed
by the Heritage Consultant.

Some of the original sandstone walls were destroyed in the
ire of 1898, with the exception of the tower base and some
walls on the front and side elevations. Currently, the stone
walls of the church are rendered in cement parging, and
only the stonework on the tower is exposed. The parging was
installed following the reconstruction of the church, due to
the scorch marks from the ire on the original exterior walls.
The exterior parging continues on all exterior elevations of the
church, and features a large raked rectangular pattern. The
window quoining and exterior buttresses are also parged in
stucco. The parging appears to be in sound condition on most
exterior walls, with minimal cracking or damage visible. A
number of locations also demonstrate heavy organic build-up,
particularly the north and east elevations.

Conservation Strategy: Preservation
• Preserve the overall form, scale and massing of the
building.

Further investigation is required into the condition of the cement
parging and the structural stone and brickwork underneath.
The parging is not sympathetic to the historic character of the
church, and could be removed, if technically feasible. It is
unclear at this time the condition or material of the substrate
on all exterior walls, so parging should be carefully removed
in an inconspicuous location. If parging is in good condition,
and full removal is not viable, then the cement parging should
be repaired and prepared for repainting.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation and Rehabilitation
• Undertake complete condition survey of all exterior
surfaces.
• Investigate the condition of the parging, and
determine if removal is possible. Remove parging in
an inconspicuous sample location, to determine is full
removal is possible. Heritage Consultant can review
once destructive testing takes place.
• If removal of parging is possible, ensure substrate
materials are protected during rehabilitation work. If not,
repair parging as required.
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•

•

•

Brick and stonework may require repointing. Cleaning,
repair and repointing speciications to be reviewed by
Heritage Consultant. When cleaning, use a soft natural
bristle brush and mild water rinse. Only approved
chemical restoration cleaners may be used. Sandblasting
or any other abrasive cleaning method of any kind is not
permitted, due to the delicate nature of the sandstone.
Repoint the exposed stonework by raking out loose
mortar material to a uniform depth. Take care that the
brittle sandstone is not damaged. Work should only
be undertaken by skilled masons. Do not use power
tools to cut or grind joints; hand-held grinders may be
used for the initial raking of horizontal joints after test
samples have been undertaken and only if approved by
the Heritage Consultant. Repoint mortar joints with new
mortar that matches existing in consistency, composition,
strength, colour and pointing proile; note the inely
tooled proile of the original mortar joints.
If parging is to be retained, then repair as required and
prepare surfaces for repainting. Paint exterior surfaces
according to colour schedule devised by Heritage
Consultant.

Cracking cement parging on buttress.

Exterior cement parging.
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6.4 TOWER
The original wooden tower of the earlier structure was pulled
down in 1880, and rebuilt in stone construction. The stonework
on the tower survived the 1898 ire. The stone and brickwork
on the tower appear to be in fair-to-good condition, with minor
evidence of staining or organic build-up on the brickwork.
The fenestration openings within the tower are original, and
new stained glass windows and wooden door were installed
following the ire of 1898. The tower with its stone base and
decorative brickwork between the stone base and brick upper
storey and crenellated rooline is a character-deining element
of the historic place, and should be preserved.
6.4.1 TOWER BRICKWORK
The church features exposed brickwork on the uppermost
storey of the tower, and on the tower buttresses. The bricks are
high-ire bricks, varying from dark red to light buff, and are
laid in a varied bond pattern. A decorative brick cornice sits
atop the stone second storey, and features an exposed brick
fascia, dentil course, corbelling and a decorative row of bricks
on the diagonal.

•

•

•

Overall cleaning of the brick on the exterior front
façade and rear elevation should be carried out. Use
a soft natural bristle brush and mild water rinse. Only
approved chemical restoration cleaners may be used.
Sandblasting or any other abrasive cleaning method of
any kind is not permitted.
Repoint the brickwork by raking out loose mortar
material to a uniform depth. Take care that the arrises
of the brick are not damaged. Work should only be
undertaken by skilled masons. Do not use power tools
to cut or grind joints; hand-held grinders may be used
for the initial raking of horizontal joints after test samples
have been undertaken and only if approved by the
Heritage Consultant. Repoint mortar joints with new
mortar that matches existing in consistency, composition,
strength, colour and pointing proile; note the inely
tooled proile of the original mortar joints.
Retain sound exterior masonry or deteriorated exterior
masonry that can be repaired.

The brick appears to be in fair condition, with evidence of
staining and organic build-up. The mortar joints appear to be
in poor condition, with holes and cracking on most elevations.
An initial visual review suggests the brickwork will require
moderate cleaning, and may require repointing. Further
investigation is required to determine the full condition of all
exterior brickwork on the tower.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation and Rehabilitation
• Preserve the brickwork whenever possible, and replace
in kind brickwork that is too deteriorated for safe use.
• Undertake complete condition survey of all brick
surfaces.
• Cleaning, repair and repointing speciications to be
reviewed by Heritage Consultant.
• All redundant metal inserts and services mounted on the
exterior walls should be removed or reconigured.
• Any holes in the brick should be illed or replaced to
match existing.
Brickwork on tower.
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6.4.2 TOWER STONEWORK
The cathedral features original sandstone walls that survived
the ire in 1898. The imported Saltspring Island sandstone is a
character-deining element of the historic church, and should
be preserved. The stone appears to be in good condition,
but the mortar joints should be inspected to determine their
condition. The mortar appears to be a new intervention, and
does not match the historic original tuck pointed mortar joints
that are visible on the narrow north wall of the tower, between
the buttress and the west elevation of the church. If possible,
the original mortar joint proile should be reinstated on the
remaining elevations of the tower.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation and Rehabilitation
• Preserve the stone tower walls whenever possible, and
replace in kind stonework that is too deteriorated for safe
use.
• Undertake complete condition survey of all stone
surfaces.
• Cleaning, repair and repointing speciications to be
reviewed by Heritage Consultant.
• All redundant metal inserts and services mounted on the
exterior walls should be removed or reconigured.
• Any holes in the stone should be illed or replaced to
match existing.
• Overall cleaning of the sandstone on the exterior tower
walls should be carried out. Use a soft natural bristle
brush and mild water rinse. Only approved chemical
restoration cleaners may be used. Sandblasting or
any other abrasive cleaning method of any kind is not
permitted.

Early pointing.
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If required, repoint the stonework by raking out loose
mortar material to a uniform depth. Work should only
be undertaken by skilled masons. Do not use power
tools to cut or grind joints; hand-held grinders may be
used for the initial raking of joints after test samples have
been undertaken and only if approved by the Heritage
Consultant. Repoint mortar joints with new mortar that
matches existing in consistency, composition, strength,
colour and pointing proile; note the inely tooled proile
of the original mortar joints. The new mortar should
match the original tuck pointed mortar joints, which are
visible on the narrow north wall of the tower, between
the buttress and the west elevation of the church.

Tower base.
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6.4.3 PARAPET CAP FLASHING
Once access is available, the parapet cap lashing over the
crenellated tower walls should be investigated. New lashing
will be required, to ensure the prolonged protection of the
masonry walls. IF new lashing is required, the colour and
material should be reviewed by Heritage Consultant.
Conservation Strategy: Investigate + Rehabilitation
• Evaluate the overall condition of the parapet cap
lashing to determine whether more than protection,
maintenance and limited repair or replacement in kind is
required.
• Remove corrosion that may be discovered upon close
inspection, patch and repair, caulk joints as required.
• Repair or replace deteriorated lashing, as required.
Repairs should be physically and visually compatible.
• If new lashings are installed, ensure that the colour is
compatible with the overall colour scheme. Heritage
Consultant should review, as part of the overall
restoration colour scheme.

6.5 FENESTRATION
Windows and doors are among the most
conspicuous feature of any building. In addition
to their function — providing light, views, fresh air
and access to the building — their arrangement
and design is fundamental to the building’s
appearance and heritage value. Each element
of fenestration is, in itself, a complex assembly
whose function and operation must be considered
as part of its conservation. – Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada (2010).

6.5.1 WINDOWS
Holy Trinity Cathedral features many character-deining
windows that should be preserved. An initial visual ground
review suggest the windows appear to be in fair to good
condition, with evidence of some damage to the window lites
and sashes. The windows of the Holy Trinity Cathedral feature
distinct symbols signiicant to the church’s history. There
are three unique types of stained glass windows, each with
varying levels of detail and manufactured by different sources.
The three windows within the church’s apse are symbolic.
Henry Bloomield and Sons made windows at the turn of
the Century. James Bloomield designed them in Manchester,
England and Charles Bloomield made and assembled them
in New Westminster. The left window is believed to be among
the irst depictions of First Nations people in stained glass.
The right window was of gift of the Grand Lodge of British
Columbia of which Bishop Sillitoe was Grand Chaplain. It
contains symbols of the Masonic Order and represents the
Holy Spirit descending upon the Apostles at Pentecost. The
Bloomield sons gave Saint Peter, the central igure, the face of
their father, Henry. The central window represents Christ the
King enthroned in glory.
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Another signiicant window is located in the west transept, on
the north wall across from the tower. This detailed stained-glass
window was manufactured by R. McCausland, in Toronto in
1941. At the base of the window, the words “Blessed are the
pure in heart, for they shall see God” and “To the glory of God
and in loving memory of Nancy DeWolf Smith” are depicted.
The aforementioned windows should be preserved. Additional
windows should also be retained, if possible. Each window
should be investigated to determine their full condition, and
repaired as required.
Conservation Strategy: Preservation and Rehabilitation
• Inspect for condition and complete detailed inventory
to determine extent of recommended repair or
replacement.
• Retain existing window sashes/leading; repair as
required; install replacement matching sashes/leading
where missing or beyond repair.
• Preserve and repair as required, using in kind repair
techniques where feasible.
• Overhaul, tighten/reinforce joints. Repair frame, trim and
counterbalances.
• Each window should be made weather tight by reputtying and weather-stripping as required.
• New glass storm windows should be installed to ensure
the prolonged protection of the important stained-glass
windows.
• Retain historic glass, where possible. All window repairs
should be undertaken by a contractor skilled in stained
leaded-glass heritage restoration.
• Any replacement glass to be single glazing, and visually
and physically compatible with existing.
• Prime and repaint exterior trim, if any, as required in
appropriate colour, based on colour schedule devised by
Heritage Consultant.
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Left sanctuary window.

Centre sanctuary window.

Right sanctuary window.
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6.5.2 DOORS
The main entryway to the church was relocated from within
the south elevation of the tower, to the west elevation of the
church. An additional door exists on the east elevation. All
exterior doors should be retained and repaired, as required.

•

Design and install adequate rainwater disposal system
and ensure proper drainage from the site is maintained.
Copper gutters with galvanized steel downspouts are
recommended. Paint all drainage system elements
according to colour schedule devised by Heritage
Consultant, as required.

Conservation Strategy: Rehabilitation
• Retain the door openings in their original locations, and
preserve and repair all original doors.
• Any new doors should be visually compatible with the
historic character of the building.

6.6 ROOF

Originally, the Holy Trinity Cathedral featured clerestory
windows below the roof line and wood shingles as the
cladding material. Following the ire of 1898, the roof was
simpliied, the clerestory windows removed, and the roof
rebuilt with slate tile, which is a more ire resistant material.
The rebuilt 1898 roof coniguration has been retained over the
years, but new roof cladding has been installed. The current
cladding consists of metal tiles with a composite encasement,
and is not sympathetic to the historic character of the church.
It is recommended that the 1898 slate rooing material should
be restored, if possible. Wide corbel trim runs the full length
of the side elevations, which should be preserved during
rehabilitation work.

Current rooing tile.

Copper gutters and lashing are installed on the side elevations
of the church. Further investigation is required into the
condition of the copper, and whether it can be retained.
Conservation Recommendation: Rehabilitation
• Preserve the roof structure in its current coniguration.
• Rooing membrane and cladding system should be
rehabilitated. Slate tile is the preferred material, and GAF
TruSlate or traditional slates are recommended. Heritage
Consultant can review material, when available.
Roof over apse.
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5.6.1 CHIMNEY
Holy Trinity Cathedral features an external brick chimney on the
east elevation of the church. The red brick is laid in a stretcher
bond, with a simple concrete pot and no additional decorative
features. The chimney should be retained, if required as part
of the upgrade of mechanical services. The chimney is not a
character-deining element and can be removed as part of the
seismic upgrading if redundant.
Conservation Recommendation: Rehabilitation (if retained)
• Chimney may require structural stabilization.
• Investigate condition of brickwork. If required, brickwork
may be repointed and cleaned using a natural bristle
brush and mild rinse detergent.
• Brickwork may require repointing. Paint chimney
according to colour schedule devised by Heritage
Consultant.

6.7 EXTERIOR COLOUR SCHEDULE

Part of the Restoration process is to inish the building in
historically appropriate paint colours. A restoration colour
scheme will be developed in conjunction with the project
architect.
The building displays areas where there was original applied
paint. The inal colour scheme will be based on a colour
palette that will be determined by sampling. Onsite testing
will be carried out once access is available, and paint samples
assessed by microscopic analysis in order to reveal the original
colour scheme of the structure.
Conservation Recommendation: Restoration
• Determine an appropriate historic restoration colour
scheme for exterior painted inishes.

Chimney.
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7. CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS – INTERIOR
The interior of the third Holy Trinity Cathedral appears as
completed in 1899. G.W. Grant was the architect. The interior
is based on the style of St. Paul’s Church, Kensington, London.

“Interior features can include elements such as
interior walls, loors and ceilings, mouldings,
staircases, ireplace mantels, faucets, sinks, built-in
cabinets, light ixtures, hardware, radiators, mail
chutes, telephone booths and elevators. Because
their heritage value resides not only in their
physical characteristics, but also in their location
in the historic building, it is important to protect
them from removal. This is particularly true of
doors, banisters, church pews, ireplace mantels,
sinks and light ixtures, which are often replaced
instead of being upgraded. Reuse in their original
location not only protects their heritage value, but
is also a more sustainable approach to conserving
these artefacts.” Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2010)
Building Code upgrading is one of the most important aspects
of heritage building rehabilitation, as it ensures life safety and
long-term protection for the resource. However, the interior
features of an historic property are often heavily altered
in the process. The British Columbia Building Code offers
equivalencies and exemptions to heritage buildings, which
enable a higher degree of heritage conservation and retention
of original material. The following guidelines pertaining to
Health, Safety and Security Considerations from the Standards
and Guidelines should be followed when faced with the
conservation of interior character-deining elements:
• Upgrade interior features to meet health, safety and
security requirements, in a manner that preserves the
existing feature and minimizes impact on its heritage
value.
• Work with code specialists to determine the most
appropriate solution to health, safety and security
requirements with the least impact on the character-

•

•

•

deining elements and overall heritage value of the
historic building.
Explore all options for modiications to existing interior
features to meet functional requirements prior to
considering removal or replacement.
Remove or encapsulate hazardous materials, such as
friable asbestos insulation, using the least-invasive
abatement methods possible, and only after thorough
testing has been conducted.
Install sensitively designed ire-suppression systems that
retain character-deining elements and respect heritage
value.

7.1 STRUCTURE

The vaulted sanctuary is supported by the thick exterior
walls and two rows of 6 tall timber columns that run parallel
through the full length of the church. The columns connect to
one another by pointed arches that run both north and south.
As the church features unreinforced masonry exterior walls,
seismic upgrading will be required to ensure the long-term
conservation of the historic church. Semisic upgrading should
be sensitive to the historic fabric of the church, and should be
concealed within the existing structure as much as possible.
Interior walls may be rehabilitated to accommodate additional
bracing, but all work should be inconspicuous and sensitive to
interior features.

Internal structure, view of ceiling.
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Internal structure, view of apse.
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7.2 WALLS AND CEILINGS
The interior of the church features simple, unadorned lath
and plaster walls. Due to the simplicity of the interior walls,
this is the preferred location for rehabilitation work related
to seismic upgrading, as the interior wall surfaces can easily
be recreated. Rehabilitation work should be as minimally
invasive as possible, and reinished walls should be consistent
in appearance to their original condition.

•

•

Maintain interior walls and ceilings by routine cleaning
using dry methods such as dusting, light vacuuming with
a soft dusting tool or with a treated dust cloth. Ledges
and other horizontal elements collect dust and dirt at a
much faster rate than vertical surfaces, and should be
addressed more frequently.
Only oil based paint, varnish and modern coatings can
be safely washed using wet methods.

Most interior walls, whether plaster, gypsum or other sheathing
material, are covered in a protective coating of paint, which
is fairly durable. Any dirt that gets brought in to the building
may become airborne, which comes to rest on walls and
ceilings, or additionally may be deposited on walls by the
touch of people, furniture or other objects. Extensive dirt
build up, most often seen around radiators and air grills, may
damage the walls and ceiling inishes, and should be cleaned
with appropriate conservation methods to ensure continued
preservation.
Conservation Recommendation: Rehabilitation and
Maintenance
• Preserve original interior walls and ceilings and their
original inishes, wherever possible.
• Due to the need for seismic upgrading, it is acceptable
to apply any seismic interventions within the interior
wall structure. Seismic bracing will be installed within
the perimeter wall structure, and will involve cutting
vertically between existing studs. Steel bracing will be
installed within the openings, and will be attached to
the stonework from the interior. Following installation of
bracing elements, lath and plaster should be reinstalled
over all openings to match original. The interior walls
surfaces will then require repainting.

Internal structure, view through arches.

7.3 WOODEN FLOOR
Holy Trinity Cathedral features original 2-3/8” tongue and
groove dark-stained ir loors. The loors demonstrate heavy
wear-and-tear, but appear to be in sound condition. The loors
are original to the reconstructed 1898 building, and are a
signiicant element of the church’s interior.
The proposed seismic upgrading may involve the rehabilitation
to the loor plate of the sanctuary, and may require the
original ir loors to be removed to allow for the installation
of a structural diaphragm. If this is the case, then the looring
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should be well documented, and carefully salvaged and stored
during rehabilitation work. During this time, the loors should
be inspected to determine if reinstatement of the original
material is viable, or if new looring is required. If new looring
is required due to the condition of the original material, then
the new looring should be visually consistent with the original
2-3/8” tongue and groove dark-stained ir loors. Heritage
Consultant can review speciications, if applicable.
Conservation Recommendation: Preservation and
Maintenance
• Review worn areas of wooden looring. Repair may
require careful removal and examination. Turn individual
boards over, if the underside is not deteriorated. Where
loor boards have deteriorated beyond repair, replace
in-kind as required; install new boards in inconspicuous
locations, and retain original boards wherever
appropriate.
• If removal is required, then carefully salvage all wooden
loorboards and store them in a dry and secure location
throughout the entirety of the rehabilitation work. The
original looring should be inspected to determine the
viability of reinstatement and restoration.
• If new looring is required due to seismic rehabilitation
and/or poor condition of the original looring, then new
looring should be 2-3/8” tongue and groove darkstained ir loors, to match original.
• High-trafic loor treatment may be required, in order
to protect the new loors from wear and tear. Consider
new carpeting in areas of high trafic that are currently
exposed.
• Inspect the looring to determine if any boards require
repair or replacement. Flooring should be cleaned prior
to any repair.
• For high trafic areas, treat the loor with a polish with
high content of carnauba polish, mixed with high
quality beeswax. A polyurethane varnish may be used
if necessary, however it tends to provide an “artiicial”
appearance.

Current condition of loor.

7.4 WOOD TRIM
The Church features wide loor boards throughout the
sanctuary and in adjacent rooms, and plywood wainscot
around the perimeter walls. The boards are 15” in height, and
are inished in a dark stain. The trim appears to be original to
the reconstructed 1898 building, and should be retained. The
plywood wainscot will likely be replaced following seismic
upgrade work along the perimiter walls.
Conservation Recommendation: Preservation and Restoration
• Preserve the original wood trim, where possible.
• Consider stripping and reinishing painted wood trim to
match original.
• Consider replacing the plywood wainscot with tongue
and groove wainscot boards, which is a more historically
appropriate material that would enable a higher degree
of accurate interior restoration. The new wainscot
should be installed following seismic upgrading and
rehabilitaion to perimeter walls.
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8. MAINTENANCE PLAN
A Maintenance Plan should be adopted by the property owner,
who is responsible for the long-term protection of the heritage
features of the historic building. The Maintenance Plan should
include provisions for:
•

•
•
•

Copies of the Maintenance Plan and this Conservation
Plan to be incorporated into the terms of reference for
the management and maintenance contract for the
building;
Cyclical maintenance procedures to be adopted as
outlined below;
Record drawings and photos of the building to be kept
by the management / maintenance contractor; and
Records of all maintenance procedures to be kept by the
owner.

A thorough Maintenance Plan will ensure the integrity of
Holy Trinity Cathedral is preserved. If existing materials are
regularly maintained and deterioration is signiicantly reduced
or prevented, the integrity of materials and workmanship of
the building will be protected. Proper maintenance is the
most cost effective method of extending the life of a building,
and preserving its character-deining elements. The survival of
historic buildings in good condition is primarily due to regular
upkeep and the preservation of historic materials.

8.1 MAINTENANCE GUIDELINES
A maintenance schedule should be formulated that adheres to
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada (2010). As deined by the Standards and
Guidelines, maintenance is deined as:
Routine, cyclical, non-destructive actions necessary
to slow the deterioration of a historic place. It
entails periodic inspection; routine, cyclical,
non-destructive cleaning; minor repair and
reinishing operations; replacement of damaged or
deteriorated materials that are impractical to save.
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The assumption that newly renovated buildings become
immune to deterioration and require less maintenance is
a falsehood. Rather, newly renovated buildings require
heightened vigilance to spot errors in construction where
previous problems had not occurred, and where deterioration
may gain a foothold.
Routine maintenance keeps water out of the building,
which is the single most damaging element to a heritage
building. Maintenance also prevents damage by sun, wind,
snow, frost and all weather; prevents damage by insects
and vermin; and aids in protecting all parts of the building
against deterioration. The effort and expense expended on an
aggressive Maintenance Plan will not only lead to a higher
degree of preservation, but also over time potentially save
large amount of money otherwise required for later repairs.

8.2 PERMITTING

Repair activities, such as simple in-kind repair of materials,
or repainting in the same colour, should be exempt from
requirements for City permits. Other more intensive activities
will require the issuance of a Heritage Alteration Permit.

8.3 ROUTINE, CYCLICAL AND NONDESTRUCTIVE CLEANING

Following the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada, be mindful of the principle
that recommends “using the gentlest means possible”. Any
cleaning procedures should be undertaken on a routine basis
and should be undertaken with non-destructive methods.
Cleaning should be limited to the exterior materials such as
masonry wall surfaces and wood elements such as trim. All
of these elements are usually easily cleaned, simply with a
soft, natural bristle brush, without water, to remove dirt and
other material. If a more intensive cleaning is required, this
can be accomplished with warm water, mild detergent and
a soft bristle brush. High-pressure washing, sandblasting or
other abrasive cleaning methods should not be undertaken
under any circumstances.
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8.4 REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENT OF
DETERIORATED MATERIALS

Interventions such as repairs and replacements must conform
to the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada. The building’s character-deining elements
– characteristics of the building that contribute to its heritage
value (and identiied in the Statement of Signiicance) such
as materials, form, coniguration, etc. - must be conserved,
referencing the following principles to guide interventions:
•

•
•
•
•

An approach of minimal intervention must be adopted
- where intervention is carried out it will be by the least
intrusive and most gentle means possible.
Repair rather than replace character-deining elements.
Repair character-deining elements using recognized
conservation methods.
Replace ‘in kind’ extensively deteriorated or missing
parts of character-deining elements.
Make interventions physically and visually compatible
with the historic place.

8.5 INSPECTIONS

Inspections are a key element in the Maintenance Plan, and
should be carried out by a qualiied person or irm, preferably
with experience in the assessment of heritage buildings. These
inspections should be conducted on a regular and timely
schedule. The inspection should address all aspects of the
building including exterior, interior and site conditions. It
makes good sense to inspect a building in wet weather, as
well as in dry, in order to see how water runs off – or through
– a building.
From this inspection, an inspection report should be compiled
that will include notes, sketches and observations. It is helpful
for the inspector to have copies of the building’s elevation
drawings on which to mark areas of concern such as cracks,
staining and rot. These observations can then be included
in the report. The report need not be overly complicated or
formal, but must be thorough, clear and concise. Issues of

concern, taken from the report should then be entered in a
log book so that corrective action can be documented and
tracked. Major issues of concern should be extracted from the
report by the property manager.
An appropriate schedule for regular, periodic inspections
would be twice a year, preferably during spring and fall. The
spring inspection should be more rigorous since in spring
moisture-related deterioration is most visible, and because
needed work, such as painting, can be completed during the
good weather in summer. The fall inspection should focus on
seasonal issues such as weather-sealants, mechanical (heating)
systems and drainage issues. Comprehensive inspections
should occur at ive-year periods, comparing records from
previous inspections and the original work, particularly in
monitoring structural movement and durability of utilities.
Inspections should also occur after major storms.

8.6 INFORMATION FILE

The building should have its own information ile where an
inspection report can be iled. This ile should also contain
the log book that itemizes problems and corrective action.
Additionally, this ile should contain building plans, building
permits, heritage reports, photographs and other relevant
documentation so that a complete understanding of the
building and its evolution is readily available. This will aid in
determining appropriate interventions when needed.
The ile should also contain a list outlining the inishes and
materials used, and information detailing where they are
available (store, supplier). The building owner should keep on
hand a stock of spare materials for minor repairs.
8.6.1 LOG BOOK
The maintenance log book is an important maintenance
tool that should be kept to record all maintenance activities,
recurring problems and building observations and will assist
in the overall maintenance planning of the building. Routine
maintenance work should be noted in the maintenance log
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to keep track of past and future activities. All items noted on
the maintenance log should indicate the date, problem, type
of repair, location and all other observations and information
pertaining to each speciic maintenance activity. Each log
should include the full list of recommended maintenance and
inspection areas noted in this Maintenance Plan, to ensure
a record of all activities is maintained. A full record of these
activities will help in planning future repairs and provide
valuable building information for all parties involved in the
overall maintenance and operation of the building, and will
provide essential information for long term programming and
determining of future budgets. It will also serve as a reminder
to amend the maintenance and inspection activities should
new issues be discovered or previous recommendations prove
inaccurate. The log book will also indicate unexpectedly
repeated repairs, which may help in solving more serious
problems that may arise in the historic building. The log book
is a living document that will require constant adding to,
and should be kept in the information ile along with other
documentation as noted.

8.7 EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE

Water, in all its forms and sources (rain, snow, frost, rising
ground water, leaking pipes, back-splash, etc.) is the single
most damaging element to historic buildings.
The most common place for water to enter a building is
through the roof. Keeping roofs repaired or renewed is the
most cost-effective maintenance option. Evidence of a small
interior leak should be viewed as a warning for a much larger
and worrisome water damage problem elsewhere and should
be ixed immediately.

8.7.1 INSPECTION CHECKLIST
The following checklist considers a wide range of potential
problems speciic to Holy Trinity Cathedral, such as water/
moisture penetration, material deterioration and structural
deterioration.
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EXTERIOR INSPECTION
Site Inspection:
• Is the site well drained? Is there pooling of water?
• Does water drain away from foundation?
Foundation:
• Does pointing need repair?
• Paint peeling? Cracking?
• Is bedding mortar sound?
• Moisture: Is rising damp present?
• Is there back splashing from ground to structure?
• Is there any moisture problem general or local?
• Is spalling from freezing present? (Flakes or powder?)
• Is eflorescence present?
• Is spalling from sub-luorescence present?
• Is damp proof course present?
• Are there shrinkage cracks in the foundation?
• Are there movement cracks in the foundation?
• Is crack monitoring required?
• Is uneven foundation settlement evident?
• Are foundation crawl space vents clear and working?
• Do foundation openings (doors and windows) show:
rust; rot; insect attack; paint failure; soil build-up?
• Delection of lintels?
Masonry:
• Are moisture problems present? (Rising damp, rain
penetration, condensation, water run-off from roof, sills,
or ledges?)
• Is spalling from freezing present? Location?
• Is eflorescence present? Location?
• Is spalling from sub-lorescence present? Location?
• Need for pointing repair? Condition of existing pointing
and re-pointing?
• Is bedding mortar sound?
• Are weep holes present and open?
• Are there cracks due to shrinking and expansion?
• Are there cracks due to structural movement?
• Are there unexplained cracks?
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Do cracks require continued monitoring?
Are there signs of steel or iron corrosion?
Are there stains present? Rust, copper, organic, paints,
oils / tars? Cause?
Do the surfaces need cleaning?

Wood Elements:
• Are there moisture problems present? (Rising damp, rain
penetration, condensation moisture from plants, water
run-off from roof, sills, or ledges?)
• Is there insect attack present? Where and probable
source?
• Is there fungal attack present? Where and probable
source?
• Are there any other forms of biological attack? (Moss,
birds, etc.) Where and probable source?
• Is any wood surface damaged from UV radiation?
(bleached surface, loose surface ibres)
• Is any wood warped, cupped or twisted?
• Is any wood split? Are there loose knots?
• Are nails pulling loose or rusted?
• Is there any staining of wood elements? Source?
Condition of Exterior Painted Materials:
• Paint shows: blistering, sagging or wrinkling, alligatoring,
peeling. Cause?
• Paint has the following stains: rust, bleeding knots,
mildew, etc. Cause?
• Paint cleanliness, especially at air vents?
Entries:
• Are steps safe? Handrails secure?
• Attachment – are porches, steps, etc. securely connected
to the building?
Windows:
• Is there glass cracked or missing?
• If the glazing is puttied has it gone brittle and cracked?
Fallen out? Painted to shed water?
• Is there condensation or water damage to the paint?

•
•
•
•

Is the frame free from distortion?
Do sills show weathering or deterioration?
Are drip mouldings/lashing above the windows properly
shedding water?
Is the caulking between the frame and the cladding in
good condition?

Doors:
• Do the doors create a good seal when closed?
• Are the hinges sprung? In need of lubrication?
• Do locks and latches work freely?
• If glazed, is the glass in good condition? Does the putty
need repair?
• Are door frames wicking up water? Where? Why?
• Are door frames caulked at the cladding? Is the caulking
in good condition?
• What is the condition of the sill?
Gutters and Downspouts:
• Are downspouts leaking? Clogged? Are there holes or
corrosion? (Water against structure)
• Are downspouts complete without any missing sections?
Are they properly connected?
• Is the water being effectively carried away from the
downspout by a drainage system?
• Do downspouts drain completely away?
Roof:
• Are there water blockage points?
• Is the leading edge of the roof wet?
• Is there evidence of biological attack? (Fungus, moss,
birds, insects)
• Are slate tiles damaged or severely weathered? Are they
split or lifting?
• Are lashings well positioned and sealed?
• Are metal joints and seams sound?
• If there is a lightening protection system are the cables
properly connected and grounded?
• Does the sofit show any signs of water damage? Insect
or bird infestation?
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INTERIOR INSPECTION

6.7.2 MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME

Basement/ Mechanical Room
• Are there signs of moisture damage to the walls? Is
masonry cracked, discoloured, spalling?
• Is wood cracked, peeling rotting? Does it appear wet
when surroundings are dry?
• Are there signs of past looding, or leaks from the loor
above? Is the loor damp?
• Are walls even or buckling or cracked? Is the loor
cracked or heaved?
• Are there signs of insect or rodent infestation?

INSPECTION CYCLE:

Sanctuary
• Materials: plaster, wood, metal, masonry – are they
sound, or uneven, cracked, out of plumb or alignment;
are there signs of settlement, old, or recent (bulging
walls, long cracks, etc)?
• Finishes: paints, stains, etc. – are they dirty, peeling,
stained, cracked?
• Are there any signs of water leakage or moisture
damage? (Mould? Water-stains?)
Concealed Spaces/ Attic
• Is light visible through walls, to the outsider or to another
space?
• Are the ventilators for windowless spaces clear and
functional?
• Do pipes or exhausts that pass through concealed spaces
leak?
• Are wooden elements soft, damp, cracked? Is metal
material rusted, paint peeling or off altogether?
• Infestations - are there signs of birds, bats, insects,
rodents, past or present?
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Daily
• Observations noted during cleaning (cracks; damp,
dripping pipes; malfunctioning hardware; etc.) to be
noted in log book or building ile.
Semi-annually
• Semi-annual inspection and report with special focus on
seasonal issues.
• Thorough cleaning of drainage system to cope with
winter rains and summer storms
• Check condition of weather sealants (Fall).
• Clean the exterior using a soft bristle broom/brush.
Annually (Spring)
• Inspect foundations and walls for cracks, deterioration.
• Inspect metal elements, especially in areas that may trap
water.
• Inspect windows for paint and glazing compound failure,
corrosion and wood decay and proper operation.
• Complete annual inspection and report.
• Clean out of all perimeter drains and rainwater systems.
• Touch up worn paint on the building’s exterior.
• Check for plant, insect or animal infestation.
• Routine cleaning, as required.
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Five-Year Cycle
• A full inspection report should be undertaken every
ive years comparing records from previous inspections
and the original work, particularly monitoring structural
movement and durability of utilities.
• Repaint windows every ive to ifteen years.
Ten-Year Cycle
• Check condition of roof.
Twenty-Year Cycle
• Conirm condition of roof and estimate effective lifespan.
Replace when required.
Major Maintenance Work (as required)
• Thorough repainting, downspout and drain replacement;
replacement of deteriorated building materials; etc.
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RESEARCH SUMMARY
DATE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1867-68; rebuilt 1898-1902
OWNER: Anglican Diocese
ARCHITECT: H.O. Tiedemann in 1867; G.W. Grant for
rebuilding in 1899
REFERENCES
• Wright & Sanders, 1865: tower for Holy Trinity
Anglican Church, 1865; tower dismantled 1880 (British
Columbian [New Westminster], March 25, 1865, page
3).
• Tiedemann 1867: Holy Trinity Anglican Church, 1867;
burned 1898 (British Columbian [New Westminster],
April 13, 1867, page 3).
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SOURCES
• Memoirs of a Cathedral: A Century of Christian Activity.
Holy Trinity Church, New Westminster 1859-1959.
• Donald Luxton, “Building the West: The Early Architects
of British Columbia” – articles on Tiedemann and
Trounce.
• Holy Trinity website
• Downtown Heritage Inventory, p.156
• Albert Crescent Walking Tour
• Downtown Walking Tour
HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHS
• B.C. Archives, online
• New Westminster Archives, online
• New Westminster Public Library, online
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HTC view from Clarkson Street, 1900 [NWMA IHP0327]
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Petition and Letter of Support

February 9, 2017

City of New Westminster
Planning Department
Re:

Holy Trinity Cathedral
Development Proposal
Petitions in Support____

Terra Housing Consultants worked with Holy Trinity Cathedral’s “Connections Committee” from mid2013 through mid-2014 to assess the community support for a redevelopment of the land next to the
Cathedral, if it provided an improved community space and the long-term retention of the heritage
asset of the Cathedral.
A poster and brochure showing the original proposed tower designed by Oberti Architects, the restored
Cathedral and corresponding plaza were distributed and accompanied by a petition. An on-line petition
was also available to sign. Over 300 signatures in support were received.
The petition was available for signature at:
• Holy Trinity and other community churches
• Queens Park Residents Association
• New Westminster Show & Shine 2014
• Downtown New Westminster Resident’s Association meeting Jan. 2014 (who meet in the
Church Hall)
Plus:
• Majority of merchants between Royal and Columbia were approach in person and all signed the
petition
• Information table was set up one weekend at New Westminster Quay
The community indicated over whelming support of the goal to preserve Holy Trinity Cathedral, noting
the heritage significance of the site and its contribution to the community. The majority of folks
understood the significant cost necessary to maintain an asset of this type and were sympathetic to the
idea of developing the Church Hall site, as proposed, in order to do so.
I trust this information is helpful to you.
Sincerely,
Sheila McLaughlin
Senior Development Manager
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514 Carnarvon Street, New Westminster

- Heritage Conservation of Landmark Cathedral
- Community Amenity/ Services
- Community Plaza
- Safe public accessible access to Columbia Skytrain
- 252 housing units
- 77 Family Housing Units
- 42 Affordable Rental Units
- Architecturally Significant Building
- Community Support

Project Objectives

Heritage Site / Location

514 Carnarvon Street, New Westminster

1. Long Term Conservation
2. Public Safety
3. Improved functionality
4. Legal Protection
5. Space for community events and programming
6. Institutional Preservation
7. Social, cultural and spiritual sustainability

Heritage Outcomes

Architectural & Urban Design Response

Public Realm & Plaza

Architectural Response

Downtown Site Context

Church Street View

Streetscape

Outreach Breakfast, about 5,200 meals per year
Holy Trinity Cathedral Facility Use Analysis 2016
Every week on Thursday, serving up to 165 each week
Community Use (about 400 times):
(average 100 per week), 5,200 meals
Twelve Step groups (4 groups), meeting weekly (208 meetings)
Community groups, functions or gatherings (11)
Church & Hall Use:
Acorn
Sunday and other services
Ancient Grains
Funeral teas
Go Bananas
Weddings
Hyack Ambassadors
Church meals
NW Downtown Residents Association (6)
Bake sale
Pride
Choir practices
Youth organizations, 2 groups:
Sunday school
Job’s Daughters (meeting twice a month) (24)
Women’s prayer groups
Girl Guides (1)
Anglican Diocesan meetings
Concerts/Recitals or Workshops (10 uses)
Anne Unger (3)
Lyric Singers (2)
Newcomers Choir
Drift Compatibles
Vivo Choir
Williams & Dresselhuis recital
Winter Harp
Martial Arts group, Heisei Dojo meeting usually 4 times a month, (40)
Movie shoots or use of facilities (4)
Other Church, Ebenezer Pentecostal, (meeting 1 – 2 times a week, (90)
Strata groups, (4)
Bayside Properties (2)
Dorchester Service Residential (1)
First Service Residential (1)

Community Amenity
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

PAR01062

Item #:

13/2017

Subject:

640 and 616 Sixth Street: Development Inquiry for a Proposed HighRise, Mixed-Use Development Consisting of At-Grade Retail, Secured
Market Residential Rental and Market Strata Residential Development
– Preliminary Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with feedback on the
podium height, as well as the following two application approaches as detailed in
Section 6 of this report:
a. Maximum Contemplated in Zoning Bylaw
b. Maximum Contemplated in Zoning Bylaw Plus Bonus

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The applicant has submitted a preliminary development application for a twenty-five storey,
mixed use development consisting of 167 market residential strata units, 72 secured market
rental housing units, and 1,340.3 sq.m. (14,427 sq.ft.) of retail space at grade. The project
proposes a total FSR of 6.09.
Staff has concerns about the scale of the proposal in relation to City land use policy and
regulations, and requests feedback from the LUPC as summarized in Section 6 of this report.
Should this proposal proceed, the applicant would need to submit a formal Rezoning
application and a Development Permit application to facilitate the review of the form and
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character of the proposal in accordance with Official Community Plan Development Permit
Area Guidelines. A Housing Agreement would also be required for the secured market rental
housing.
1. PURPOSE
This application would permit construction of a mixed use residential and retail building.
The purpose of this report is to seek feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee i n
regards to this preliminary development application.
2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1

Official Community Plan (OCP):

The existing OCP designation for this site is Uptown Commercial (UC). As per the UC
Designation, this area will include “commercial uses at the street level and may include
commercial, office, or residential uses above the ground level. Densities may range from
medium to high”. This proposal would be consistent with the intent of the designation.
2.2

Development Permit Area:

The subject property is designated as part of the Commercial and Mixed Use Development
Permit Area #2 – Uptown. The intent of the DPA Designation is:
“Lands in this development permit area are designated in order to provide a focus for
mixed use development in this area and a framework for its evolution”. This
Development Permit Area provides objectives and guidelines for the form and character
of high, medium, and low rise residential and commercial uses, as well as retail.”
The objectives of this designation are:
 Promote the Uptown as the professional centre of New Westminster.
 Provide opportunities for a range of pedestrian-oriented commercial uses.
 Promote residential use on the upper floors.
The proposed development inquiry would achieve the pedestrian-oriented commercial and
upper floor residential objectives of the existing DPA, but not the intent of creating a
professional centre, as no office space is proposed.
2.3

Updated Official Community Plan:

Council endorsed in principle the final draft Land Use Designation Map on January 30,
2017. Although this map would not be in effect unless Council should choose to endorse it
later this year, it is best practice to examine whether new applications would be in alignment
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with that map. The proposed designation for this site is Mixed-Use High Rise. The purpose
of this designation would be to provide for low-mid-and high-rise commercial or commercial
and mixed use buildings which would create active and engaging streets.
The Official Community Plan update also proposes to refine the intent of the Uptown
Development Permit Area, by identifying it as a Local Centre which would provide a mix of
housing types, commercial activities and good access to transit. As a Local Centre it would
be smaller than Downtown, which is a Regional City Centre and intended to be the focus of
new office development. The Uptown Local Centre would intend to serve the local area on a
day-to-day basis, serving the city as a whole on a weekly or bi-weekly basis. The OCP
update also proposes a Special Employment Area around the Royal Columbian Hospital
which is intended to see significant employment activity, particularly related to the hospital
and spin-off uses.
This proposal would be consistent with the proposed OCP designation. It would also be
consistent with the proposed intentions of the Uptown Local Centre, which would reduce the
focus on Uptown as the professional centre of New Westminster.
2.4

Zoning Bylaw:

The existing zoning for the site is Community Commercial Districts (High Rise) (C-3). The
intent of the C-3 zone is to “allow for large-site high-rise, commercial, and mixed use
development including pedestrian-oriented commercial businesses and multi-family
residential”. This zone regulates density using both units per acre and FSR, with the intent of
placing a maximum density for residential development while allowing significant
commercial development.
The development inquiry would exceed the maximum units per acre, residential site
coverage, and the total floor-space ratio (all uses) for the site, and would require a Rezoning
application.
2.5

Secured Market Rental Housing Policy:

The project would provide secured market rental housing and support the City’s objective of
increasing the supply of rental housing and ensuring security of tenure over time. Should
this proposal proceed, the applicant would be required to enter into a Housing Agreement as
a condition of any rezoning.
2.6

Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw and Design Guidelines:

The proposal does not meet the requirements of the City’s Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw
for three-bedroom units for both the secured market rental and market condominium portions
of the project.
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The applicant would be required to revise the proposal to meet requirements.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1

Site Characteristics and Context:

The site consists of two parcels with frontages along Sixth Street, Princess Street, and
Seventh Avenue (see Location Map - Appendix 1). The lots currently contain existing
commercial buildings (two storey height) which are leased. Directly to the north of the
subject site is a two-storey commercial building (Rexall Drugstore), the New Westminster
United Reform Church, and Mt. Calvary Lutheran Church. To the west of the site is a 10
storey mixed-use building with retail at grade and residential above (2.84 FSR) and a three
storey commercial building. To the south of the site is the Royal Centre Mall and a 22 storey
multi-unit residential building (2.56 combined FSR between shopping centre and multi-unit
residential). To the east of the site are a 14 storey multi-unit residential building (3.08 FSR)
and a 24 storey multi-unit residential building (2.92 FSR).
4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1

Project Description

The proposal consists of a 21,013.2 sq.m. (226,192 sq.ft.) 25 storey, mixed use building with
commercial uses at grade along Sixth Street and Seventh Avenue (see preliminary Project
Drawings – Appendix 2). There would be 239 residential units within the development, of
which 72 units would be secured market rental. The rental units would be located within the
lower portions of the building (levels two to five) with private patios. The market strata
units would be located on floors six to 25 and would have balconies. There would be a
common outdoor amenity area located on the sixth floor on top of the podium roof. There
would be 11 at-grade commercial units ranging from 92.9 sq.m. (1,000 sq.ft.) to 160.3 sq.m.
(1,725 sq.ft.) and the commercial uses permitted within these units would be based on those
allowed within the C-3 zoning (restaurants, cafes, retail, etc.).
Underground parking would be provided with vehicle access off of the rear of the site
(accessed off of Princess Street). There would also be surface parking and loading located at
the back of the proposed building which would be accessed off of Seventh Avenue. There
would be separate lobbies for the residential units with the secured market rental access off
of Seventh Avenue and the market strata access off of Sixth Street.
The project would also contribute to this portion of the Sixth Street “Great Street” through
the provision of a widened plaza area and streetscape improvements (hard and soft
landscaping) along the property frontages. The project also proposes a 2.01 metre (6.58 feet)
building line setback along the property frontage which would provide additional public
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realm space in front of the commercial units. The plaza space would need to provide for
public access through a statutory right-of-way agreement.
4.2

Project Statistics:
Permitted/Required
Under C-3
Existing Site Area
(gross)
Site Frontage
Lot Depth
Floor Space Ratio

Floor Area (gross)
Residential Site
Coverage
Building Height
Residential Units

Unit Mix and FamilyFriendly Housing

Parking

Agenda Item 13/2017

Proposed

3,233 sq.m.
(34,800.9 sq.ft.)
80.36 m.
(263.6 ft.)
40.26 m. (132.1 ft.)
Total: 5.2 FSR
Total: 6.09 FSR
Residential:1.82 to 2.43
Total Residential: 5.66
FSR
Secured Market Rental:1.68
Commercial: remainder
FSR
(see analysis Section 5.2) Strata: 3.98 FSR
Commercial: 0.44 FSR
n/a
21,013.2 sq.m.
(226,192 sq.ft.)
40%
45.1%
n/a
72 to 96 units
(see analysis Section 5.2)

Family Friendly Housing
Requirements (Rental)
2 & 3 BDR: 25% total
3 BDR: 5%
Family Friendly Housing
Requirements (Strata
Market)
2 & 3 BDR: 30%
3 BDR: 10%
359 spaces including,
residential, commercial,
visitor and loading.

75.84 m. (248.33 ft.)
239 units
Secured Market Rental: 72
units
Strata Market: 167 units
Secured Market Rental
1 BDR: 38 (53%)
2 BDR: 32 (44%)
3 BDR: 2 (3%)
Strata Market
1 BDR: 89 (53%)
2 BDR: 72 (43%)
3 BDR: 6 (4%)

243 spaces provided for
overall development
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5. ANALYSIS
5.1

Relationship to Development Permit Area Objectives:

As noted above, in support of the DPA objective to “promote the Uptown as the professional
centre of New Westminster”, the C-3 Zone includes unit per acre restrictions to incentivize
development of commercial floor space. As intended the units per acre restrictions, along
with setback regulations, makes it difficult for projects within this zone to achieve 5.2 FSR
without a significant amount of commercial floor space, although a development with large rthan-industry-standard residential units could also achieve the maximum FSR.
Given the OCP update focuses on creating an Uptown Local Centre, which would provide a
mix of housing types, commercial activities and good access to transit, it would be
reasonable to consider projects in this area that seek to increase the residential density above
the units per acre limit, within a total maximum FSR of 5.2 as contemplated by the zone.
However, this would still require a rezoning application, as the proposal would be increasing
residential FSR above that permitted in the zone.
5.2

Relationship to Other Development:

Although the C-3 zone does contemplate up to 5.2 FSR, the most recent high-rise
developments in the area are in the order of 4.0 FSR. In Downtown, the maximum density
contemplated by Density Bonus Zones is 5.2 FSR. Given the intent of the current Uptown
Development Permit Area and proposed Uptown Local Area, rezoning to permit 5.2 total
FSR with significant residential would be reasonable.
5.3

Existing Density Entitlements:

The C-3 Zone density regulations are:
1. Total Floor Space Ratio - 5.2 FSR;
2. Units Per Acre (UPA) – 70 units per acre base, bonus provisions of 20 units/acre for
underground parking and up to 30 units per acre for site coverage.
Under the UPA requirement, the maximum residential density achievable on the subject site
would be approximately 72 to 96 residential units. (The range occurs due to possible
variations in building form and type, and how a proposed development would satisfy the site
coverage requirements, etc.). When this UPA is converted to a residential FSR using an
average industry-standard sizes (i.e. 69.7 sq.m.,750 sq.ft.), it equates to an existing
entitlement of approximately 1.82 – 2.43 FSR of residential floor space. This provides a
baseline against which to evaluate the proposal in terms of how much additional residential
floor space is being requested through the rezoning application.
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Additional Density Proposed:

Based on the previous analysis, the applicant is requesting approximately an additional 3.22
to 3.83 FSR and an additional 143 to 167 residential units, as follows:

Residential
FSR
Total Units

5.5

Baseline density
achievable under
current zoning
regulations
1.82 to 2.43

Density Proposed
(Secured Market
Rental and Strata
Residential)
5.65

Additional residential
density requested
through rezoning
application
3.22 to 3.83

72 to 96

239

143 to 167

Voluntary Amenity Contribution Consideration:

Any residential density above the existing entitlements, excluding additional density
considered for secured market rental, would need to be evaluated under the City’s Voluntary
Amenity Contributions policy.
5.6

Podium Wall Height:

The applicant is proposing a podium wall height of five storeys which is not in keeping with
the adjacent buildings or a pedestrian-friendly streetscape. Based on a preliminary urban
design review, staff recommends the podium height be reduced at each side of the tower by
two levels, to three storeys.
5.7 Off-Street Parking:
The proposal does not meet the requirements of the Zoning Bylaw for off-street parking
requirements. There are a number of incentives that can be explored subject to the provision
of a Transportation Study to help reduce parking requirements. Staff would work with the
applicant to explore options for achieving required parking.
5.8 Seventh Avenue Greenway:
The subject property is located along the Seventh Avenue Greenway. This is an important
pedestrian and cycling route within the city and it is important that any proposed
development on this site provides a good commercial/public realm interface and the
necessary streetscape improvements. Staff would work with the applicant to review this
aspect during the development application process.
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6. DISCUSSION
Based on the previous analysis, staff has identified two ways in which a rezoning application
could proceed.
At this time staff requests feedback from the Land Use and Planning Committee on the
following two approaches with the goal or providing the applicant with a clear
understanding of which approach the Committee would consider to be most appropriate.
1.

Maximum Contemplated in Zoning Bylaw
Propose rezoning the property to allow for a maximum 5.2 FSR in keeping with
the maximum overall density contemplated by the current zone.
 Assuming 0.44 FSR commercial, this would allow for 4.76 FSR
residential;
 Secured market rental would be accommodated within the total 5.2 FSR;

2.

Maximum Contemplated in Zoning Bylaw Plus Bonus
Propose rezoning the property to allow for 5.2 FSR plus a bonus amount of floor
space based on a percentage of the amount of non-market floor space proposed,
but which would not be in keeping with overall density contemplated by the
current zone.
 Assuming the proposed 1.68 FSR of secured market rental, a bonus of up
to 0.83 FSR could be considered, giving a total FSR of 6.03 FSR;
 Assuming 0.44 FSR commercial, this would allow for 5.59 FSR
residential;
 Additional residential density above baseline permitted in zone, including
bonus floor space over 5.2 FSR, would need to be evaluated under the
City’s Voluntary Amenity Contributions Policy;
 Floor space for secured market rental would be excluded from VAC
calculation.

7. CONSULTATION
Should the proponent proceed with a formal development application for the site, they would
be required to undertake public engagement as per the City’s process for Rezoning and
Development Permit applications consisting of an applicant-led Open House (minimum one
meeting) and presentations to the Moody Park Residents’ Association, Glenbrooke North
Residents’ Association, and Uptown Business Association. Review by the New Westminster
Design Panel and Advisory Planning Commission would also be required.
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8. REVIEW PROCESS
Should the application proceed, the applicant would be required to make a revised
submission for staff review prior to proceeding to consultation.
9. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The City has now initiated a project team based approach for reviewing development
applications. Should the proponent submit a formal Rezoning and Development Permit
application, a staff-led project team would then be assigned for reviewing this project
consisting of staff from the Building, Planning (Development Services), Engineering, and
Parks and Recreation Departments. The Electrical Services Department would also be
included in the process.
10. FEEDBACK FROM LAND USE AND PLANNING COMMITTEE
At this time, staff is seeking feedback from the LUPC on the following:
1. As described in Section 6, please provide feedback on the two approaches with the
goal or providing the applicant with a clear understanding of which approach the
Committee would consider to be most appropriate?
2. As described in Section 5.4, please provide feedback on the recommendation to
reduce the podium height from five to three storeys.
11. OPTIONS
The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with feedback on the
podium height, as well as the following two application approaches as detailed in
Section 6 of this report:
a.
b.

Maximum Contemplated in Zoning Bylaw
Maximum Contemplated in Zoning Bylaw Plus Bonus

2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Council direct staff on the
podium height, as well as the following two application approaches as detailed in
Section 6 of this report:
c.
d.
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3. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative
feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A: Location Map
Appendix B: Project Drawings

This report has been prepared by:
Carolyn Armanini, Planning Analyst
Rupinder Basi, Senior Planner
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Appendix A
Location Map –
616 and 640 Sixth Street

Location Map - 616 and 640 Sixth Street
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

REZ00131

Item #:

12/2017

Subject:

229 Eleventh Street: Proposed Rezoning to CD Zone to Permi t
Construction of a Duplex and Laneway House - Preliminary Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee direct staff to proceed with the
processing of the rezoning application for 229 Eleventh Street as outlined in this
report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides preliminary information on a rezoning application at 229 Eleventh
Street. The applicant proposes to rezone to a Comprehensive Development District (CD
zone) in order to build a two-storey side-by-side duplex at the front of the property and a
laneway house at the back of the property, facing onto Shaw Street. The property would be
stratified as three units. A custom zone based on the existing RT-1 Duplex zone would be
created to allow the laneway house and a floor space ratio of 0.65.
1. PURPOSE
This application would permit development of the subject property with a duplex and a
laneway house. The purpose of this report is to request the Land Use and Planning
Committee recommend staff proceed with processing the application.
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 OCP Land Use Designation:
(RBH) Residential Brow Of The Hill . This area will contain low density residential uses,
including single detached houses, houses with a secondary suite, duplexes, churches, and
may contain small scale local commercial uses such as home based businesses and corner
stores. Carriage houses, detached townhouses, small lot houses, townhouses or row houses
will be considered for existing vacant sites and sites which contain a structurally uns ound or
economically unfeasible single detached dwelling. As the proposal involves a duplex
dwelling and a laneway house and the site is vacant it is in keeping with the OCP
designation.
2.2 Zoning Bylaw:
Existing Zone: Single Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-2). The intent of this district is to
allow single detached dwellings in the Brow of the Hill and portions of the Downtown and
Sapperton neighbourhoods.
Proposed Zone: Comprehensive Development District (229 Eleventh Street) (CD-71).
The intent of this district is to allow a two-storey side-by-side duplex and a laneway house at
229 Eleventh Street, with a total floor space ratio of 0.65. The zone would differ from the
RT-1 Duplex zone with respect to the third/laneway unit and the 0.65 FSR (0.60 permitted in
the RT-1 zone).
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context:
The neighbourhood around 229 Eleventh Street contains a mixture of single detached
dwellings, low-rise and high-rise multi-family buildings and commercial and institutional
uses on Twelfth Street. Directly across the street from the subject property are single family
dwellings, a vacant lot and a high-rise multi-family building. Directly behind the subject
property is a three-storey multi-family building. Next door, to the south, is a property with
two single family dwellings, and next to that, a four-storey multi-family building. A map
showing the area land uses is attached in Appendix 1.
The subject property has a front-to-back cross-property grade difference of 9.75 metres/32
feet.
The subject property “fronts” onto Shaw Street at the rear. While Shaw Street is the same
width as a standard lane (6 metres/20 feet), and functions as a back lane for several abutting
properties, there also are five single family houses that face the street.
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The subject property has been vacant since 1989 and contains no trees.
4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description:
The applicant proposes to build a two-storey side-by-side duplex with kitchen, living and
dining rooms on the ground floor and three bedrooms upstairs, plus a two-storey onebedroom laneway house facing onto Shaw Street at the rear. The three units would be
stratified. A site plan and elevation drawings are contained in Appendix 2.
Each unit will have a backyard with grass, some hard surfacing and some landscaping.
Off-street parking would be at the rear, with each duplex unit having a single parking pad
and the laneway house containing an attached single car garage.
Parking for three bicycles near the rear of the property is proposed as is dedicated space for
solid waste and recycling containers for each unit.
The steep gradient of the property has been addressed by creating multiple levels on the
property. There are steps and landings between the front sidewalk and the front door of the
duplex units. The ground floor of the duplex is divided into two levels, with the back door
being at a third level (see Site Plan and Grading Plan in Appendix 2). There are additional
stairs from the back yards of the duplex units to the rear parking area and a raised landscaped
terrace is at the rear of the duplex backyards (rendering in Appendix 2) as a way to soften the
approximately 2.1 metre/7 foot elevation difference between the duplex back yards and the
laneway house backyard.
4.2 Project Statistics:
Site Size
Site Frontage
Floor Space
Ratio
Units & Unit Mix
Site Coverage
Parking
Building Height

Agenda Item 12/2017

605 sq. m./6,508 sq. ft.
12.8 m./42 ft.
Duplex: 0.502; laneway house: 0.144; Total 0.65
Two 3-BR duplex units, 1-BR laneway house
Duplex: 25.6%; laneway: 7.8%; Total 33.4%
Duplex: 1 parking pad each; laneway: attached single
garage
Duplex: 7.2 m./23.5 ft.; laneway: 4.5 m /14.82 ft.
(midpoint); 6.3 m./20.57 ft. (peak)
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Family-friendly Housing:
While the gradient of the property precludes any accessibility for the mobility challenged,
the three-bedroom duplex units would provide family-friendly housing and the small
laneway unit of 66 sq. m./711 sq. ft. (note: the garage area is counted in the floor space ratio)
provides housing choice.
5.2 Sustainability:
Proximity To Transit Services
Transit Service
SkyTrain Station
Frequent Transit Network

Normal Walking Distance Project Distance
800 m./2,625 ft.
1,045 m./3,430 ft.
400 m./1,312 ft.
525 m./1,722 ft.

The property is neither within normal walking distance of the Frequent Transit Network nor
a SkyTrain station.
6. CONSULTATION
Owing to the Brow of the Hill (BOTH) Residents’ Association (RA) infrequent meeting
schedule, staff permitted the proposal to be presented at the BOTH RA meeting on Mar ch 2,
2017 (the next meeting is not scheduled yet but will likely not take place until May or June).
If the Land Use and Planning Committee recommends that the application should proceed,
the applicant will hold a Public Open House for the neighbours at the end of March and will
go to the Advisory Planning Commission in April. If the application proceeds but undergoes
significant change in the coming weeks, the applicant is aware that they will have to make a
second presentation to the BOTH RA.
7. PROCESS
7.1 Application Review Process:
Applicant Presentation to BOTH RA

March 2, 2017

Preliminary Report to Land Use and Planning Committee

March 6,
2017

Applicant Public Open House
Applicant Presentation to Advisory Planning Commission for
Formal Review
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April 18, 2017
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Report to Land Use and Planning Committee Re: Consideration of
First and Second Readings of Zoning Amendment Bylaw

May 1, 2017

Council Consideration of First and Second Readings of Zoning
Amendment Bylaw

May 15, 2017

Public Hearing and Consideration of Third Reading of Zoning
Amendment Bylaw

June 26, 2017

8. INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The application has been reviewed by the multi-Departmental Development Review
Committee and circulated to all relevant Departments for comment.
9. OPTIONS
The following options are presented for the Land Use and Planning Committee’s
consideration:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee direct staff to proceed with the processing
of the rezoning application for 229 Eleventh Street as outlined in this report.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Neighbourhood Land Use
Attachment 2: Site Plan and Elevation Drawings

This report has been prepared by:
David Guiney, Senior Planning Analyst
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
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Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Attachment 1
Neighbourhood Land Use

Light yellow is low-density uses (mostly single family), yellowish-green is multi-family (low- and high-rise), grey is light
industrial, red is commercial (the red properties at 1010A Third Ave and 233 Ninth St. are mistakenly labelled, they are
actually single family dwellings), green is civic and institutional.

Attachment 2
Site Plans and Elevation Drawings

Duplex Elevations

Laneway House Elevations
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

REZ00127

Item #:

14/2017

Subject:

1002, 1012, 1016 and 1020 Auckland Street: Rezoning from Light
Industrial Mixed Use Districts (M-5) to Comprehensive Development
Districts (1002 Auckland Street) (CD-69) - Bylaw for Consideration of
First and Second Readings

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider
Zoning Amendment Bylaw 7907, 2017 for First and Second Reading and forward the
Bylaw to a Public Hearing on April 24, 2017.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An application has been received to rezone the site at 1002, 1012, 1016 and 1020 Auckland
Street to allow a development with 88 residential units. The applicant has consulted with the
Brow of the Hill Residents’ Association and held a public Open House.
The project satisfies a number of important City policies and objectives:
1. The project satisfies the current and future Official Community Plan Land Use
Designation and the density identified for the site.
2. The site is in close proximity to transit, commercial amenities, schools and parks.
3. The project exceeds the requirements of the Family Friendly Housing Policy by
providing a project where 68.2% of the units are two and three bedroom units, with
23.7% of the units being three bedroom units. The project includes 13 townhouse
units.
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4. The proposed land use and density has been supported by the Advisory Planning
Commission.
5. The project design was supported by the New Westminster Design Panel and satisfies
the intent of the Official Community Plan Development Permit Area Designation.
1. PURPOSE
The applicant proposes to rezone the site in order to develop 88 residential units. The
purpose of this report is to request that Council consider First and Second Reading of Zoning
Amendment Bylaw 7907, 2017 and forward the Bylaw to a Public Hearing.
2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan Land Use Desi gnation:
The site is designated (RLT) – Residential – Lower Twelfth Street in the Official
Community Plan. The Plan describes this designation as:
(RLT) Residential – Lower Twelfth Street: this area will contain low and medium
density multifamily residential units such as townhouses, stacked townhouses, low rise
and high rise buildings. Depending on the provision of public amenities, a density bonus
may be provided in order to reach the upper limits of density in this area. This area will
also contain community amenities such as churches, child care, or community space.
Small scale local commercial uses such as home based businesses or live/work studios
may be permitted.
The proposed residential development conforms to the Official Community Plan Land Use
Designation.
2.2 Lower Twelfth Street Area Plan:
The Lower Twelfth Street Area Plan identifies this site as part of the Auckland Mews
Character Area. That area allows a base density Floor Space Ratio of 1.5 with a maximum
Floor Space Ratio of 2.5. The proposed development satisfies the density identified by the
Lower Twelfth Street Neighbourhood Plan.
2.3 2017 Draft Official Community Plan Land Use Designation:
The current draft of the new Official Community Plan identifies the Land Use Designation
for the site as Residential - Multi Unit Buildings. The draft plan identifies this designation
as:
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Residential - Multi Unit Buildings – This designation would apply to existing low
and mid rise buildings, areas which have previously been designated for multiple unit
residential buildings and areas in close proximity to transit. The forms permitted
would include: townhouses, rowhouses, stacked townhouses and low rises (up to four
storeys). Six storey buildings may be permitted in limited circumstances. Small scale
commercial (e.g. a corner store) may also be permitted in limited circumstances).
The application conforms to the land use and density identified for this site in the 2017 draft
Official Community Plan.
2.4 Official Community Plan Development Permit Area Designation:
The site is designated as part of Comprehensive Development Permit Area #1 – Lower
Twelfth Street. The purpose of this Development Permit Area is:
The Lower Twelfth Street area, identified as Development Permit Area #1 is
designated for a combination of service commercial and residential uses. The Lower
Twelfth Street Development Permit Area is intended to encourage a mix of land uses.
The existing industrial and service commercial land uses will be encouraged and will
be compatible with proposed residential and commercial land uses also intended for
the area. This Development Permit Area provides objectives and guidelines for the
form and character of service commercial and residential development, and the
applicant would require a Development Permit as a next step should the rezoning be
adopted.
The Draft Official Community Plan would retain this Development Permit Area Designation.
2.5 Zoning Bylaw:
The site is zoned Light Industrial Mixed Use Districts (M-5). The purpose of the M-5 zone is
to allow light industrial and service oriented commercial uses which may otherwise be
inappropriate in a general commercial zone, but are suitable to be located adjacent to
residential uses. The proposed project requires a rezoning.
2.6 Density Bonus Amenity Zoning:
The Lower Twelfth Street Plan identifies that Density Bonus Amenity Zoning is appropriate
for the plan area. Density Bonus Amenity Zoning is meant to implement the Official
Community Plan while ensuring community amenities such as community centres,
recreations facilities, affordable housing initiatives and child care are adequately funded.
This helps to ensure that the needs of the growing population are met without negatively
impacting the existing residents.
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The amenity contributions collected from Density Bonus Amenity Zoning are currently
allocated as follows:





30% towards
10% towards
10% towards
50% towards

affordable housing,
child care
public art, and
general amenities (civic facilities, park space, public art, etc.).

3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context:
All sites in this area have steep slopes. The subject property has a 6.4 metre (21 foot) slope
on Tenth Street, a 10.4 metre (34 foot) slope on Auckland Street, a 12.5 metre (41 foot) slope
on Quebec Street and an 8.5 metre (28 foot) slope on the westerly property line. The slope
from the highest point at the corner of Tenth Street and Auckland Street to the lowest point
of the site on Quebec Street at the westerly property line is 18.6 metres (61 feet).
To the north is Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses and three houses all zoned Single
Detached Dwelling Districts (RS-1) and a14 storey multi-family residential building with 97
units zoned Multiple Dwelling Districts (High Rise) (RM-4). All properties to the north are
designated in the current Official Community Plan as part of the Brow of the Hill
Development Permit Area.
To the east is a 19 storey residential building with 108 units zoned Multiple Dwelling
Districts (High Rise) (RM-4) and a five storey residential building with 39 units zoned
Multiple Dwelling Districts (Low Rise) (RM-2). All properties to the east are designated in
the Official Community Plan as part of the Brow of the Hill Development Permit Area.
To the south and west are properties zoned Light Industrial Mixed Use Districts (M-5) and
developed with light industrial uses. All of these properties are designated in the current
Official Community Plan as (RLT) – Residential – Lower Twelfth Street.
4. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
4.1 Project Description:
The project has two distinct sections. The first is a six storey apartment building with three
levels of parking. The apartment building has 75 units and it is located toward the high side
of the site so that the front door to the apartment building is level with the sidewalk at the
mid-point of the Auckland Street frontage. On the low side of the site on Quebec Street are
13 townhome units. These units back against and “cover” most of the parking garage for the
project.
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On the Auckland Street and Tenth Street sides, the apartment building is four to six storeys.
On the Quebec Street side, the building is a three level townhouse with the four to six storey
apartment building stepped back behind the townhouses. The building presents as five
storeys toward the east property line and Tenth Street and eight storeys toward the westerly
property line. Thus the building would have a height between 15.24 metres (50 feet) and 27.6
metres (90 feet) when viewed from the different streets. If the average lo t elevation is used
then the building height is 22.5 meters (73.87 feet).
4.2 Project Statistics
Site Area:
Proposed Zoning:
FSR:
Site coverage:
Front Yard: Tenth Street

Side Yard: Quebec Street
Side Yard: Auckland
Street
Rear Yard: West

3,230.7 square metres (34,775 square
feet)
Comprehensive Development Districts
(1002 Auckland Street Street) (CD – 69)
2.48
57 %
Townhouses – 4.6 metres (15 feet)
Apartment Building - 6.1 metres (20
feet)
Townhouses – 4.6 metres (15 feet)
6.1 metres (20 feet)
Townhouses – 6.1 metres (20 feet)
Apartment Building – 7.6 metres (25
feet)

The proposed unit mix and unit sizes are shown in the following chart.
Unit Type

Number Floor Area

Studio
One Bedroom

1
9

One Bedroom + Den
Two Bedroom
Two Bedroom + Den
Three Bedroom
Apartment
Three Bedroom
Townhouse

17
23
17
8
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47.9 square metres (516 square feet)
56.9 – 60.3 square metres (613 – 649 square
feet)
67.4 square metres (726 square feet)
72.6 – 87 square metres (781 – 936 square feet)
83.3 square metres(897 square feet)
92.3 square metres (994 square feet)
86.2 – 115.9 square metres (928 – 1248 square
feet)
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 Processing of this Application:
Staff has brought this application forward for consideration using a Comprehensive
Development Zoning Schedule due to the nature of the project and the nature of the site.
In keeping with the Lower Twelfth Street Plan, this application must be considered under
density bonus zoning. The current Zoning Bylaw for the City does not have a zo ne that
allows a six storey residential building and that also facilitates a Density Bonus. A zone that
could be used by other projects proposing a six storey building with or without a Density
Bonus provision could have been developed; however the steep grade of this site requires a
unique height calculation. This site has an 18.6 metre (61 foot) cross fall and it makes the
calculation of a meaningful height using the current Zoning Bylaw definitions very
challenging as average site elevation is used in the calculation. Therefore a Geodetic
elevation has been used to identify the maximum height allowed on this site. The Geodetic
elevation used in the zone would be meaningless for other sites.
A draft of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw is attached to this report as Attachment #7.
5.2 Transportation Issues:
Due to the unique slope of the site, staff has accepted three access driveways. The driveways
provide direct access to each level of parking reducing the requirement for internal ramps
from one parking level to the other. This allows a reduction in site coverage for the
apartment building, leaving space for the townhouses.
The project satisfies the Zoning Bylaw requirements for the number of resident and visitor
parking spaces. The project proposes to provide 15 units with two parking spaces, with the
spaces arranged in tandem, one behind the other, rather than one beside the other. These
spaces would be allocated to 15 of the three bedroom units. The Comprehensive
Development Zoning Schedule identifies that tandem spaces are allowed. Prior to adoption
of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw, a covenant would be registered identifying the units and
the parking spaces allotted.
5.3 Density Bonus Amenity Zoning:
The Lower Twelfth Street Area Plan identifies that for projects in this character area a base
density Floor Space Ratio of 1.5 can be achieved. An additional amount of floor space equal
to a Floor Space Ratio of 1.0 may be purchased through a density bonus. Although the floor
space may be purchased, the first consideration is – Does the project fit the site and the
context? This means that the project must be well designed and able to accommodate the
density.
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The Bonus Density Amenity is paid at the time of the issuance of the Building Permit for the
project. The Bonus Density Amenity would be calculated by using section 190.49 of the
Zoning Bylaw. The amount payable per square foot would be the rate in the Bylaw on the
date the Building Permit is issued. At this time, section 190.49 of the Zoning Bylaw would
value the 666 square metres (7,169.1 square feet) of townhouse floor space at $80.00 per
square foot for a cost of $573,530.93. The 2,564.7 square metres (27,606.1 square feet) of
apartment floor space would be valued at $50.00 per square foot for a cost o f $1,380,305.00.
5.4 Family Friendly Housing:
The City’s Family Friendly Housing Policy requires that 30 % of the units be two and three
bedroom units, with 10% of the total units having three bedrooms.
The proposed building includes 39 two bedroom or two bedroom plus den apartment units
(44.3%), eight three bedroom apartment units (9.1%) and 13 three bedroom townhouse units
(14.8%). Thus 68.2% of the units are two and three bedroom units, with 23.7% of the units
being three bedroom units. The project more than satisfies the Family Friendly Housing
Policy.
During the review of the project by the New Westminster Design Panel, one of the questions
posed by staff to the panel was: The building has a high number of units suitable for families
and also has a high site coverage at 57%. Given the site coverage, do the private outdoor and
common outdoor areas proposed make the site suitable for families with children?
The Panel commented that given the number of large units, the large bedrooms, the generous
amenity space, the size of the balconies and the available open space on the site that the
project is suitable for families with children.
6. CONSULTATION
6.1 Public Consultation:
On November 24, 2016, the applicant attended the Brow of the Hill Residents’ Association
meeting and presented the project. There has been no correspondence received from the
Brow of the Hill Residents’ Association with regard to this project. On December 8, 2017,
the applicant held an Open House to provide information on the project to adjacent residents.
Most comments received were positive.
A summary of the public consultation is attached as Attachment #5.
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6.2 Consideration by the Advisory Planning Commission:
The Advisory Planning Commission considered the application at their meeting held on
January 17, 2017. The Commission offered the following comments and passed the
following motion:
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
 The proposal appears to address CPTED concerns;
 A single pedestrian entrance to the project located at the top of Auckland Street may
not be conducive to the project’s walkability or bicycle access. It was suggested that
the project could provide an additional ramp entrance at the lower portion of the
project in order to encourage tenants to walk or cycle;
 The townhouses have an appropriate degree of separation from the apartment units;
 Appreciation was expressed for the inclusion of family-friendly housing near a
SkyTrain station;
 The proposal provides sensitive densification near a SkyTrain station; and,
 Concerns were expressed regarding the size of the larger units.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the application for the Rezoning at 1002, 1012, 1016, and 1020 Auckland
Street be supported.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
The complete minutes of the Advisory Planning Commission consideration are attached to
this report as Attachment #6.
6.3 New Westminster Design Panel Consideration:
The project was considered by the New Westminster Design Panel on December 14, 2016.
The Panel passed the following motion.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Panel supports the project at 1002, 1012, 1016 and 1020 Auckland Street
subject to a review of the design of the front door on Auckland St reet.
Carried.
The applicant has responded to the Panel’s motion by providing a design alternative for the
front door. Staff support the alternative design proposed.
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The full notes from the Panel’s consideration are attached to this report as Attachment #4.
All of the comments have been addressed and the changes are included in the plans being
presented with this application.
7. REVIEW PROCESS
The application has been processed as per the schedule established in the initial report to the
Land Use and Planning Committee (LUPC).
1. LUPC recommendation to initiate the processing of this application. July 4, 2016
2. Application is reviewed by all City Departments. Complete
3. The project is considered by the New Westminster Design Panel. September 27, 201 6
and December 14, 2016
4. The applicant will hold a public meeting and consult with the Brow of the Hill
Residents’ Association. September 20, 2016
5. The project is considered by the Advisory Planning Commission. January 17, 2017
6. LUPC consideration of rezoning. March 6, 2017 – We are here
7. LUPC recommendation to Council.
8. Council consideration of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw.
8. ADOPTION REQUIREMENTS
1. A No Build Covenant which would have attached, the off-site requirements of the
Engineering Department and the project plans shown at Public Hearing. In order to
remove the No Build Covenant; a Building Permit which satisfies the Engineering
requirements and is consistent with the registered plans must be issuable.
Engineering requirements are attached to this report as Attachment #8.
9. OPTIONS
There are two options for LUPC’s consideration; they are:
1.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council consider Zoning
Amendment Bylaw 7907, 2017 for First and Second Reading and forward the Bylaw
to a Public Hearing on April 24, 2017

2.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee Provide staff with alternative feedback.

Staff recommends Option 1.
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Location Map
2: Project Plans
3: Lower Twelfth Street Design Guidelines
4: NWDP Comments
5: Public Consultation
6: APC Comments
7: Bylaw. No. 7907, 2017
8: Engineering Requirements

This report has been prepared by:
Jim Hurst, Planner
This report has been reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning

Jackie Teed
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Location Map
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Attachment 3
Lower Twelfth Street Development Permit Area

#1 Lower Twelfth Street
The Lower Twelfth Street area, identified as Development Permit Area #1 [see Map D3] is
designated for a combination of service commercial and residential uses.
The Lower Twelfth Street Development Permit Area is intended to encourage a mix of land uses.
The existing industrial and service commercial land uses will be encouraged and will be
compatible with proposed residential and commercial land uses also intended for the area.
This Development Permit Area provides objectives and guidelines for the form and character of
service commercial and residential development.
Objectives
The objectives of this designation are:
• Create a compact, complete neighbourhood where residents can live, work, shop and play.
• Encourage the provision of a variety of housing units to provide more housing choices.
• Consider new residential uses that are compatible with existing uses (e.g., lofts or live/work
studios).
• Ensure architectural designs complement the neighbourhood context.
• Encourage the adaptive reuse of the Gas Works building as a community asset and use the
structure as a basis for a viewing area and neighbourhood activities.
• Link the area to the surrounding community with a reduced emphasis on the automobile
(greenways, bike routes, transit and facilities).
• Design buildings to maintain or enhance the view corridors of the Fraser River.
Guidelines
Development permits issued in this area shall be in accordance with the following guidelines:
• Ensure that development provides for a mix of residential and commercial uses that are
organized in such a manner to provide for view corridors of the river, public open space, and a
public pedestrian and vehicular circulation system that relates to the existing patterns of New
Westminster.
• All streets shall have street trees and landscaping, and shall consider traffic c calming
measures, sidewalks, pedestrian road crossing, street furniture, public art, pedestrian lighting,
and historic theme and materials in street design.

• Form, orientation, and view corridors shall respect surrounding buildings to minimize visual
intrusion.
• Area themes shall be inspired by heritage reference with a contemporary response where
appropriate (using architectural elements from the Gas Works building).
• Review building design, lighting and signage in relation to Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design guidelines.
• Building should be sited to provide “eyes on the street” for crime prevention as well as a buffer
(e.g., acoustic, visual) to the traffic corridor, for the surrounding neighbourhood.
• Residential and commercial uses along the street shall have a building setback after the first
two to three floors.
• Building top should be complete with a distinguished feature or cornice line that
screens mechanical structures and other elements from view.
• Green roofs such as roof gardens and parkettes are encouraged.
• Employ technical approaches to sound insulation in building construction in this area (e.g., near
high traffic streets or intersections).

Attachment 4
NWDP Comments

4.1

1002-1022 Auckland Street

REZ00127
OCP00017
DPT00021

Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated December 13, 2016
regarding a proposed rezoning and Development Permit for 1002 – 1022
Auckland Street.
John Bingham, Bingham & Hill Architects, provided a PowerPoint presentation
summarizing details of the project as outlined in the report December 13, 2016.
Meredith Mitchell, M2 Landscape Architecture, spoke to the landscaping of the
project as outlined in the report dated December 13, 2016.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Bingham and Ms. Mitchell provided
the following information:
• The structure would be a wood frame;
• The blank white wall on the lower left hand corner of the east elevation
would be poured concrete;
• The base of the building would be non-combustible construction; and,
• There would be no access to the outdoor amenity space if all three of the
amenity rooms were in use; however, each of the three sections of the
amenity rooms has individual access to the outdoor amenity space.
In response to the five design considerations that staff requested feedback on, the
Panel provided the following comments:
1. Have the comments from the September consideration of the project by the
Panel been addressed in the current submission?
The majority of concerns raised at the October 25, 2016 New Westminster
Design Panel meeting have been addressed; however, concerns were expressed
regarding the southwest massing. It was suggested that landscaping may assist
in reducing the massing.
2. The building has a high number of units suitable for families and also has a
high site coverage at 57%. Given the site coverage, do the private outdoor and
common outdoor areas proposed make the site suitable for families and
children?
The outdoor amenity space has been improved. It was suggested that the larger
patios could be allocated to the three bedroom units. It was also noted that the

site is located close to many public amenities, which could be attractive to
families.
3. Are the main entrance of the building on Auckland Street and the entrances to
the townhomes on Quebec Street identified appropriately?
The townhome entrances appear appropriate; however, it was suggested that
the numbers could be relocated to assist with visibility. The main entrance off
of Auckland Street is not easily identifiable, and requires additional attention.
4. The current design shows a blank wall on the lower left corner of the east
elevation. This wall could become a target for graffiti and does not seem to fit
with the architecture of the building. Staff would appreciate comments on the
treatment of this wall.
It was suggested that the blank wall could be embedded with an image or have
additional landscaping planted in order to deter graffiti.
5. Staff would appreciate comments on how the proposed project conforms to the
Development Permit Area Designation.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Panel recommends support for the rezoning and Development Permit
for 1002, 1012, 1016 and 1020 Auckland Street, with consideration made for the
Panel’s comments regarding the main entrance off of Auckland Street.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion

Attachment 5
Public Consultation

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On Thursday, December 8, 2016, Porte Development (Porte) held an Open House for their
proposal for 1002, 1012, 1016, and 1020 Auckland Street. The Open House was an opportunity
for members of the public to view the proposal, meet the project team, and provide
feedback. Presentation material included area context, Porte’s vision for the site, and an
overview of applicable city-wide policies that influence plans for the property. In addition,
preliminary design concepts, floor plans, elevations, and shadow studies were presented.
A total of six (6) members of the public attended the Open House. Participants were invited to
provide feedback by filling in a comment form. Five (5) comment forms were received at the
Open House. Respondents were asked to share their thoughts on family oriented
housing, the amenities proposed, how the proposal contributes and fits in with the surrounding
community, and any other feedback they may have.
Overall, the response was highly supportive of the proposal. Respondents indicated that they
liked the proposed built form and the provision of family-oriented units and amenities.
Respondents also indicated that the proposed building design responds well to the site’s
topography and takes advantage of the views. One respondent cautioned that the type of trees
selected for the landscaping should be kept to a smaller species to prevent roots from
damaging/lifting up the sidewalk, which could become a tripping hazard for pedestrians.
This report provides a summary of the Open House and includes:
• Event details including a description of the notification methods, the format of the Open House,
and an overview of the information presented;
• A summary of the feedback received through comment forms;
• Transcription of all comment forms received; and
• A map of the notification area, as well as copies of all materials distributed or presented to the
public (notification flyer, Open House presentation material, and comment form).

2.0 EVENT DETAILS
Date: Thursday, December 8, 2016
Time: 5:30 pm – 8:00 pm (drop in)
Location: Classroom N3412, Douglas College, 700 Royal Avenue, New Westminster, BC
Notification:
A number of methods were used to notify members of the public of the Open House, including a
Canada Post unaddressed mail drop, an advertisement in the New Westminster Record, and a
meeting with the Brow of the Hill Residents’ Association.
A. Flyer Notification
6,706 flyer invitations were distributed to neighbouring residents via Canada Post unaddressed
mail drop. The notification was sent to residents within 100 metres of the site. See Appendix A
for a copy of the flyer invitation. See Appendix B for a map of the flyer distribution
area.
B. Newspaper Advertisement

The Open House was advertised in the New Westminster Record newspaper on November 24
and December 1, 2016. See Appendix C for a copy of the newspaper advertisement.
C. Residents’ Association Meeting
On November 24, 2016 members of the project team gave a presentation to the Brow of the Hill
Residents’ Association, followed by a question and answer session. The purpose of the
presentation was to provide an overview of the proposal and to answer any questions
the community might have. The Residents’ Association’s members were also invited to attend
the Open House at the meeting.
An email was also sent to the Residents’ Association the day before the Open House to notify
members that the Open House display materials and comment forms would be made available
online. This was done due to inclement weather that was anticipated the day of the Open
House. See Appendix G for a copy of the presentation to the Brow of the Hill Residents’
Association.
Attendees:
A total of 6 members of the community attended the Open House.
Comment Forms Received:
A total of 5 comment forms were received at the Open House. An additional one-week window
(until December 16, 2016) was provided for submission of additional comments by email. No
additional comments were received during this time. See Appendix D for a copy of the comment
form. See Appendix E for a full transcription of all comments received.
Open House Format:
A “Welcome” board was placed outside the entrance to Classroom N3412 and a sign-in table
was placed inside the room entrance. Members of the project team greeted visitors at the
entrance and encouraged attendees to sign in, review the boards, and complete a
comment form before leaving. Display boards were arranged clockwise around the room.
Each attendee was offered a comment form as they signed in, and comment forms were also
available on the tables in the centre of the classroom. Tables and chairs were placed in the
centre of the room to allow attendees to sit down to fill out comment forms. Comment
forms were accepted for one week following the Open House (until December 16, 2016) and
could be submitted by email. In anticipation of inclement weather, the Open House boards and
a copy of the comment form were put on the Brook Pooni Associates website
(www.brookpooni.com/resources) mid-day on December 8, 2016. An email was also sent to the
Brow of the Hill Community Association and the City of New Westminster the day before the
Open House to inform them that the materials would be available online in the event that
residents were unable to attend.
Presentation Material:

3.0 FEEDBACK SUMMARY
Feedback was collected on comment forms distributed to Open House attendees. Comment
forms were also accepted for one week following the Open House (until December 16, 2016)

and could be submitted via email. 5 comment forms were received at the Open House. No
comment forms were received after the event.
Participants were asked to share their thoughts on family-oriented housing, the amenities
proposed, and how the proposal contributes to and fits in with the surrounding community, in
addition to any other feedback they may have. Overall, feedback was highly supportive
of the proposal. Respondents indicated that they liked the proposed built form and the provision
of family-oriented units and amenities
.
Respondents also indicated that the proposed building design responds well to the topography
of the site and takes advantage of views.
One respondent cautioned that the type of trees selected for the landscaping should be kept to
a smaller species to prevent roots from damaging/lifting up the sidewalk, which could become a
tripping hazard for pedestrians.
Responses to the comment form questions are summarized below.
Question #1: What are your thoughts on family-oriented housing and on Porte’s efforts to
address the need for family-oriented
housing in New Westminster?
Respondents indicated support for family-oriented housing in New Westminster. They also
stated that the proposed townhouse form is appropriate for this site. One comment suggested
that the building responded well to the slope of the site.
Question #2: Please share your thoughts on the amenities identified in our proposal.
Respondents indicated that the proposed amenities would be positive additions to the area and
felt that existing amenities in the area were in need of upgrading and modernization. One
comment provided support for the play space and the proposed parking access design.
Question #3: What are your thoughts on how this proposal contributes to the
surrounding community?
Comments suggested that the proposal would provide “eyes on the street” and would have
good views. One respondent cautioned that the type of trees selected for the landscaping
should be kept to a smaller species to prevent roots from damaging/lifting up the sidewalk,
which could become a tripping hazard for seniors.
Question #4: What are your thoughts on how the proposal fits into the surrounding
context?
Comments were supportive of the way the proposal fit into the site’s topography. One
respondent indicated that the proposed development would fit well with the suburban nature of
the neighbourhood.
Question #5: Please share any other thoughts you may have on our proposal.
Respondents felt the proposal would be appropriate for the area and the scale of the proposal
fits well within the surrounding context.

4.0 CONCLUSION

Porte hosted an Open House between 5:30 pm to 8:00 pm on December 8, 2016 at Douglas
College to provide members of the public with an opportunity to view the proposal for 1002-1020
Auckland Street. In total, 6 members of the public attended the Open House and 5 attendees
provided comment forms. All of the comment forms were supportive of the proposal and
indicated that it would be a positive addition to the neighbourhood. One of the comment forms
offered caution with respect to the type of trees that would be provided on site. The Project
Team will consider the feedback received from the Open House as they refine the design
concept through the rezoning application process.

Attachment 6
Advisory Planning Commission Comments

4.2

1002, 1012, 1016, and 1020 Auckland Street

REZ00127

Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated January 17, 2017
regarding a proposed Rezoning from Light Industrial Mixed Use Districts (M-5) to
a Comprehensive Development Districts zone to allow a development with 88
residential units. The project would have 75 units in a 5/6 storey apartment
building with the front door facing Auckland Street. There would be 13 townhouse
units that wrap around the base of the building and have their front doors facing
Quebec Street.
In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Hurst advised that the allowed
height for the project was calculated based on a specific elevation, and is specific
to this site. Mr. Hurst further advised that there is no intention to widen Auckland
Street.
Victor Setton, Porte Development, John Bingham, Bingham Hill Architects, and
Meredith Mitchell, M2 Landscape Architecture, provided a PowerPoint
presentation summarizing details as outlined in the report dated January 17, 2017.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Mitchell provided the
following information:
• The patio spaces were designed to provide “eyes on the street” and the
public planting is terraced downwards towards the street, in order to
address Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED)
concerns;
• There is one main lobby located on Auckland Street for pedestrian entry.
The building has one entrance for security purposes; and,
• Bicycle parking is usually for tenant use only.
Doris Schoebel, Resident, expressed concerns with respect to parking.
In response to questions from Ms. Schoebel, Mr. Hurst advised that the project
would include 140 parking stalls, with 18 stalls available for visitors. Mr. Hurst
noted that street parking is not allocated for multi-family buildings.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
• The proposal appears to address CPTED concerns;
• A single pedestrian entrance to the project located at the top of Auckland
Street may not be conducive to the project’s walkability or bicycle access.
It was suggested that the project could provide an additional ramp entrance
at the lower portion of the project in order to encourage tenants to walk or
bicycle;
• The townhomes have an appropriate degree of separation from the
apartment units;

• Appreciation was expressed for the inclusion of family-friendly housing
near a SkyTrain station;
• The proposal provides sensitive densification near a SkyTrain station; and,
• Concerns were expressed regarding the size of the larger units.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the application for the Rezoning at 1002, 1012, 1016, and 1020 Auckland
Street be supported.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.

Attachment 7
Bylaw No. 7907, 2017

THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER
BYLAW NO. 7907, 2017
A Bylaw to Amend Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001
_________________________________________________________________
WHEREAS the Council has adopted a zoning bylaw under Part 26 of the Local
Government Act, and wishes to amend the bylaw; and
THE CITY COUNCIL of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster, in open
meeting assembled, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1. This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 7907,
2017."
2. Zoning Bylaw No. 6680, 2001 is amended by:
(a) adding as section 1069 the regulations attached to this Bylaw as
Schedule 1;
(b) That certain parcel of land situate within the City of New Westminster, British
Columbia and more particularly described as:
Parcel Identifier: 001 387 910
Lot 3 Block 36 Plan 22754
(municipally known as 1002 Auckland Street) and
Parcel Identifier: 009 249 362
Lot 2 Block 36 Plan 22754
(municipally known as 1012 Auckland Street) and
Parcel Identifier: 004 413 644
Lot 1 Block 36 Plan 22754
(municipally known as 1016 Auckland Street) and
Parcel Identifier: 004 413 661
Parcel “B” (29667E) Lot 11 Block 36
Plan 2620
(municipally known as 1020 Auckland Street)

and which are presently zoned Light Industrial Mixed Use Districts (M-5) is
hereby rezoned to Comprehensive Development Districts (1002 Auckland Street
Street) (CD – 69)and the plan annexed as Schedule “A” to Zoning Bylaw No.
6680, 2001 is hereby amended to reflect this rezoning.
GIVEN TWO READINGS this

day of

2017.

PUBLIC HEARING held this

day of

2017.

GIVEN THIRD READING this

day of

2017.

ADOPTED and the Seal of the Corporation of the City of New Westminster affixed this
day of
2017.
_________________________
MAYOR
_________________________
CORPORATE OFFICER

SCHEDULE 1
1069 Comprehensive Development Districts (1002 Auckland Street) (CD – 69)
1069.1 The intent of this district is to allow apartment development with an opportunity for
increased density upon amenity provision conditions being met.
Permitted Uses
1069.2 The following uses and no others shall be permitted in the (CD – 69) district:
1069.3 Single detached dwellings to (RS-1) District standards
1069.4 Townhouses of not more than three storeys
1069.5 Apartment buildings and multiple dwellings of not more than six storeys
1069.6 Child care in accordance with Section 170.13 of this Bylaw
1069.7 Home based businesses
1069.8 Public utilities
1069.9 Accessory buildings and uses provided that all accessory buildings:
a) shall not exceed one storey nor a height of 15 feet (4.57 metres) measured from the
finished floor of a building;
b) shall not be located in the required front yard;
c) shall not be located closer than 5 feet (1.52 metres) from the rear or side site lines;
d) shall not be located closer than 10 feet (3.05 metres) from a window of a habitable
room;
e) shall not occupy more than ten percent (10%) of the site area;
f) are used solely for recreation purposes, and if attached to a principal building shall be
deemed to be an accessory building;
g) shall not be located closer than a distance of 15 feet (4.57 metres) from the corner of a
site at the intersection of a street and lane.

Yard Requirements
1069.10 Yards shall be provided of not less than:
Front – Tenth Street
Side – Auckland Street
Side – Quebec Street
Rear

Required
20 feet ( 6.10 metres)
20 feet ( 6.10 metres)
15 feet (4.57 metres)
20 feet ( 6.10 metres)

Exceptions to Front, Rear and Side Yard Depths
1069.11 Despite the provisions of Sections 190.37 to 190.40 of this Bylaw, bays of windows or
balconies shall be permitted to be located up to a maximum of 4 feet (1.22 metres) into the front,
rear and side yards of buildings but not to exceed thirty-five percent (35%) of the width of the
facade on which they occur.
Site Coverage
1069.12 All principal buildings in total shall not cover more than fifty seven percent (57%) of
the site area.
Density
1069.13 The maximum permitted base density must not exceed either:
a) Housing units: 53 per net acre (129.9 per net hectare); or
b) A floor space ratio of 1.5 provided that the density may be increased to a maximum
floor space ratio of 2.5 pursuant to the satisfaction of the amenity conditions set out in S.
190.49.
Height
1069.14 The maximum height of an apartment building shall not exceed six storeys at any point.
1069.15 The maximum elevation of the roof of any apartment building or multiple dwelling shall
not exceed an elevation of 138.0 feet (42.06 metres) Geodetic Survey of Canada.
1069.16 The maximum height of a townhouse shall not exceed three storeys.

Off-Street Parking

1069.17 Despite section 150.49, a maximum of 25% of the parking spaces provided for residents
may be provided without direct access from a drive aisle, in a tandem arrangement.
1069.18 All other off-street parking spaces shall be provided in accordance with the provisions
of Section 150 of this Bylaw.
Usable Open Space
1069.19 Usable open space shall be provided of not less than ten percent (10%) of the gross
residential floor area.

Attachment 8
Engineering Requirements

Memorandum
To:

Jim Hurst
Development Planner

Date: September 21, 2016

From:

Binega Markos
Engineering Technologist

File:

PRJ-007005
DRF00115

Subject: Off-Site Works and Services Requirements for 1002/1012/1016 & 1020
Auckland Street – REZ00127
The Engineering Department has reviewed the plans prepared by Bingham Hill
Architects dated March 17, 2016, for a Rezoning at 1002/1012/1016 & 1020 Auckland
Street. In order for Engineering to support the proposal moving forward the developer
shall provide the following:
•

Provide the City water and sanitary demands for the site. At the developer’s
expense, the City’s consultant, AECOM will confirm the capacities are
suitable for the proposed development. The fee for this service is currently
$3,486.00, including GST.

Under the Subdivision and Development Control Bylaw No. 7142, 2007, the proponent
for the subject property will be required to enter into a Works and Services Agreement
with the City addressing the following off-site servicing requirements prior to issuance of
building permit:
1. The preparation of detailed design drawings by a qualified Professional Engineer for
the off-site works and services to the satisfaction of the City and in accordance with
the following:
•
•
•

City of New Westminster Engineering Design Criteria
Master Municipal Construction Documents (MMCD)
City of New Westminster Supplementary Specifications and Detail
Drawings.

The off-site works shall include but are not necessarily limited to:
ROADWORKS
The subject site is bounded by Auckland Street to the north, 10th Street to the east and
Quebec Street to the South. According to the City’s Master Transportation Plan, 10th
Street, Auckland Street and Quebec Street are all local roads. Quebec Street has a
narrow road right of way and functions as a lane.

Driveway Access
Site access from Quebec Street is required. If more than one access on Quebec Street
is proposed justification for the additional driveway should be provided. The proposed
access from Auckland Street is not supported.
Auckland Street
a. Re-construction of the Auckland Street road frontage up to centerline
of right of way based on Benkelman Beam testing complete with new
sidewalk, pedestrian letdowns, trees, landscaping including irrigation,
street lighting, curb and gutter. If the pavement structure is proven
suitable the minimum requirement shall be a full depth mill and pave.
Sidewalk shall be minimum 1.8m clear of obstructions.
Tenth Street
b. Re-construction of the Tenth Street road frontage based on Benkelman
Beam testing complete with new sidewalk, street lighting, trees,
landscaping including irrigation, curb and gutter. If the pavement
structure is proven suitable the minimum requirement shall be a full
depth mill and pave. Sidewalk shall be minimum 2.0m clear of
obstructions.
Quebec Street
c. The full width re-construction of Quebec Street road frontage up to
existing curb line on the south side based on Benkelman Beam testing
complete with driveway access(es), pedestrian level street lighting,
curb and gutter. If the pavement structure is proven suitable the
minimum requirement shall be a full depth mill and pave. No sidewalks
are required along the frontage.
STREETLIGHTING
1.1. Review existing and if necessary provision of street lighting in accordance with
City of New Westminster Design Criteria on all frontages. All roadways, parking
facilities and pedestrian walkways shall be illuminated for safety and to produce
accurate and comfortable night time visibility to the satisfaction of the Director of
Engineering.
UNDERGROUND UTILITY SERVICING

1.2. Provision of an adequate single water service connection for the development.
Size and location to be determined by the Developer’s Consulting Engineer and
approved by the City.
1.3. Under the City’s sewer separation program a 250mm diameter storm sewer
main will be installed on Quebec Street. The developer is responsible for the
cost of installation of the main and service connection fronting the subject site.
The developer’s consulting engineer will need to confirm the size (200 mm
diameter) and location of the proposed storm service connection to the
development site. Best Management Practices shall be applied to control the
post development flows to pre-development.
1.4. Provision of an adequate single sanitary sewer connection for the development.
Existing facilities which are undersized or inadequate to accept additional
sewage flow must be upgraded at the Developer’s expense to accommodate the
appropriate flows. Service location and size to be determined by the developer’s
engineer and approved by the City.
1.5. All costs associated with the design and replacement of the existing overhead
electrical, telephone and cablevision utilities with an underground system along
the development frontages. For further information please contact Arne Hannula
in the City Electrical Operations Department at (604) 527-4531.
TREES
1.6. Provision of trees and landscaping in the boulevards. This will require
preparation of the boulevards with a root zone complete with structural soil mix
or the use of soil cells and irrigation for the trees fronting the property. All trees
are supplied and installed by Parks at the developer’s cost. For further details
please contact Claude Ledoux in the Parks Department at (604) 527-4627.
2. The developer is required to enter into a Works and Services Agreement with the
City. The current cost for preparation of the Agreement is $1,734.60 plus an
administration fee based on 4% of the estimated construction cost of the off-site
services.
3. Prior to any on-site work commencing the Developer shall submit acceptable shoring
drawings, Stormwater Management Plan and Sediment Control Plan prepared by a
qualified Professional Engineer. Onsite storm water management will be required to
limit post development flows to pre-development flows.
4. The removal of the existing trees onsite may require a tree cutting permit. For further
information on this please contact the City’s arborist, Alanna Claffey, at 604-5153787.

5. Execution and registration of any necessary easements or right of ways over the
lands.
6. The developer shall employ and retain a Professional Engineer to prepare and seal
design drawings; to provide a Resident Engineer for inspection of all design and
construction related problems; to prepare, certify and seal “As Built” drawings,
including landscape & irrigation drawings and to certify that all materials supplied
and works performed conform to City standards as contained within the Subdivision
and Development Control Bylaw and/or the Master Municipal Construction
Documents;
7. The developer will be required to post a security deposit for 120% of the estimated
construction cost of the off-site works in the form of an Irrevocable Letter of Credit or
cash deposit. The security deposit will be reduced once the off-site works are
completed to the satisfaction of the City less a 10% holdback. Upon issuance of a
Certificate of Completion by the City, the 10% security deposit will be held for a two
year maintenance period.
8. All work within City right-of-ways will require a Street Occupancy Permit (SOP) for
the duration of construction.
9. Under the Works and Services Agreement the developer will be required to sign
Work Orders and pay deposits towards the following works:
9.1. Watermain tie-in(s) and cap-off(s) to be done by the City.
9.2. Storm and Sanitary connections and cap-off(s) to be done by the City.
9.3. Emergency work and signage deposit ($5,000.00).
9.4. Water meter (size to be determined by the Developer’s mechanical consultant)
9.5. Installation of underground electrical and telephone dip servicing for the
proposed development acceptable to the City.
Should you require any further detail or have any questions or concerns regarding this
memo please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you,

Binega Markos, P. Eng
cc

J. Lowrie, Director of Engineering
E. Wat, Manager of Infrastructure Planning
H. Maghera, Engineering Technologist
T. Harvey, Engineering Technologist
C. Dobrescu, Utilities and Special Projects Engineer

H. Hedayatnassab, Project Engineer
J. Behl, Transportation Engineer
C. Ledoux, Parks and Horticulture Manager
A. Hannula, Electrical Distribution Planning Supervisor
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

REZ00078

Item #:

11/2017

Subject:

518 Ewen Avenue: Proposed Rezoning from (C-1) to (RQ-1) to Permit
Construction of a Single Detached Dwelling- Updated Application for
Consideration of Public Hearing

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Council forward Zoning
Amendment Bylaw 7833, 2016 to rezone 518 Ewen Avenue from Local Commercial
Districts (C-1) to Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts
(RQ-1) to a Public Hearing on April 24, 2017.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides information on a rezoning application that was removed at the last
minute from a scheduled Public Hearing on May 30, 2016, when the applicants decided they
wanted to change the design of the proposed house. The new design has been reviewed by
staff and the Queensborough Residents’ Association.
1.0

PURPOSE

This application would allow the owners to build a single detached house. This report is to
seek the Land Use and Planning Committee’s recommendation to Council that the bylaw to
rezone 518 Ewen Avenue from Local Commercial Districts (C-1) to Queensborough
Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ-1) be forwarded to a Public Hearing on
April 24, 2017.

City of New Westminster
2.0

March 6, 2017

2

BACKGROUND

The application to rezone 518 Ewen Avenue from commercial zoning to single detached
dwelling zoning in order to build a house began in September 2012. At that time the property
(and three others on the south side of the 500 and 600 blocks of Ewen Ave.) was zoned
Local Commercial Districts (C-1) and designated for continued Commercial Use in the
Queensborough Official Community Plan. However, the process of updating the 1995
Queensborough Community Plan had just begun. The applicant was informed that, although
the land use designation of the commercial properties would likely be changed to a
Residential Low Density designation that most of the neighbourhood had, further processing
of the 518 Ewen Avenue application would have to wait until the updated Plan was adopted.
Subsequently to adopting the new Queensborough Community Plan a Preliminary Report to
the Land Use and Planning Committee was presented in February 2016, and First and
Second Readings of Zoning Amendment Bylaw given in May 2016. Subsequently, the
applicant decided they wanted a different design than had been presented to that point, and
were informed that this would require further review prior to the application proceeding. As
a result, the May 30, 2016 Public Hearing was cancelled. The required review has occurred
and the updated bylaw is ready for a Public Hearing if the Land Use and Planning
Committee and Council deem it appropriate.
The full processing history of the application is listed below. The April 4, 2016, LUPC report
containing all the details of the rezoning application, including the original site plan and
building elevations is attached as Appendix 1. The new site plan and elevation drawings are
attached as Appendix 2.
3.0

PROCESS
Application made

September 19. 2012

Queensborough OCP adopted with Residential Low Density
Designation for Subject Property

February 3, 2014

Applicant Public Open House and Presentation to
Queensborough Residents’ Association

October 14, 2014

Preliminary Report to Land Use and Planning Committee

January 18, 2016

Applicant Presentation to Advisory Planning Commission

February 16, 2016

Report to Land Use Committee Re: Consideration of First and
Second Readings of Rezoning Bylaw

April 4, 2016

Council Consideration of First and Second Readings of
Rezoning Bylaw

April 18, 2016

Public Hearing and Consideration of Third Reading of Rezoning

May 30, 2016
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Bylaw

CANCELLED

Applicant Presentation of new site plan and house design to
Queensborough Residents’ Association

November 8, 2016

Report to Land Use Committee Re: Forwarding Rezoning
Bylaw to a Public Hearing

March 6, 2017

Public Hearing and Consideration of Third Reading of Rezoning
Bylaw

April 24, 2017

OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

The following options are presented for the Land Use and Planning Committee’s
consideration:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend Council forward Zoning
Amendment Bylaw 7833, 2016 to rezone 518 Ewen Avenue from Local Commercial
Districts (C-1) to Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling Districts (RQ1) to a Public Hearing on April 24, 2017.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Report to LUPC dated April 4, 2016
Attachment 2: Updated Project Plans
This report has been prepared by:
David Guiney, Senior Planning Analyst
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

DVP00625
DPT00023

Item #:

10/2017

Subject:

837 - 841 Twelfth Street: Development Permit for Proposed Four Storey
Mixed Use Building and Development Variance Permit to Vary Building
Line Setback - Preliminary Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that staff process the
application for the subject lots as outlined in this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City has received a Development Permit application for 837 – 841 Twelfth Street to
construct a four storey mixed-use building. The building would conform to the current
Community Commercial Districts (Medium Rise) (C-2A) zoning schedule. As proposed, the
building would have 21 residential strata units comprising two and three-bedrooms. Each
unit would be adaptable. Four commercial units and resident amenity space would be
located at grade, with off-street parking underground. The Development Permit application
is in conjunction with a Development Variance Permit application which would vary Section
180 of the Zoning Bylaw: Building Lines. The application is generally supportive of City
policies and regulations.
1. PURPOSE
This application would allow development of a mixed use residential and commercial
building. The purpose of this report is to request that the Land Use and Planning Committee
direct staff to process the application for the subject properties as outlined in this report.
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2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan:
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designates these properties as Commercial Historic
Area. Specifically, “this area will include heritage buildings in a commercial street. It is
anticipated that pedestrian scale commercial uses will be at the street level and commercial,
office or residential uses above the ground level. Along Columbia Street, this area will
include entertainment uses such as theatres, restaurants, bars and recreation facilities.
Depending on the provision of public amenities, a density bonus may be considered.”
The proposed application conforms to the Official Community Plan Designation.
2.1.1 Official Community Plan Review “Our City 2041”:
Council endorsed in principle the final draft Land Use Designation Map for the OCP update
on January 30, 2017. Although this map would not be in effect unless Council should
choose to endorse it later this year, it is best practice to examine whether new applications
would be in alignment with that map.
The proposed designation for the subject properties is Residential-Multi-Unit Buildings
which would “provide a mix of small to moderate sized multiple unit residential buildings.”
The principal forms and uses permitted would be: “Townhouses, rowhouses, stacked
townhouses and low rises. Only in circumstances where the Development Permit Area
Design Guidelines can be met, a compelling case can be made, and appropriate amenities are
provided will a five or six storey low rise building be considered.” Complementary Uses
permitted are: “home based businesses, small scale local commercial uses such as corner
stores, small scale institutional uses such as care facilities or places of worship, utilities,
transportation corridors, parks, open space, and community facilities. Maximum density
permitted is: “Medium density multiple unit residential.”
The proposed application conforms to the residential component of the proposed designation,
but not to the commercial component. The new land –use designation removed commercial
uses along this area of Twelfth Street toward creating a more compact and viable commercial
node along specific areas. However, property owners would continue to be permitted to
develop commercial at-grade uses under the existing Community Commercial Districts
(Medium Rise) (C2-A) zoning, as would be the case for this application.
2.2

Zoning Bylaw:

The zoning for this site is Community Commercial Districts (Medium Rise) (C-2A). The
intent of the C-2A zone is to allow for mixed use development consisting of pedestrian-
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oriented commercial businesses and three storeys of residential development above. In this
zoning district, a building can be up to 40 feet (12.19 metres) or four storeys.
For this site, density calculations are based on Units per Acre, and subject to Building Line
requirements. The density of the net area of the site shall not exceed 90 units per acre (0.40
hectares), exclusive of any portion subject to a Building Line under Section 180 of the
Zoning Bylaw. Therefore the space between the front property line and the Building Line
does not count towards the density calculation for this site. The site area minus the 10 feet (3
metre) Building Line along Twelfth Street determines the net site area for density
calculation.
The proposal meets these and the other requirements set out in the Zoning Bylaw with the
exception of Section 180 – Building Lines where a variance would be required.
2.3

Upper Twelfth Street Development Permit Area (UT):

The purpose of the Development Permit Application is to review the proposal against the
area’s Development Permit Area Design Guidelines. The subject site is located in
Commercial and Mixed Use Permit Area #3 – Upper Twelfth Street Development Permit
Area. This area is “designated in order to encourage redevelopment and intensification
which reinforces and improves the viability of neighbourhood commercial services. It
combines two and three storey residential uses above ground-oriented, neighbourhood
commercial uses. This Development Permit Area establishes objectives and guidelines for
the form and character of commercial and multi-family development, as follows:
 Promote Twelfth Street as a pedestrian friendly, neighbourhood commercial centre;
 Promote a wide range of pedestrian-oriented commercial uses;
 Encourage all developments, including storefront renovations and additions, to
conform to the Twelfth Street Art Deco Guidelines;
 Employ technical approaches to sound insulation in building construction in this area
(e.g., along Twelfth Street and at major intersections);
 Site buildings to provide “eyes on the street” for crime prevention as well as a buffer
(e.g., acoustical, visual) to the traffic corridor, for the surrounding neighbourhood.
2.4

Twelfth Street Art Deco Design Guidelines

The Twelfth Street Art Deco Design Guidelines were developed in June 2004 in order to
provide a standard for revitalization in the historic area. The guidelines focus mainly on
restoration standards for existing buildings. However, there is a general discussion of
preferred materials that is also applicable to new developments in order to have them
integrate well with existing buildings, and the application would be evaluated against these
elements as part of the review process.
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Staff is incorporating these design guidelines into the proposed Upper Twelfth Street
Development Permit Area for the OUR CITY 2041 Official Community Plan update.
2.5

Family Friendly Housing Regulation:

As per the Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw No. 7741, 2015, multi-unit apartment buildings
(strata) are required to have a minimum of 30% two-bedroom and three-bedroom dwelling
units, of which 10% of the total dwelling units shall have three bedrooms or more.
The proposed application would conform to this policy.
3.0

BACKGROUND

3.1

Site Characteristics and Context:

The subject sites have a site area of 1,217 m 2 (13,099 ft2 ) with a lot width of 3,993 metres
(13,100 ft 2) and an average depth of approximately 30 metres (100 feet). The subject sites
are currently vacant and front onto Twelfth Street. The sites are surrounded by commercial
and residential uses. Dublin Street runs north-west to the sites and is predominantly
comprised of single detached dwellings (zoned NR-1), with a commercial service and repair
station adjacent to the corner of Twelfth Street. Immediately north-east of the sites runs an
alley and is directly next to a mixed use site (833 Twelfth Street zoned C-2A). Immediately
to the rear of the sites is a single detached dwelling (1122 Dublin Street zoned NR-1).
4.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

4.1

Project Description:

The Development Permit would allow the construction of a four storey mixed-use building.
The proposal would see 21 residential units created of which nine would be three-bedroom
and 12 would be two-bedroom. The proposed two bed-room units would range in size from
803 to 886 square feet (74.2 to 82.3 square metres) and the three bed-room units would range
in size from 1011 to 1251 square feet (93.9 to 116.2 square metres). All 21 units would be
adaptable. Four commercial units and residential amenity space would be located at grade.
The proposed project requires and provides 42 off-street parking spaces total for residential,
visitor, commercial and accessible use.
4.2 Proposed Variance:
The Development Permit application is in conjunction with a Development Variance Permit
application which would vary Section 180 of the Zoning Bylaw: Building Lines, as follows:
Variance
Building Lines
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The requested variance would eliminate the requirement for a 10 foot building line along
Twelfth Street. The applicant proposes to set the building back between six feet and 10 feet.
The original intent of the building line requirement in the Zoning Bylaw was to allow for
potential future road widening on Twelfth Street when it was a provincial highway. The
street is no longer a highway, and the City has widened the sidewalks along the Twelfth
Street commercial area, reducing the road width to calm traffic. As there is no longer an
intention to widen the street, this building line setback is no longer needed and the proposed
variance is reasonable.
3. DISCUSSION
3.1

Design Guidelines

The Development Permit application is evaluated on form and character conformance to the
design guidelines as outlined in the current Upper Twelfth Street Development Permit Area.
This proposal is generally supportive of the design guidelines through the development of
three storey residential uses above ground-oriented, neighbourhood commercial uses which
seek to promote Twelfth Street as a pedestrian friendly neighbourhood commercial centre
which provide “eyes on the street”.
The vision of the Upper Twelfth Street Development Permit Area guidelines is reinforced
through architectural guidelines outlined in the Twelfth Street Art Deco Design Guidelines.
The guidelines focus mainly on restoration standards for existing buildings, however there is
discussion of preferred materials applicable to new development in order to have them
integrate well with the existing stock of Art Deco buildings.
Should the application proceed staff would further evaluate the proposed design on
conformance to both sets of design guidelines.
4. CONSULTATION
Should the application proceed, once staff has reviewed the proposal in detail against the
design guidelines, the application would be forwarded the New Westminster Design Panel.
Should the project be endorsed by the New Westminster Design Panel, the applicant would
present to the Moody Park Residents’ Association in addition to holding a public open
house.
The Development Variance Permit process would provide notice to the public, and allow for
an opportunity for those affected by the proposed variance to the Zoning Bylaw to speak
before Council.
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REVIEW PROCESS

February 9 th , 2017
March 6 th . 2017
March 27 th, 2017
March 28 th, 2017
March – August 2017

6.

March 6, 2017

Application circulation to various City Departments /
Divisions;
Application brought to the Land Use and Planning
Committee for comment; we are here
Application brought to Council;
New Westminster Design Panel;
Public consultation / Additional comments from NWDP if
necessary; Opportunity to be Heard / Issuance of
Development Permit and Development Variance Permit.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON

Staff circulated project plans on February 9, 2017. Preliminary comments on this application
have been incorporated into the preliminary plans.
7.

OPTIONS

There are two options for consideration:
1.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that staff process the
application for the subject lots as outlined in this report;

2.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council direct staff to
process the application for the subject lots as outlined in this report;

3.

That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with other feedback.

Staff recommends option 1.
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Attachment 1
Location Map
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This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.

Attachment 2
Official Community Plan Land Use Designation
And
Development Permit Area Guidelines

Official Community Plan:
The Official Community Plan (OCP) designates these properties as Commercial Historic Area.
Specifically, “this area will include heritage buildings in a commercial street. It is anticipated
that pedestrian scale commercial uses will be at the street level and commercial, office or
residential uses above the ground level. Along Columbia Street, this area will include
entertainment uses such as theatres, restaurants, bars and recreation facilities. Depending on the
provision of public amenities, a density bonus may be considered.”
Upper Twelfth Street Development Permit Area (UT):
2.3.1

Development Permit Area Guidelines:

This site is located in Commercial and Mixed Use Permit Area #1 – Upper Twelfth Street
Development Permit Area. This area is “designated in order to encourage redevelopment and
intensification which reinforces and improves the viability of neighbourhood commercial
services. It combines two and three storey residential uses above ground-oriented,
neighbourhood commercial uses. This Development Permit Area establishes objectives and
guidelines for the form and character of commercial and multi-family development.
The objectives and guidelines of this Development Permit Area are as follows:
 Promote Tweflth Street as a pedestrian friendly, neighbourhood commercial centre;
 Promote a wide range of pedestrian-oriented commercial uses;
 Encourage residential use on the upper floors;
 Encourage all developments, including storefront renovations and additions, to conform
to the Twelfth Street Guidelines;
 Employ technical approaches to sound insulation in building construction in this area
(e.g., along Twelfth Street and at major intersections);
Site buildings to provide “eyes on the street” for crime prevention as well as a buffer (e.g.,
acoustical, visual) to the traffic corridor, for the surrounding neighbourhood

Attachment 3
Twelfth Street Art Deco Design Guidelines

Attachment 4
Project Plans

Attachment 5
Landscaping Plans

c Copyright reserved. This drawing and design is the
property of PMG Landscape Architects and may not be
reproduced or used for other projects without their
permission.

PLANT SCHEDULE
KEY
TREE

QTY

PMG PROJECT NUMBER: 16-026

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

PLANTED SIZE / REMARKS

3
1

ACER PALMATUM
ACER RUBRUM 'RED SUNSET'

JAPANESE MAPLE
RED SUNSET MAPLE

5

MAGNOLIA KOBUS STELLATA 'PINK STAR'

PINK STAR MAGNOLIA (LIGHT PINK)

2M HT; B&B
6CM CAL; 2M STD; B&B
2M HT; B&B

65
1
46
9
9

BUXUS MICROPHYLLA 'WINTER GEM'
HYDRANGEA M. 'ENDLESS SUMMER'
SKIMMIA REEVESIANA
SPIRAEA X BUMALDA 'LIMEMOUND'
TAXUS X MEDIA 'HICKSII'

LITTLE-LEAF BOX
ENDLESS SUMMER BIGLEAF HYDRANGEA
DWARF SKIMMIA
LIMEMOUND SPIREA
HICK'S YEW

#2 POT; 25CM
#3 POT; 80CM
#1 POT
#2 POT; 40CM
1M

235
1
1
3
1
8
20

CAREX 'ICE DANCE'
CAREX O. `EVERGOLD'
HAKONECHLOA MACRA 'AUREOLA'
HELICTOTRICHON SEMPERVIRENS
LUZULA SYLVATICA `SELECT'
MISCANTHUS SINENSIS 'LITTLE KITTEN'
PENNISETUM ALOPECUROIDES 'HAMLIN'

FROSTED SEDGE
GOLD SEDGE
GOLD VARIEGATED JAPANESE FOREST GRASS
BLUE OAT GRASS
GREATER WOOD RUSH
COMPACT MAIDEN GRASS
DWARF FOUNTAIN GRASS

#1 POT
#1 POT
#1 POT
#1 POT
#1 POT
#1 POT
#1 POT; HEAVY

16
20

LONICERA PILEATA
PACHYSANDRA TERMINALIS

PRIVET HONEYSUCKLE
JAPANESE SPURGE

#1 POT; 25CM
9CM POT; #1 POT; 15CM

SHRUB

42" ht ALUMINUM FENCE
WITH GATE

Suite C100 - 4185 Still Creek Drive
Burnaby, British Columbia, V5C 6G9
p: 604 294-0011 ; f: 604 294-0022

GRASS

2-BIKE RACKS

SEAL:

GC

EXISTING LANDSCAPE TO BE RETAINED

EXISTING TREE TO BE RETAINED

PROPANE FIRE TABLE

2'x2' Hydropressed slabs:Tan color;
by Abbotsford concrete product;
Installed as per manufacturer spec..

Lounge Area

BENCH MOUNTED ON CONCRETE WALL
AS PER MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

EXISTING SIDEWALK

Siting Area

NOTES: * PLANT SIZES IN THIS LIST ARE SPECIFIED ACCORDING TO THE BC LANDSCAPE STANDARD, LATEST EDITION. CONTAINER SIZES SPECIFIED AS PER
CNLA STANDARDS. BOTH PLANT SIZE AND CONTAINER SIZE ARE THE MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE SIZES. * REFER TO SPECIFICATIONS FOR DEFINED CONTAINER
MEASUREMENTS AND OTHER PLANT MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS. * SEARCH AND REVIEW: MAKE PLANT MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR OPTIONAL REVIEW BY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT AT SOURCE OF SUPPLY. AREA OF SEARCH TO INCLUDE LOWER MAINLAND AND FRASER VALLEY. * SUBSTITUTIONS: OBTAIN WRITTEN
APPROVAL FROM THE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT PRIOR TO MAKING ANY SUBSTITUTIONS TO THE SPECIFIED MATERIAL. UNAPPROVED SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE
REJECTED. ALLOW A MINIMUM OF FIVE DAYS PRIOR TO DELIVERY FOR REQUEST TO SUBSTITUTE. SUBSTITUTIONS ARE SUBJECT TO BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD - DEFINITION OF CONDITIONS OF AVAILABILITY. ALL LANDSCAPE MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP MUST MEET OR EXCEED BC LANDSCAPE
STANDARD'S LATEST EDITION. ALL PLANT MATERIAL MUST BE PROVIDED FROM CERTIFIED DISEASE FREE NURSERY

MAGLIN LEXICON CORNER
BENCH WITH PLANTER

Dog
relief
area

2'x2' Hydropressed slabs:Natural color;
by Abbotsford concrete product;
Installed as per manufacturer spec..

MAGLIN BIKE RACK
SCBR1600-S
SILVER 14 FINETEX
SURFACE MOUNT AS PER
MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

MAGLIN PICNICK TABLE - MLPT720 MAGLIN LEXICON CORNER BENCH
SILVER 14 FINETEX;WOOD IPE
WITH PLANTER

MAGLIN BENC- MLB872BL-PCC

SURFACE MOUNT AS PER
MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

PLANTER WALL AS PER MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

MOUNTED ON 18" WIDE ARCHITECTURAL

SURFACE MOUNT AS PER
MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

NOTES:
1.

ALL POSTS PRESSURE TREATED TO CSA STANDARD AND END CUTS
TREATED WITH PRESERVITIVE.

2.

ALL OTHER MEMBERS TO BE CEDAR. #2 (CONSTRUCTION) GRADE MINIMUM.

3.

ALL HARDWARE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED.

4.

APPLY 2 COATS EXTERIOR STAIN TO MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION.
FINISH SELECTION AS APPROVED BY PROJECT ARCHITECT.

5.

ALL FENCES TO BE LEVEL. CHANGES IN GRADE TO BE IN 12"-18" STEPS (MAX.).
GAPS TO GRADE TO FOLLOW FINISH GRADE. GAP TO BE 3-6".

2-BIKE RACKS

2x6 CEDAR CAP

2x4 CEDAR RAIL

2R up

+
.43
93

+
.14
93

2-PICNIC TABLE

1x2 NAILER

LATCH

5% slope

CONCRETE PLANTER WALL

18" HT ARCHITECTURAL SEAT WALL

Siting Area

NOTE

4x4 P.T. FIR POST

2'x2' Hydropressed slabs:Natural color;
by Abbotsford concrete product;
Installed as per manufacturer spec..

1x6 ROUGH
CEDAR BOARDS
2x6 NAILER

BBQ

2x4 P.T. BOTTOM
RAIL

BENCH MOUNTED ON CONCRETE WALL
AS PER MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

+
.78
92

UNDERGROUND PARKING
OUTLINE

1x6 NAILER

3" GAP

1
L-1

COMPACTED SUBGRADE
OR
PATIO ON SLAB

12"x12"x24" CONC. FOOTING
SLOPE TOP EDGE FOR DRAINAGE
3" DRAIN ROCK UNDER

8'-0" MAX. O.C.

6'-0" HEIGHT WOOD FENCE WITH LATTICE

2
L-1

1/2" = 1'-0"

3

17.FEB.21

2

16.DEC.12

NEW SITE PLAN

DD

1

16.JUL.26

NEW SITE PLAN

NEW SITE PLAN

DD

DD

NO.

DATE

REVISION DESCRIPTION

DR.

CLIENT: MARCHENTIC HOLDINGS CORPORATION

42" HT ALUMINUM FENCE
1/2" = 1'-0"

6'HT WOOD FENCE

5% slope

PROJECT:

4-STOREY RESIDENTIAL /
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
+
.41
92

2" LAYER COMPOSTED BARK MULCH

837-841 12TH STREET
NEW WESTMINSTER

ON GROWING MEDIUM (36" MIN DEPTH AT TREES, TYP.)
ON 2" DEPTH SAND
ON DRAIN MAT: NILEX PD20 OR APPROVED EQUIV.

WALL DRAIN MAT:
NILEX WD-15 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT
36" MIN FOR TREE

24" HT CONCRETE WALL (BY ARCHITECTS)
OR MASONRY UNIT,
DRAIN MAT FULL DEPTH

24"

Gate

DRAWING TITLE:

ABBOTSFORD CONCRETE
PAVERS

PAVERS ON 2" BIRD'S EYE GRAVEL

LANDSCAPE
PLAN

2" DEPTH BIRD'S EYE GRAVEL
NILEX PD20 OR APPROVED
EQU. DRAIN MAT
PROTECTED SLAB BY OTHERS

NOTE:
PAVERS TO BE INSTALLED TO MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATIONS
PAVERS NOT TO BE CUT MORE THAN HALF SIZE
ALL PAVERS TO BE DIAMOND CUT
ONLY PAVERS OFF SLAB ARE TO BE INFILLED WITH POLYMER SAND
ONLY PAVERS OFF SLAB ARE TO HAVE BEDDING SAND LEVELING COARSE

PROTECTED CONCRETE SLAB BY OTHERS

L-2

WITH: ZHAO XD ARCHITECT LTD.

DO NOT INFILL AND SWEEP SAND BETWEEN
PAVERS THAT ARE ON TOP OF SLAB
IE COURTYARD AND PRIVATE PATIO AREAS

SECTION A-A
1/2'= 1'-0"

4
L-1

DATE:

March 29, 2016

3/32"=1'-0"

SCALE:

HYDRAPRESSED SLABS ON SLAB
1/2" = 1'-0"

DRAWN: DD
DESIGN: DD
CHK'D:

16026-4.ZIP

PCM

PMG PROJECT NUMBER:

DRAWING NUMBER:

L1

OF 3
16-026

Attachment 6
Project Statistics

Site Statistics 837 – 841 Twelfth Street
Site Area:

13,099 square feet / 1217 square
metres

Proposed

Site Frontage:

65.09 square feet / 19.84 square
metres

1.94

Average Site Depth:

100 square feet / 30.48 square metres

21 residential units
4 commercial units

Existing Zoning

Community Commercial Districts
(Medium Rise) (C‐2A)

68%
8,909 square feet /
827.7 square metres

Permitted

Proposed

Front Yard

No front yard required shall be
required*

Section 180 – Building
Lines requires a 10 foot
/ 3.05 metres setback

Rear Yard

20 feet / 6.1 metres

20 feet / 6.1 metres

Side Yards

0 feet / 0 metres

North West – 0 feet / 0
metres

South‐East 0 feet / 0
metres
Parking

Building Height

Residential = 31

Residential = 31

Visitor = 5

Visitor =5

Commercial = 6

Commercial =6

of which includes

of which includes

Accessible = 2

Accessible = 6

Compact Lots = 13

Compact Lots = 13

40 feet / 12.19 metres

40 feet / 12.19 metres

Useable Open Space

Minimum 2,310 square feet

Over 2,310 square feet

*Section 180 – Building Lines

10 feet

6 – 10 feet
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Land Use and Planning Committee

Date:

3/6/2017

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

REZ00139

Item #:

18/2017

Subject:

43 Hastings Street: Rezoning for Six Unit Affordable Housi ng Project Preliminary Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land Use and Planning Committee direct staff to process the Rezoning,
Housing Agreement Bylaw and Development Permit applications for the subject
properties located at 43 Hastings Street based on the process outlined in this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council directed staff to issue a Request for Proposals to develop an affordable housing
project on the City-owned property located at 43 Hastings Street and the adjacent unused
road right-of-way, which has not been developed as a road and is deemed surplus to the
transportation needs of the City.
On April 18, 2016, Council provided conditional project approval to the Community Living
Society, a non-profit housing operator, in partnership with Catalyst, a non-profit
development manager, to develop six affordable rental units, including three designed for
people with developmental disabilities and three for low-income families. The Community
Living Society subsequently has become the Community Living Housing Society (CLHS).
Given that the City is currently the owner of the subject site, and that affordable housing
initiatives such as this one are a priority of Council, the City has initiated the Rezoning
application on behalf of the CLHS. Once all necessary agreements are finalized, the City will
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provide authorization for CLS to become the applicant on the Rezoning application. CLHS
will submit the subsequent Development Permit application.
1.0

PURPOSE

The City has initiated an application to rezone the site at 43 Hastings Street and the adjacent
road right of way which would allow the development of six affordable rental units. This
report provides preliminary information regarding this application so that initial comments
can be provided by the Land Use and Planning Committee regarding the application.
2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1

Previous Council Direction

Council directed staff to issue a Request for Proposals to develop an affordable housing
project on the City-owned property located at 43 Hastings Street and the adjacent unused
road right-of-way, which has not been developed as a road and is deemed surplus to the
transportation needs of the City.
On April 18, 2016, Council provided conditional project approval to the Community Living
Society (CLS), a non-profit operator, in partnership with Catalyst, a non-profit development
manager, to develop six affordable rental units including three designed for people with
developmental disabilities and three for low-income families.
As a part of the City’s site preparation requirements to provide a development-ready site to
CLS, the process of closing the adjacent road and removing its classification as a road has
been initiated so that it can be consolidated with the 43 Hastings Street parc el. This road
allowance is currently unzoned and it is the City’s practice to have zoning on all parcels.
Council will be considering rezoning the parcel to the same zone as 43 Hastings Street
(Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-2)) as a place holder until a Rezoning application
for development of the property is considered. This Rezoning of the right-of-way will be the
subject of a Public Hearing on March 27, 2017 following which consideration by Council of
Third Reading and Adoption could occur.
2.2

Site Characteristics and Context

The City-owned site at 43 Hastings Street is 418 square metres (4,500 sq. ft.) in area and the
adjacent closed road right of way is approximately 115.2 square metres (1,240 sq. ft.) in area.
Should the site consolidation be finalized, the combined site area would be 533.2 sq. metres
(5,740 sq. ft.) in total area.
The vacant site is located in the Downtown neighbourhood, north of the Pattullo Bridge
entry and has a steep grade from north to south. It is surrounded by single detached
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dwellings to the north, east and south, zoned RS-2. To the west is a three storey apartment
building zoned RM-2 (Multiple Dwelling District).
3.0

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

3.1

Proposed Units

The project, as currently proposed, consists of:
•

•

3.2

Three, one-bedroom apartments: to be rented to individuals with developmental
disabilities at shelter allowance rates ($375 per month), or in cases where the residents
have roommates or are earning an income, the lesser of rent based on 30% of income
or 70% of HIL (Housing Income Limit) rates (max mean income limit is $42,500
(2016 rates) for HIL, translation into maximum rent or $743).
Three, three-bedroom townhouses: to be rented to families with incomes below BC
Housing’s HIL rates, which is currently $64,500 (2016 rates) for a three-bedroom
unit.
Affordable Housing Model

This project would provide affordable housing opportunities for CLHS clients with
developmental disabilities to live in a community with families. This model of providing
housing to CLHS clients in an inclusive community-oriented setting is considered to be a
progressive improvement to the lives of CLHS clients who wish to live independently in the
community. CLHS has indicated that it would support giving priority to clients who live in
or have families in New Westminster.
The proponent team is a partnership between CLHS and Catalyst. Catalyst is a non-profit
society that specializes in the development of affordable housing projects. Catalyst would act
as the project manager and developer. CLHS is a New Westminster based non-profit society
and is proposed to be the owner and operator of the project. CLHS clients are primarily
adults with developmental disabilities who receive social assistance and supports provided in
home and through CLHS programs.
4.0

POLICY AND REGULATIONS

4.1

Downtown Community Plan

43 Hastings Street is currently designated for Residential – Low Rise Apartment in the
Downtown Community Plan. This following list outlines the details of this designation:
 targeted for residential
 intended for low rise apartments
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 may include townhouses, stacked townhouses, row houses
 community amenities such as churches, child care, libraries or community space
 small-scale, corner store type retail, restaurant, and service uses permitted
The form of the proposed development is generally consistent with the Low Rise
Apartment land use designation in the Downtown Community Plan.
4.2

Zoning

The subject site is currently zoned Single Detached Residential Dwelling Districts (RS-2)
which allows singled detached dwellings districts with a secondary suite. The application
proposes to change the zoning to a Comprehensive Development District to permit the
proposed development.
4.3

Development Permit Area

The subject property is included in the #1 Downtown Development Permit Area. The intent
of the DPA Designation is:
“The Downtown [..] is the cultural and historic heart of the city. This Development Permit
Area is designated to support its Regional Town Centre designation i n the Regional Growth
Strategy. This Development Permit Area establishes the objectives and guidelines for:
 The form and character of commercial, multifamily, institutional and intensive
residential development.
 Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity.
 Revitalization of an area in which a commercial use is permitted.
 Objectives to promote energy and water conservation and reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions.
In this area, special development permits will be issued as authorized by the New
Westminster Redevelopment Act.”
The proposed development will be reviewed by the New Westminster Design Panel and staff
against the Development Permit Area requirements. Development Permits in the Downtown
are delegated to the Director of Development Services for consideration of issuance.
4.4

Rental Housing Policy

The project would provide non-market rental housing and support the objectives of the of the
Mayor’s Affordable Task Force on Housing Affordability and the Affordable Housing
Strategy. The applicant would be required to enter into a Housing Agreement with the City
as a condition of the rezoning application.
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Family Friendly Housing Regulations and Design Guidelines

This project provides fewer than ten units and as such is not subject to the Family Friendly
Housing Regulations or Design Guidelines. However with the current proposal which
includes 50% three three-bedroom units, currently achieves the regulation requirements for
number of units.
5.0

DISCUSSION

5.1

Applicant and Application Process

Given that the City is currently the owner of the subject site, and that affordable housing
initiatives such as this one are a priority of Council, the City has initiated the application for
Rezoning on behalf of the applicant. The application would be transferred to CLHS should
the final site preparation requirements be completed and the necessary agreements with
CLHS be finalized.
5.2

Project Drawings

Formal project drawings have not yet been submitted by CLHS as the necessary agreements
have yet to be finalized. Staff has discussed the general site design concepts with CLHS and
these discussions have not raised any initial concerns. Full architectural drawings would be
required to be completed prior to the project being presented to the New Westminster Design
Panel and subsequent public consultation.
6.0

APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS
The anticipated next steps in the application review process are:
1. Land Use and Planning Committee Preliminary Report (March 6, 2017); We are
here;
2. Land Use and Planning Committee Report to Council (March 27, 2017);
3. Housing Agreement Principles Report to Council
4. Review by the New Westminster Design Panel;
5. Applicant-led Public Open House and/or Presentation to the Downtown Residents’
Association;
6. Review by the Advisory Planning Commission;
7. Council Consideration of First and Second Reading of Zoning Amendment Bylaw;
8. Public Hearing for Zoning Amendment Bylaw;
9. Council Consideration of Third Reading of Zoning Amendment Bylaw;
10. Council Consideration of First Second and Third Readings of Housing Agreement
Bylaw;
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11. Council Consideration of Adoption of Housing Agreement Bylaw and Zoning
Amendment Bylaw;
12. Issuance of Development Permit by Director of Development Services.
7.0

INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON

The City has now initiated a project team based approach for reviewing development
applications. A Staff-led project team has been assigned for reviewing this project consisting
of staff from the Building, Planning (Development Services), Engineering, and P arks and
Recreation Departments. The Electrical Services Department will also be included early in
the process.
8.0

OPTIONS

The following options are offered for consideration of the LUPC:
1. That the Land Use and Planning Committee direct staff to process the Rezoning,
Housing Agreement Bylaw and Development Permit applications for the subject
properties located at 43 Hastings Street based on the process outlined in this report.
2. That the Land Use and Planning Committee recommend that Council direct staff to
process the Rezoning, Housing Agreement Bylaw and Development Permit
applications for the subject properties located at 43 Hastings Street based on the
process outlined in this report.
3. That the Land Use and Planning Committee provide staff with alternative direction
and /or feedback.
Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A: Preliminary Architectural Drawings

This report has been prepared by:
Mike Watson, Senior Planning Analyst
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning
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Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Appendix A:
Preliminary Architectural Drawings
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